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Abstract 
Since the advent of Quantum Field Theory (QFT) in the late 1940's, perturbation 
theory has become one of the most successful means of extracting phenomenologically 
useful information from QFT. In the ever-increasing enthusiasm for new phenomeno-
logical predictions, the mechanics of perturbation theory itself have taken a back seat. 
It is in this light that this thesis aims to investigate some of the more fundamental 
properties of perturbation theory. 
In the first part of this thesis, we develop the idea, suggested by C.J .Maxwell, that 
at any given order of Feynman diagram calculation for a QCD observable all renormal-
ization group (RG)-predictable terms should be resummed to all-orders. This "com-
plete" RG-improvement (CORGI) serves to separate the perturbation series into infi-
nite subsets of terms which when summed are renormalization scheme (RS)-invariant. 
Crucially all ultraviolet logarithms involving the dimensionful parameter, Q, on which 
the observable depends are resummed, thereby building the correct Q-dependence. We 
extend this idea, and show for moments of leptoproduction structure functions that 
all dependence on the renormalization and factorization scales disappears provided 
that all the ultraviolet logarithms involving the physical energy scale Q are completely 
resummed. The approach is closely related to Grunberg's method of Effective Charges. 
In the second part, we perform an all-orders resummation of the QCD Adler D-
function for the vector correlator, in which the portion of perturbative coefficients 
containing the leading power of b, the first beta-function coefficient, is resummed to all-
orders. To avoid a renormalization scale dependence when we match the resummation 
to the exactly known next-to-leading order (NLO), and next-NLO (NNLO) results, 
we employ the Complete Renormalization Group Improvement (CORGI) approach , 
removing all dependence on the renormalization scale. We can also obtain fixed-order 
CORGI results. Including suitable weight-functions we can numerically integrate these 
results for the D-function in the complex energy plane to obtain so-called "contour-
improved" results for the ratio Rand its tau decay analogue Rr. We use the difference 
between the all-orders and fixed-order (NNLO) results to estimate the uncertainty in 
a 8 (M;) extracted from R7 measurements, and find a 8 (M;) = 0.120±0.002. We also 
estimate the corresponding uncertainty in a( M;) arising from hadronic corrections 
by considering the uncertainty in R(s), in the low-energy region, and compare with 
other estimates. Analogous resummations are also given for the scalar correlator. As 
an adjunct to these studies we show how fixed-order contour-improved results can be 
obtained analytically in closed form at the two-loop level in terms of the Lambert 
W-function and hypergeometric functions. 
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Chapter 1 
Framework of QCD 
1.1 Strong Interaction Theory 
The strong interaction of fundamental particles has been successfully described by a 
non-abelian gauge field theory called Quantum Chromodynamics ( QCD). Because of 
its outstanding property of asymptotic freedom, a perturbative treatment makes sense 
for short distance phenomena. At short distances, equivalently high energies, the ef-
fective coupling is small and the theory can be studied using perturbative techniques. 
In dealing with high-order effects one immediately [1] finds that the calculated results 
crucially depend on the way one renormalizes the divergent integrals appearing in the 
calculation. This is called the renormalization-scheme dependence of perturbative pre-
dictions. 
In addition to renormalizability, the gauge principle is a powerful technique to reveal 
symmetry features of the theory which consequently will interrelate gauge fields (pho-
tons and gluons). QCD together with the Electroweak theory comprise the SU(3) xSU(2) 
xU(1) Standard Model of elementary particles. The Standard Model asserts that the 
material in the universe is made up of elementary fermions interacting through fields, 
of which they are the sources. The particles associated with the interaction fields are 
bosons. The elementary fermions of the standard model are of two types: leptons and 
quarks. All have spin ~' in units of n, and in isolation would be described by the Dirac 
1 
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equation. Leptons interact only through the electromagnetic interactions and the weak 
interactions. Quarks interact through the electromagnetic and weak interactions and 
also through the strong interaction. The four types of interaction fields are set out in 
Table 1. 
When we consider the Standard Model, the mass terms of fermion fields cause some 
complications. They will break the global gauge invariance of the Standard Model due 
to the left and right-handed components that have different gauge quantum numbers, 
and at this stage the Higgs field will appear as a consequence of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking where its existence is essential as well for renormalizability of the theory. In 
the following we treat QCD separately and insert a Dirac mass term, however this will 
turn out to be surplus to our needs, and typically we shall take the approximation of 
massless quarks. 
We shall begin by giving a brief introduction to QCD, considering the Lagrangian 
and the origin of each term and the Feynman rules. A detailed discussion of QCD 
theory and phenomenology can be found in reference [2-4]. A historical background 
to the development of QCD can be found in reference [5]. 
Table 1: Types of interaction filelds 
I nteractionfield Boson Spin 
Gravitational field Gravitons 2 
Weak field w+' w-' z particles 1 
Electromagnetic field Photons 1 
Strong field Gluons 1 
1.2 QCD as a non-abelian Gauge theory 
Gauge field theories are a particular kind of field theory based on the gauge principle. 
The gauge principle is the requirement that the theory be invariant under local gauge 
transformations. 
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As a simple application of this principle in Electrodynamics, the electromagnetic 
field appears as a consequence of the invariance of the Lagrangian under local gauge 
symmetry transformations. The electric charges Q obey the commutative (abelian) 
algebra corresponding to the U(1) group. In extending the algebra to a more general 
non-commutative (non-Abelian) one, Yang-Mills theory is obtained. In this theory 
quarks appear as fundamental particles in QCD and gluons will be the gauge mediat-
ing particles. 
The Pauli exclusion principle requires that quarks have an additional degree of 
freedom that we call colour. There are three different possible colours (charges) and 
for practical purposes these are chosen to be primary colours (red, green and blue). 
Therefore the correct symmetry group for the strong interactions must be SU(3). The 
quarks are represented by vectors in the three-dimensional colour space and transform 
under the fundamental representation of the group. Since the quarks are fermions, 
each of these vector components will be a Dirac spinor w(x) in Lorentz space. A 
transformation in colour space is then given by 
(1.1) 
where U~ is a group element of SU(3). It is straightforward to extend the analysis to a 
general numbers of colours, Ne, by considering the group SU(Nc)· The transformation 
martices U are NcXNc unitary matrices (UUt=1) with IUI=1 which can be written as 
(1.2) 
where the ra, a = 1, 2, ... , N; - 1, are generators of the Lie algebra and satisfy the 
comutation relation 
(1.3) 
which defines the real and antisymmetric constants rbc' the structure constants of the 
group. The local gauge principle demands that the theory is invariant under the gauge 
transformation of Eq.(1.1). 
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1.3 Lagrangian of QCD 
We begin with a brief description of the QCD Lagrangian and the Feynman rules which 
can be derived from it. Just as in Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) the perturbative 
calculation of any process requires the use of Feynman rules describing the interactions 
of quarks and gluons. The Feynman rules required for a perturbative analysis of QCD, 
can be derived from the Lagrangian density which is given by 
LQCD = [,classical + Lgauge- fixing + Lghost· (1.4) 
T4e expression for the classical Lagrangian density is 
1 Nt 
[,classical = ~ F:lJFaJ.tll + L'I/Jk(irJ.t DJ.t- mk)'I/Jk, 
k=l 
(1.5) 
where the summation on k runs over all quark flavours. These terms describe the 
interaction of spin-~ quarks of mass m and massless spin-1 gluons. The 1 matrices 
satisfy the anticommutation relation { IJ.t, --yv}=2gJ.tv where gJ.tv is given by gJ.tv=diag(1,-
1,-1,-1). F:v is the field strength tensor derived from the gluon field A~ 
(1.6) 
(1. 7) 
The indices a, b, c run over the eight colour degree of freedom of the gluon field, rbc 
are the SU(3) structure constants and Ta the SU(3) generators. It is the third "non-
abelian" term on the right-hand side of Eq.(1.6) which distinguishes QCD from QED, 
giving rise to triplet and quartic gluon self-interactions and ultimately to the property 
of asymptotic freedom. We will be concerned with the massless approximation, setting 
m= 0 in Eq.(1.5) (in the Standard Model, the mass terms are generated by coupling 
to the Higgs field and do not enter directly as in Eq.(1.5), though the effect is the same 
as far as QCD is concerned). 
The gauge invariance of the Lagrangian where the field A~ has the freedom of gauge 
transformation 
(1.8) 
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with the infinitesimal parameters ea' forces us to eliminate two unphysical degrees of 
freedom of the gauge boson by including a gauge fixing term. One way is to put a 
constraint on the field A~ , and as a covariant constraint we may choose the Lorentz 
condition 
(1.9) 
It is well known from classical dynamics that the Lagrange multiplier method is the 
most useful in dealing with a constrained system. According to this method we add 
the term A.(8JI. A~) 2 to the Lagrangian (1.5) instead of directly imposing the constraint 
(1.9) on the field equation. It is customary to write A.=;-;. The parameter a is called 
the gauge parameter. The modified Lagrangian reads 
Lclassical + ~~ ( 8Jl. A~) 2 • (1.10) 
The term added is called the gauge-fixing term ( Lgauge- fixing). 
There is a further problem connected with the existence of the three gluon and four 
gluon self interactions in the Lagrangian (1.10). Performing a perturbative calculation 
for the one-loop gauge field contribution to the self-energy part [IT~~] for the gauge 
field A~, one may show that IT~~ does not satisfy the requirement of gauge invariance 
qJI.IT~~(q)=O [2]. Moreover if one calculates the gluon scattering cross section corre-
sponding to the tree diagrams shown in Fig.l.l , and applies a polarization sum in the 
final state, one fails to obtain a correct expression for the cross section satisfying uni-
tarity. The above difficulty is related to the fact that we did not properly extract the 
physical polarization for the gauge field even with the gauge-fixed Lagrangian (1.10). 
Resolving the difficulty involves the introduction of new fictitious fermionic fields which 
are called Fadeev-Popov ghosts. The contribution of the Fadeev-Popov ghosts should 
be added to every gauge field loop diagram in order to obtain a correct result. To work 
in covariant gauge including the ghost term, we add to the Lagrangian 
r _ =<1( 8Jl.Dab ) b L-ghost - 'f} - Jl. 'f} , (1.11) 
where the 'f}a are the ghost fields and the covariant derivatives now include the repre-
sentation of the 'f}a in the adjoint representation (Ta)bc=irbc. The ghost fields cancel 
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unphysical degree of freedom which otherwise propagate in covariant gauge. 
Fig.l.l: Tree diagrams relevant to 
the elastic scattering of 
gauge particles 
1.4 Path lntegrals-Feynman Rules 
6 
The Lagrangian which we have proposed for QCD in Eq.(1.5) was derived by extending 
classical ideas. To describe the behaviour of particles and fields in the real world we 
must quantize the theory. To do this we can use the path integral formalism [6, 7]. 
We are aiming to describe the nature of the interaction between particles. The ex-
perimentally measured quantity that yields the most information about the dynamics 
of particle interactions is the cross-section for a process in which two particles scatter 
off each other. This is related to the scattering amplitude which in turn is closely 
related to the Green's functions of the theory. Using the path integral formalism we 
can arrive at a method for relating the Green's functions to the Lagrangian of the theory 
Referring to text book [8] we can write down a vacuum to vacuum transition am-
plitude in the presence of the source J(x), 
Z[J] =NI exp[i I (S(cp) +I d4xJ(x)cp(x))]Dcp, (1.12) 
where the normalization N is chosen such that Z[OJ = 1 and Dcp denotes a path integral 
over all possible functions and with 
(1.13) 
the classical action. The Lagrangian (.C) generally contains an interaction term 
(1.14) 
1.4. Path Integrals-Feynman Rules 
and the final expression for the transition amplitude Z[J] will be, 
Z[J] = exp[ig I d4x.Cint( -i oJ~x) )]Zo[J], 
where 
Z0 [J] = exp[~i I d4x'l d4xJ(x')f).p(x'- x)J(x)]. 
f).F ( x' - x) is the Feynman propagator and is defined by 
f).p(x'- x) = ld4p e-i7r(x'-x) 1 . 
27!"4 p2 - m2 + iE 
7 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
The prescription E--+0+ displaces the poles at p = ±m away from the real axis as 
required by causality. The expression (1.15) is uncalculable and it is due to this that 
we motivate a perturbative expansion in g. 
(1.18) 
On the other hand, Z[J] can be obtained originally by taking the continuum limit of 
a set of paths between some initial space time point Xi and a final one x 1, with the 
interval divided into n intermediate points. Following this procedure we will arrive at 
functional derivatives 
on Z[J] . A A A 
oJ(xi)oJ(x
2
) •.• oJ(xn) r:x.zn < 0, t = +ooiT[ifJI(xi)<h(x2) ... (/>t(xn)]IO, t = -oo >, 
(1.19) 
where T denotes the time ordering operator and ~1 (x 1 ),~1 (x2 ), ... are operators with 
eigenvalues cP1 (xi),cPI (x2) , .... 
The vacuum expectation values of the time ordered products of fields precisely 
define the n-particle Green's function for which we have been searching, 
(1.20) 
From (1.18) and using (1.19) we can make calculations of the Green's function at any 
order in the perturbation expansion and hence obtain the Feynman rules. The Green 
function r is the sum of all Feynman diagrams. All of the information of the theory is 
1.4. Path Integrals-Feynman Rules 8 
contained in the Green functions. 
Working in momentum space (i.e 00 =-ip0 ) we can consider the one particle ir-
reducible (lPI) Green's functions rnA,nF(p) where nA (nF) is the number of external 
gluons (quarks). In practical terms the inverse quark and gluon propagators can be 
obtained from the free piece £ 0 of the QCD Lagrangian. We find for the leading term 
in the quark 2-point function 
r~~'2) (p) = -ic5ab (T) - m) ' (1.21) 
where rJ=rp,PP.· Similarly the gluon propagator is given by 
(1.22) 
The ic. prescription has been used to ensure causality. Without the gauge fixing term 
it is impossible to define the gluon propagator in a covariant gauge. 
Higher-order perturbative corrections to tree-level results in QCD, involve Feynman 
diagrams containing closed particle loops. These loops translate to give divergent in-
tegrals which can be classified into two types Ultra-violet (UV) divergence (including 
high momentum regions of momentum space) and Infra-red (I R) divergences (caused 
by the divergent behaviour of the integrand as the loop momenta become small). 
The propagators are derived from the terms which are bilinear in the fields. The 
necessary propagators for Feynman rules in momentum space are drawn in Fig.l.2. 
The other terms (trilinear and quartic in the fields) give us the interaction with the 
physical vertices being replaced by the corresponding vertex factors which are drawn as 
well in Fig.l.2. The external fermion legs (straight lines) are given by Dirac spinors and 
external gluons (spring lines) by the polarization vectors c.P.(*). Ghosts are represented 
by dashed lines. 
1.5. Regularization and Renormalization 
~---j. ___ 2: 
-ig2 S rrac rbd(gJ-LV g).§) _ gJ-Ld 9v). 
rad rbc(gJ-LV g).§_ gi-L>.gv§) 
rab rcd(gi-L>.gv§- gJ-Ldgv>.) 
9 
Fig 1.2: The propagator and vertex factors for the QCD Feynman rules. The flow of 
charge is indicated by arrows. 
1.5 Regularization and Renormalization 
We saw in the previous section that as soon as we attempt to calculate loops in the 
perturbation series of the interacting theory, we encounter divergences. We must look 
for some way to treat these divergences in order to arrive at a finite result. In this 
case we need to regularize the theory and impose on them some prescription ( e.g high 
momentum cut-off or a modified space time dimension) such that they are finite. The 
idea is that at the end of the calculation the divergences will have been absorbed, and 
we will be able to take a physical limit. In the simplest method (cut-off) we impose 
a large momentum cut-off by hand. This contravenes both translational and gauge 
invariance, rendering it useless for gauge theories. 
1.5. R egularization and Renormalization 10 
It is also possible to regulate the integral by discretising space-time and placing it 
on a latticP with a spacing which corresponds to the momentum cut-off. This breaks 
Lorentz and translational invariance although it is the only method to permit a non-
perturbative treatment. 
Another method, dimensional regularization, has the desirable properties of main-
taining Lorentz and gauge invariance and regulating the UV divergences. It treats 
the number of dimensions as a parameter (D=4-2<:) and this enables the integral to 
become finite by reducing the number, i.e, E>O and then analytically continuing back 
to 4 dimensions, all divergences are isolated by the parameter c 
In order to keep the correct mass dimension of the field in the Lagrangian and a 
dimensionless coupling we are forced to put in a mass scale fJ, and rewrite the gauge 
coupling constant g in the following way 
(1.23) 
where g is the dimentionless gauge coupling constant and consequently in D = 4 - 2E 
space t ime dimensions we will have 
(1.2-1) 
This amounts to changing the volume element. In practice the pole at E =0 always 
appears in the combination: 
_r ..:..._(l_+_E_:_) (47r)f = ~ + ln(47r)- 'Ye+ 0(<:), 
t E 
(1.25) 
where r is the gamma function and 'YE=0.57721... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. 
There are several equivalent ways to renormalise the theory. two of which are multi-
plicative renormalization (M R) and the method of counterterms. AIR ensures that for 
every bare (unrenormalized) operator there exists a regulator-dependent multiplicative 
1.5. Regularization and Renormalization 11 
factor Z, the -renonnalization constant, that makes the operator independent of reg-
ulator when expressed in terms of renormalized quantites. !vl R involves summing the 
infinite series of loop diagrams for some fixed number of external lines. This divergeut 
sum is then absorbed into a redefinition of the coupling constant and the mass in the 
"baTe" Lagrangian under the assumption that the bare coupling and mass are unnwa-
surable (infinite) quantities. 
In QCD we can redefine the fields and parameters by 
2 z 2 
m,B = mm' (1.26) 
where B denotes the bare operator. A renormalizable theory will require only a finite 
number of Z's to render it finite to any order. An important property of gauge therories 
such as QCD or QED is that the underlying gauge invariance guarantees the rfBOnnal-
izability of the theory by reducing the number of renormalization constants required. 
Specifically only Z"' is required for all quark fields and only one Z A for both the gauge 
parameter and gluon field. The 3-point ("i{l'ijJAJJ, AvAvAP.), four-point. (A 11 A11 Ail A") and 
ghost-gluon interaction (rj1]A~-') involve the same Z9 , hence only a single renonnalizPd 
coupling is required. 
In the second method, counterterms are added directly to the Lagraugia11 in suc:h 
a way as to knock out precisely the divergent diagrams. A renormalizable theory will 
require only a finite number of counterterms to render it finite to any order. :Moreover 
the counterterms are proportional to terms in the original Lagrangiau, so adding the 
two just gives the multiplicative redefinitions of the coupling and the mass as in the 
first method. We note that a theory is termed renormalizable if all UV divergences can 
be removed by the introduction of a finite number of renormalization consta11ts. By 
substituting for bare terms in the Lagrangian we can generate the appropriate countPr 
terms. For example the quark term in LagTangian (1.5) becomes 
1.6. R enormalization Group method 12 
(1.27) 
T he first term is exactly the same as in the unrenormalized Lagrangian but now we see 
two extra co'Unte1·terms arising. Proceeding in a similar manner all propagators and 
interaction vertices will acquire similar terms. 
1.6 Renormalization Group method 
The renormalized coupling constant g and mass m depend on the renormalization scale 
J.L at which the subtraction procedure is defined. Writing the dependence explicitly we 
have 
( 1. 28) 
The renormalized coupling constants g(J-L) and g(JJ,') which are obtained through two 
different subtraction procedures characterized by the reuonnalizatio11 scales f.L and 1/. 
repectively, are related to each other by 
( 1.2!)) 
where the finite renormalization Z9 (JJ,1, J.L) is given by 
(1.:30) 
In the same way we have 
( 1.31) 
where Zm (J-L', f..L) similarly is defined by 
I 
Z ( 1 ) [ Zm (J-L) ] 2 
m J1, 1 J1, = Zm (p/) ( 1.:32) 
Let us focus our attention on Eq. {1.29) which define a set of finite renormalization factor 
Z9 (J-L' , J.L) for varying renormalization scales J-L1 and f-L. We regard the finite renormal-
ization (1.29) as a transformation. We can then show that this set of transformations 
possesses group properties. In fact we can define a product of two elements Z9 (J1"-I,') 
and Z9(J.L', f-L) as 
( 1.33) 
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which represents the change of g(J.L) through the succesive changes of the scales J.L-7//-+ 1/'. 
According to Eq.(l.30) the above product is equal to Z9(J111 .JL) which is nothing but 
the finite rcnormalization of g(J.L) caused by the scale change 11-+11"· Thus the product 
Z9 (J-l" . J.l)Z9 (!1', 11) also belongs to the set Z9 (Ji, f.L). Morever the inverse of Z9 (J-l1.J.L) 
may be defined by 
( 1.3-t) 
as is easily seen, and the identity 
( 1.35) 
belongs to the set Z9 (J.L',J.L). Thus this set is a group which is abelian. 
In generalization of the above idea, since the Multiplicative Renormalization carril"s 
through to the lPI Green's functions of the theory , Green's functions in two different 
RS's (denoted by barred and unbarred quantities) would be related to the bare Greeu·~ 
function f B by 
( 1.36) 
where Z and Z are products of djfferent wave function renormalization factors. oue for 
each external leg on the lPI diagram corresponding to the Green's function. Clearly 
the two renormalized Green's functions are related by f=zf, where z=~. sincP Z and 
Z have the same structure of divergence. The z relating different renormalizat.ions of 
the bare Green's function, would then be products of the Z's, which gives rise to the 
term Renornwlization Gro-up as in the above case. 
The strength of this extends beyond perturbation theory, holding as an exact prop-
erty of the theory. This can be expressed analytically in terms of the RenoTinalization 
Group equation (RGE). 
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1.7 Renormalization Group equation 
The RGE utilizes the independence of the bare lPI Green's function on the choicr of 
renormalization scheme, 
(1.37) 
Consider a 1 PI Greeu 's function with nA, np external gl uon and quark legs with mo-
mentum qi, Pi rcpcctivcly. The relation between the bare and renormalized Green's 
function reads 
Applying Jt tj t,o the right-hand side of this equation and using the chain rule give us 
d j.l-d r (nA,nP)(qi,pi, ~(J.L), g(J.L), lt) 
tt 
- !__ Og !__ Of,!__ (n-t,nF) . . ( ( 
- (p.&Jt +J.io8J.L8g +J.L8J.L8~)r (tJt.p,.f, M).y M).p). (1.39) 
Writing Z~" = en4 lnZA and Zq np = enplnZq it is easy to get the following relatio11 for 
the renormalized Green 's function 
wherea(g) = ,,!!fl88,., "'(g)-L 8ZA "'(g)-L~ P t" ,... I A - zA af.l , IF - Zg a~' , t5(g) =M~· Eq.(1.40) is known 
as the Renonnalization Group Equation (RGE). 
We shall see a very important property due to the renormalization group namely 
that of a running coupling in a Green's function. For simplicity we cousider a di-
mensionless Green's function with n external legs and suppress the dependence on the 
gauge parameter, r<n) (Pi· g(J.L), J.L). We will now use Eq.(l.39) in this simple case to 
derive the way the f(n)_function transforms under a scaling of momenta. Let us srale 
the momcnta such that 
(1.41) 
Using dimensional arguments and the fact that r <nl is Lorentz invariant we havf' 
(1.-12) 
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where D is the mass dimension of f (nl. This, in turn, implies that f (n) satisfies the 
differential equation 
( 1..!3) 
which, using RGE (1.40), gives 
(1.-!4) 
This has the solution 
where exp[tD] is lmown as the canonical or engineering dimension. The extra trrm in 
the exponent is the anomalous dimension. Note that we have introduced a running 
coupling constant 
og(t) = f3(-) 
ot g ' 
which enables the rewriting of the anomalous dimension as 
[9 - !(9) 
exp[-n19 dg {3(g)] . 
(1A6) 
( 1..1 T) 
Knowing {3 and 1 from the theory enables the evaluation of the momentum depcu-
dence of the Green 's function. These functions are at least theoretically calculable in 
perturbation theory. 
We derive the running coupling, g, equivalently in another way. In the particular 
case that f(n) is dimeusionless we may write 
(1.-18) 
(1 .49) 
where Eq.(l.40) then gives 
(1.50) 
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Changing variable to ). = !le-t, and utilizing the equality of Eq.(l.48) and Eq. (l.-19) 
we can write 
(1.51 ) 
Combining with Eq.(1.50) to eleminate the ;JJ term we arrive at 
( 1..52) 
This is a homogeneous partial differential equation of order one and may be solved by 
introducing the r·unning coupling constant g(.A) defined at a renormalization scale .>.. 
a-
..x. a~ = f3(g(.A)). g(.A = O) =g. ( 1. 53) 
Given the change of variable ,\ = {Le-t, equations ( 1.53) and ( l.-16) are equivalent. 
These equations show that the way in which g(t) runs with the momentum is entirr•ly 
governed by the f3-function of the theory, and so by studying the {3-function Vie can 
discover in which momenta region(s) the coupl ing becomes large. 
1.8 The Renormalization Group ,8-function equa-
tion 
From Eq.(1.53) we see that the RGE represents a powerful constraint on the renor-
malized Green function of any quantum field theory, yielding important cousequences. 
Integrating this equation, we have 
{9 dx 
t = }g f3(x)' 
where 
9(1-L) = g, g(Q) = g, Q t = ln(-) , 
/.L 
from which we can get a transcendental equation for g(J.L). 
(1.0-1) 
(1.55) 
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Since r(n) is dimensiouless all of the scale dependence of r(n) entrrs through tll(> 
running of the coupling constant g( Q). In practical calculations it has brcomr usual 
to define the strong coupling constant 
( 1.56) 
and as a result we obtain a olightly altered ,8-ftmction 
(1.57) 
17C 2 -5C N -3C. N . · · (31 = A 2~7t/ F 1 or 111 the other conventiOn with a = 
aa 2 2 k p,
811 
= {J(a) = -ba (1 +ea+ c2a + ... + cka + ... ), ( 1.58) 
where 
(1.59) 
are two universal coefficients , with CA = N and CF = N2
2
;/ as eigenvalues of casimir 
operators in SU(N) symmetry group and N1 the number of flavours. For QCD we see 
that providing N1$16, {30 > 0, then the coupling will decrease with increasing energy. 
This is the much desired property of asymptotic freedom and ultimately results frow 
the non-abelian gluon self-interaction. 
The importance of the ,8-fuction is in determining the behaviour of the coupling 
constant. Through its dependence on renormalization point it also has a role to play in 
the labelling of rcnonnalization schemes. In turning the JL-depenclcncc of thr /3-function 
to our advantage we find that choosing a form for the ,8-function and selecting a reuor-
malization point, enables us to specify a unique Renormalization Scheuw (RS). 
For many perturbative applications the p-function is truncated at a fixed order. 
For example if we take the ,8-function truncated to its one-loop form. we have 
(l.GO) 
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where 
as 2 
n. = -, b = 7r f3o . 
7r 
Integrating Eq.(l.58) gives 
or 
1 1 
--- bln(po) = -- bln(p) = - bln(A) 
a(po) a(p) 
1 
a(p) = bln( 'j;) ' 
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(l.Gl) 
(1.62) 
(l.G3) 
where the integration constant A is a fundamental constant of the theory to be de-
termined from experiment. It can be naively interpreted as the scale at which the 
,8-function would diverge if extrapolated outside the perturbative domain. More quan-
tatively, it indicates the order of magnitude of the scale at which as( Q2 ) becomes stroug. 
In the next chapter we consider further the renormalization group ,8-function equa-
tion and introduce some frequent ly used renormalization schemes. 
Chapter 2 
Scheme dependence of perturbative 
• series 
2.1 Review of the Renormalization Scheme 
The process of renonnalization as described in the previous chapter is not 11niquP. 
In subtracting each UV divergence we are at liberty to choose the finite remainder. 
providing we remove the infinity in a consistent manner. Consider a generic QCD 
observable that can always if necessary, be divided by a constant and raised to a 
suitable power, to arrive at a perturbation series of the form 
(2.1) 
We shall see that termination of the series at any given ordPr will result ill a l't'sid-
ual dependence on the renormalization procedure being picked up. Thrre will be a 
dependence on the rcnormalization scale 11. (i.c the scale at which the theory is renor-
malized), in addition to the finite subtraction dependence. Together these constitu1P 
what is known as the Renm·malization Scheme. Here only the LO (tree-level. leading 
order) perturbativc coefficient is renormalization scheme invariant. Already. at next-
to-leading order, N LO, one has a renormalization scheme dependence problem. In 
higher orders, the subtraction procedure can presumably be chosen to be the same. 
but an entirely new arbitrary constant will be introduced at each order. 
19 
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The dependeuce on these arbitrary constants is obviously unphysical and since tlH· 
all-orders R(a) should not depend on any arbitrary parameters, it is clear that the 
renormalization scheme dependence must cancel in an all-orders calculation. 
This chapter will discuss the general problem of renormalization scheme (RS ) cl<'-
pendence. 
2.2 Parametrizing the Renormalization Scheme de-
pendence 
In Eq.(2.1) both the coupling and the perturbation series coefficients be.vond leading 
order are dependent on the renormalization scheme used. The problem of paranwtriz-
ing RS dependence is simplified by three restrictions [9] :1) The restriction to physical 
quantities, 2) The restriction to massless theories ,and 3) The restriction to prrt.urba-
tiou theory. 
Consider two RS 's as different if they correspond to different definitions of the con-
plant (a - ;·), i.e .. different definitions of the finite part of the renormalization constant 
Z in the relation a = Zabare· The restriction to perturbation throry is important. If 
allows one to assume that anything and everything can be expressed as a pow<"r se-
ries in a (in whatever RS). In particular, the coupling a in some general RS mnst hP 
expressible as a power series in the couplant a of some '·bare'' scheme, i.(' .. 
(2.2) 
It seems natural to assume that each coefficient v1 , 112, corresponds to a distinct 
degree of freedom in the specification of one RS in terms of another. 
Before discussing further how to parametrize the scheme dependence, we need tu 
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define a parameter r as 
T = bln (_):_) , 
ARs 
(2.3) 
which is the first RS parameter. ARs is related to conventional A parameter as definerl 
by Buras et a1, [1, 10] by 
(2 . .J ) 
Even though the v1 , v2 , . . . parameters have the correct number of degrees of freedon1 
to label the scheme, we shall find it advantageous to exchange them for a different set 
in which r replaces v1 . Rewriting the relationship of Eq.(2.2) equivalently using the 
,8-function defined in each RS we get 
da -
f3(a) = daf3(a) ' (2.5) 
where f3(a) is defined by Eq.(l.58). The {3-function has a scheme-dependent expan-
sion. Whilst c1 = c is universal, the subsequent en {3-function coefficients can then each 
be exchanged for the corresponding Vn to label the scheme. Indeed, it was shown in 
ref [9] that one may consistently use the parameters r .c2,c3 , ... to label the renormalizn-
tion scheme. In the conventional approach when retaining terms up to and including 
r 11 an+l in Eq.(2.1) one truncates the /3-function of Eq.(1.58) and retains terms up 
to and including ena11+2 . On integrating up the truncated Eq. (1.58) one can define 
a(n) ( r, c2 , . . . Cr1 ) and correspondingly one finds for consistency the dependences ·ri( r), 
'r2(r, c2), r 3(r, c2, c3), ... and 1'n(r, c2, c3, ... erJ In this way, the n1h order truncated 
approximant is also labelled by the scheme variables R (n) ( r . c2 , . ··Crz). Of course w lwn 
summed to all orders this dependence must cancel and a formally RS-inclependent sum 
be obtained. 
Furthermore, we can see how to make a scheme-invariant quantity from t.lte schPntC 
label parameter, r. At NLO we can write the truncated Eq. (2 .1) as 
(2.6) 
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where a( r) is defined by integrating up the N LO truncated ,8-function 
da 
dr = -a2 (1 +ea). 
Taking the boundary wndition at a( r = 0) = oo we obtaiu 
1 ( ca(r) ) _ 
T = a(r) + cln (1 + ca.(r)) = F(a). 
where we define the function F for later use, so that a(l)(r)=F-1 (r). 
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(2.7l 
(:2 8) 
To determine the dependence of r1 on r, we first relate t.wo r 1 values from different 
schemes by substituting Eq.(2.2) into Eq.(2.5) and equating coefficients. tu gc·t. 
(:2.9) 
Similarly we can use Eq.(2.8) to find the difference of two r's in different schemes. 
1 ( ea ) 1 ( ea ) r- -r =- + c In ( ) + O(a) - =-- cln ( _) + O(a) , 
a l+ca a l+ca 
(2. ] !1) 
where O(a) and O(a') terms reflect contributions beyond N LOin /3-funrtion. 
Since this should hold for all values of J.L we can take the J.L-400 limit and ntilizing 
asymptotic freedom (a(J-L = oo) = 0) and get 
T-T= 1/1 (2.11) 
Eliminating v1 between Eqs.(2.9) and (2.11) gives 
( ~ . 12 ) 
This implies tl1at. 
(2.13) 
and from there we can ideutify the RS-invariant. combination [9] 
Po = r- r1(r). (2.1-1) 
Having discussed how to parameterise different schemes, in t h<' following wr briefly 
rev iew some important schemes. 
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2.3 Preliminary remarks on renormalization sche1nes 
Given an explicit expression for the quark self-energy to one-loop ord0r , i.e. 
(2 .1.5) 
or the regularized form 
(2.1G) 
where go is the bare coupling. We shall make some preliminary arguments about var-
ious renormalization schemes by using this concrete example. It is important t.o uot.<' 
here that the way of eliminating divergences in perturbation theory is not unique be-
cause there exists an ambiguity in defining the divergent piece of the Green function. 
The prescription used in subtracting divergences in Green functions as discussed b<"-
fore, is called the Renormalization Scheme. Two different renormalization schemes 
are always connected by a finite renormalization. 
Returning to the one-loop quark self-energy part a-(p2 ) in Eq.(2.15) we can explain 
renormali1.ation schemes with the help of it [2]. With m = 0 we can define tile quark 
propagator 
(2.17) 
We renormalize the quark propagator Si.i(p) by a multiplicative factor Z2 ( t.he quark-
field renormalization constant), 
(2.18) 
where Snij(P) is the renormalized (finite) quark propagator. We expand Z2 in powers 
of go and write 
(2.19) 
with the z2 the term of order g5 whidl is assumed to be divergent. SuLstituting 
Eq.(2.19) for Z2 in Eq.(2.18) and using Eq.(2.17) we obtain to order gg 
- ( ) oii 1 
Snij p = - Ji 1 + a(p2) - Z2 (2.20) 
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where we keep only the terms up to order 9S in the denominator. Since SRij(p) is the 
renormalized propagator, it should be free of divergences and hence a(112 )- z2 has to 
be finite. This requirement determines the constant z2 up to a finite additive constant. 
In order to fix this arbitrary finite constant in z2 , we need an additional requirement 
which constitutes a renormalization scheme (prescription). There are a variety of sucb 
renormalization schemes. Iu the following we refer briefly to these different kinds of 
schemes. 
2.3 .1 On-shell subtraction 
The renormalization constant Z2 is determined on the quark mass shell i.e. by t.hr 
condition 
for J} rv m. (2.21) 
This is the traditional renormalization prescription employed in QED and is the most 
natural for obtaining physical quantities such asS-matrices. For the present case m = 0 
and z2 = a(O). Unfortunately for massless quarks a mass singularity develops in r7(J}) 
and !7(0) is not well-defined in the present example. 
2.3.2 Off-shell subtraction (Momentum-space subtraction) 
(MOM) 
At an unphysical (off-shell) value of p2, say p2 = - .-\2<0, we require that SRii(P) ue of 
the form of the free (massless) propagator 
(2.22) 
with this renormalization condition [23, 24] we determine z2 suclt that 
(2.23) 
Hence the renonnalised propagators reads 
(2.24) 
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This gives rise to the more complicated counterterm, a further ambiguity lies in the 
choice of which vertex to take in the definition of the coupling (for example we <'ould 
have taken the triple gluon vertex). Lastly we note that due to the structure of Z9 
in all MOM schemes, the {3-function is gauge dependent. As a result of these aspect~. 
not last of which is the complexity of the countertenns. the MOM schemes are uot 
commonly used in perturbative calculations. 
2.3.3 Minimal Subtraction (MS) 
This renormalization condition is due to 't Hooft [11] and is specific to dunensional 
regularization. In the Minimal Subtraction scheme we eliminate only the pole term ~ in 
the dimensionally regularized expression of the Green functions. As this seheme is t l1<~ 
most economical and has some further advantages, it has been frequently used in many 
applications of QCD (and also other gauge-field therories). With this renormalizatiou 
condition we have 
(2.2.5) 
The renormalised propagator in this scheme is 
- { 2 ( 2 ) } - 1 - Oi:; 9o -p SRi ·(p) = -- 1 + --Cp 'YE -1 + ln(-) 
J p (47r)2 41fj.L2 (2.26) 
Thus in the minimal subtraction scheme the renormalization constants acqnirr tlH! 
simplest expression while the renormalized Green functions have rather complicated 
forms. Since the renormalization constants in this scheme are indepeHdcnt of mass 
parameters in the theory. we shall have great facility in defining the reuormalization 
group functions. Note here that the expression of Eq.(2.26) may be conwrtcd t.o that. 
of Eq. (2.24) in MOM scheme by setting 
(2.27) 
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2.3.4 Modified Minimal Subtraction (MS) 
In the expression for a(p2) in Eq.(2.16) the pole term is accompanied by tlH' natural 
constant 'YE and ln( 47r) in the combination 
1 
--'YE+ ln(47r). 
E 
(2.28) 
The appearance of this combination is a phenomenon peculiar to dimensional regu-
larization with the conventions described in Section 1.5. It can be shown that the 
combination (2.28) always appears in any calculations to one-loop order. Heuce it is 
more convenient to eliminate, in the renonnalization process, the whole> of Eq.(2.28) 
instead of eliminating only the term ~ as in the MS scheme. This is the modifieu 
minimal subtraction (MS) scheme [1] which is frequently used in the definition uf the 
QCD coupling constant and also in other applications of gauge field theories. T lw 
renormalization constant z2 in the MS scheme takes the following form. 
(2.2D) 
The renormalized propagator reads 
. { 2 ( ? ) }-1 - oii 9o -p-SndP) = -- 1 + --Cp -1 + ln(-) 
J J} (47r)2 fl2 (2.30) 
The MS scheme shares many advantages with the MS scheme and at the same tin I(' of-
fers a significantly more compact expression for the renormalised propagator. Through 
the use of dimensional regularisation and subsequent minimal subtraction. no physi-
cal meaning is attributed to the renormalization scale, IL. leaving it an entirely free. 
although artifical parameter. Its algebraic simplicity and ease of implementation have 
resulted in the widespread use of the MS renormalization scheme in pert.urbative QCD 
calculations. 
As we have seen, the above four different renormalization schemes provide differPut. 
forms for the reuormalised propagator. In general the form of the GrPen functions 
varies from scheme to scheme. 
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After introducing these different renormalization scheme:;. we are now iu a position 
to consider different approaches to the solution of the scheme dependence problem for 
QCD observables. 
2.4 Various solutions of Scheme dependence prob-
le m 
Due to the strong dependence of the QCD coupling on the reuormalizatiou schcnw. 
there have been a number attempts to resolve the ambiguities inherent in fixed ordc>r 
perturbative calculations. 
In N N LO a11d higher one can show [9, 12, 13] that for a given value of /'u then· 
exists a choice ofT, c2 , ... , Cn such that R(n) has any desired positive value. Sine(' R(o) 
in Eq.(2.1) is a function of a single scale, Q, we can write p0 as 
Q Pu = T- r1(T)=bln(-). 
An 
(2 .. 31) 
where to maintain dimensionality we have defined an observable but RS-invariant quan-
tity, An. Eq. (2.31) specifies precisely how the NLO coefficient depends on the seal<-. 
Reconsidering An, we note that it is also possible to relate this observable d<'pC'n-
dent quantity with the dimensional transmutation parameter Ans that i~ uniwrsal hut 
renormalizatiOJJ scheme (RS)-dependent .. By rearranging Eq.(2.31) and combiuing il 
with Eq.(2.3) we will have 
(2.32) 
For any ARs we can choose a sequence of schemes such that R(2 l=R(3l= ... =R! .. 1= 
R(~p), the experimentally measured value. 
Various "solutions" of the scheme dependence problem. i. e. rnotivatwn for part il:-
ular choices ofT, c2 , .... Cn have been proposed. In 1.he remaining parts of this srction 
we shall review a number of these proposals. 
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2.4.1 The Physical Scale 
T he approach which is probably most often taken in N LO calculation is to di~:;pu~e <1f 
the renonnalizat.ion scale dependence by choosing it to be close to the physical scalr. 
of the proble111, p-:::::Q. The motivation for this viewpoint is the fad that pen.urbatin• 
coefficients in higher orders will be polynomials in ln( ~) so 
If predictions in the vicinity of J.L = Q are strongly p.-dcpendent then this is supposedly 
an indication that the perturbation series is intrinsically badly behaved. Thus by 
setting J.L = Q in Eq.(2.33) one avoids unnecessarily large logarithms. Thi~ un'rlnok!' 
the fact that the N LO renormalization scheme dependence is not completely given hy 
the dependence on the renonnalization scale. Since 1'n(T, c2 , .... c71 ) where T =bIn(~) . 
the coefficient Kn1 above will also depend on Ans· However we can rewrite Eq.(2.33) 
in the form 
n 
·rn(T, c2, ... , Cn) = 2:)<nz(T- r>o)1 . (2.34) 
l=O 
To avoid unnecessarily large terms we should clearly choose T = p0 . \ \·e noticf' that 
(2.35) 
so we can write Eq.(2.34) as 
(2.36) 
The coefficients K111 depend on the perturbation coefficient r2 • r 3, .. ., 1'k and other renor-
malization scheme parameters c2, c3 , ... , ck but crucially do not depend on the N LO 
renorrnalization scheme choice whereas in Eq.(2.33) the Kn1 depend on r~5(Q) and so 
have a hidden dependence on the N LO renormalization scheme rhoicr which is rus-
tomarily ignored in the usual "physical scale" argument. 
• • • • _,1 RS <.} J Choosmg Jl :::;o as to avmd large loganthms m Eq.(2.36) corresponds top = Qe b , 
we conclude that a modified '·avoidance of unnecessarily large logarithms·· physical 
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scale argunu!nt which correctly labels the N LO renonnalization schf'me dependrnc., 
actuaJly leads to the so-called Effective Charge scheme, T = Po that we will int rodlll'l' 
in subsection 2.4.4. 
2.4.2 The Principle of Minimum Sensitivity (PMS) 
The principle of Minimum Sensitivity (PMS) approach attempts to resolve tlH' renor-
malization scheme dependence problem by exploiting the fundamental notion of rPrwr-
malization group invariance of physical quantities. It was suggested by P.M.Stt•wusml 
[9], that, since the final result of a physical calculation should be iudepend<>nt of ar-
bitrary, unphysical parameters. one should choose such parameters by minimising the 
dependence on them of the truncated approximant to the quantity being calculated. 
In fact since the exact all-orders result is independent of the renormalization sdw!lle 
parameters, one should choose the n 1h-order approximation to mimil' this JH'OJJ<'rtv 
and to be as insensitive as possible to the chosen value of these unphysical parameter:;. 
That is. one arranges 
dR(n) 
d(RS) lns=optimat ns= 0. (2.37) 
Mathematically PMS is formulated as a variational principle and we can arrange this 
as 
(2.38) 
The PMS scheme is then specified by r, c2 , ... , Cn· 
To give an example of PMS we consider N LO. This corresponds to minimi:;iug tlw 
T dependence . We solve 
f)R(n) J --= (!___ 1- f3(a) ~) R (n) = 0 
OT r-T OT a + b 8a · . (2.39) 
This leads to 
(:?. 10) 
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where the barred quantities are evaluated with the PMS N LO scheme paramt>t.er:-;. 
T = f. Eq. (2.31) enforces us with ~ = 1 and the O(a2 ) terms must cancel for tlw 
formal consistency of perturbation theory. The PMS criterion requires the remaining 
terms of Eq. (2.40) to vanish at T = f, 
27\ (1 + ea) + c = 0, (2.4 1) 
where f 1 = 1·1 (f), a= a(f). Eliminating f 1 in Eq.(2.6), using Eq.(2.41) we then obtain 
the solution in terms of a 
R (r ) = a(l +~ea) 
PMS (1 +ea) . (2.42) 
Substituting Eq.(2.41) into Eq.(2.14) we are left with the corresponding transcendental 
equation 
Po = .!. + e In [ ea J + .!. c 
a 1 +ea 21 +ea 
(2.43} 
Solving this transcendental equation gives the PMS coupling which can then be used 
with Eq.(2.42) to give the N LO estimate for R. We see that ii and hence R~~fS is 
a renormalization scheme invariant. The only possible scheme dependence entering 
R (l ) (a) is through the couplant and from Eq.(2.43) we can see that the couplant is de-
fined only through renormalization scheme invariants. This is also true for higher-order 
optimized approximants. If R(a) and all derivatives are monotonic t hen t he pertur-
bative approximant is irredeemably ambiguous since there is no objective means for 
choosing f.1. at which to evaluate the coupling. This happens in lowest order R(a) = o 
which therefore gives at best semi-quantitative results. 
PMS correctly attempts to optimize 1-L and ARs , both of which are required at 
N LO. The disadvantages of the PMS method are that the coupling and the /3-functiou 
are unphysical quantities and that given the complex nature of the coupled equations 
which must be solved, it is unclear whether their all-orders versions are defined. 
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2.4.3 BLM Scale Fixing 
Brodsky, Lepage and Mackenzie (BLM) [14], were motivated by physical considera-
tions in QED, where the photon self-energy corrections are absorbed into the coupling 
constant by an appropriate choice of scale. They attempted to reproduct' this key 
idea within the context of QCD, and assumed that there exists an optimal scale JL at 
every order. They were looking for a well-defined renormaliza tion scheme because of 
the lack of a boundary condition value for a 8 , in contrast to the low energy valul? of 
aQED= 137.~35 ... in the QED case. If there are not gluon-gluon interactions. the optimal 
scale is obtained by the requirement that all light quark vacuum polarization correc-
tions are absorbed within the coupling. 
The BLM proposal is to select the scale fJ. so that the N LO coefficient r 1 is inde-
pendent of the number of flavours N1. The flavour-dependence of r1 is then absorbed 
into the coupling a 8 . The linearly Nrdependent part of r 1 appears in the calculated 
Feynman diagrammatics due to the insertion of a one-loop fennion bubble correction in 
the photon propagator. The generalisation of this property in QCD is termed "naive 
nonabelianization'' where there will be additional gluon and gluon loop correct ions 
relevant in the running of a 3 . Attempts to extend BLM to higher orders ha\'e br.en 
made [15], but for simplicity we consider theN LO case. Consider a physical observable 
, defined in two RS's, one the BLM scheme and the other arbitrary. This giv<'s 
RBLM _ a + 1. BLMa2 
- BLM 1 BLM· (2.-1-!) 
We can separate linearly Nrdependent and Nrindependent contributions for both r 1 
and the first ,8-function coefficient, b such that 
(2.45) 
The two couplings can be related via Eq.(2.9) and Eq.(2.12) which give us aaLM = 
Hbln(~). Using Eq.(2.45) the BLM perturbative coefficient will then be 
I' 
(2.-!G) 
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where J.LBLM and J.L are the renorrnalization scales in the respective schemes. Equating 
N1 independent and dependent parts we obtain 
-r1 (l) 
p,BLM = J.Lea;p(-b--) , 
(1) 
(2.47) 
The BLM procedure only determines the rcnonnalization scale and thus it does not 
provide a full renonnalization prescription even at NLO. Furthermore. it does uot 
uniquely select the renormalization scale, as a Nrindependent rescaling will give' iden-
tical ex pans ions ill a(p, BLM). 
A major problem will now arise when we change scheme to one with different suL-
traction parameters and end up getting completely different results. This is precisely 
due to the fact that p, by itself does not specify the renormalization scheme. one needs 
in addition a ARs parameter. Some efforts to resolve this have been made [16] by the 
use of commensurate scale relations, it is proposed that all renormalization scheme 
dependence is removed, giving a completely unambiguous problem. It requires that 
the running coupling effects can be cleanly separated from the conformal part of the 
perturbative expansion of a generic physical quantity. This is currently unproven. 
Despite its shortcomings, the idea at the base of BLM has inspin:•d some intc·rest.-
ing developments, namely the Jeading-b expansion in QCD which will be discussed in 
Section 4.5. 
2.4.4 Effective Charge Approach 
The Effective Charge (EC) approach, proposed by G. Grunberg [12.13]. is c<"nt ral t.o 
the renormalization scheme invariant resummatioll. Consider the generic dimensionless 
QCD observable R(Q) with a formal perturbation series of the form Eq.(2.1). \Vc shall 
refer to observables defined in this way as ef f ective charges, which satisfy seYeral 
important properties. The motivation behind t his method is the recognition that for 
a dimensionless observable the energy scale dependence arises purely from the renor-
malised coupling. Thus by specifying an observable of the form Eq.(2.1) proportional 
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to the coupling a11d defined to all orders, we obtain an effective charge and as snch 
we can apply the same renormalization group equation as satisfied by the coupling. 
This method amounts to choosing the renormalization scheme paramctrrs such that 
r1=r2= ... =rk=O rendering the renormalised coupling or effective charge, the actual 
observable. For the dimension less QCD observable R( Q) we can define the evolution 
equation for the Q-dcpendence of R 
dR(Q) 
dln(Q) = ~(R). (2 .-18) 
:~((~) and hence ~(R( Q)) are in principle experimentally observable quantities. To 
make contact with QCD perturbation theory we note that Eq.(2.48) is the f)-function 
equation in the eff'ective charge scheme so we have 
dR(Q) 
dln(Q) = bp(R(Q)), (2A!J) 
where 
(2.50) 
where the effective charge .8-function coefficients Pn are Q-independent. (but pro<.:c~s­
dependent) renormalization scheme invariant combinations of the r 1 and c1(iS:n.). From 
Eq.(2.14) the effective charge scheme corresponds to T=fJo (ensuring r1 =0). To drter-
mine the remaining parameters, characterizing the EC renormalization scheme. out> 
proceeds to follows. If we choose the barred scheme in Eq.(2.5) to be the EC schenw 
then 
with a=R then Eq.(2.5) gives 
dR p(R) = .B(a(R)) da , 
( ·) :- 1 ) 
-· ::> 
{2.52) 
where a(R) is t.he inverted perturbation series. By expanding both side of Eq.(2.52) as 
power series in R and equating coefficient we can obtain mathematical expressions fnr 
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An easier way to get them is by considering appropriate expansions in Eq.(2.52) 
where 
and 
(2.54) 
and substituting Eq.(2.53) and (2.54) in Eq.(2.52) we have 
substituting for R from (2.53) and equating coefficents of an in left and right-hand 
sides of Eq.(2.55) gives us 
PI= c 
P2 = c2 + '1"2 - cr1 - r 1 2 
P3 = C3 + 2r·3 - 4T1?"2 - .Jr1P2 - cr12 + 21·13 
(:2.5G) 
Rearranging Eq.(2.56) we exhibit the explicit ;, c2 . c3 , ... dependence of perturl>ation 
series coefficients 
1·1(;) =;- Po 
r2(1, c2) = (;- Po) 2 + c(;- Po) + (P2- c2) 
T3(;, c2, c3) = (r- p0)3 + ~c(r- po)2 
1 
+(3p2- 2c2){; - Po) + 2(PJ- C3) 
( ) -- ) :...b r 
The results for rn(T. c2 , c3 , ..• ) is a polynomial of degree n in (;- Po) with coeffitcnts 
involving Pn, Prt-1• ... and c, c2, ... , Cn such that rn(Po,fJ2,fJ:l,···,p,) = 0. The P2· /J:J· 
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... , Pn, ... arc process-dependent, renormalization scheme invariants which complete)~· 
characterise the QCD observable R. They are independent of tlw energy scale Q but du 
depend on thr. number of active quark flavours and have special sign ificance, while thl' 
renormalization scheme dependent rk and ck should be considered intermediate quan-
tities to be cveutually eliminated in favour of these renormalization schrmc invariauts. 
The effective charge #-function p(R( Q)) is a key ingredieut of the EC formalism 
and can be regarded as a physical observable to be reconstructed from thP mrasurcd 
running of R(Q). e.g. at LEP. As measured from data it will include a resummatiou of 
the (asymptotic) formal perturbation series together with non-perturbative ei"~ terms 
which are invisible in perturbation theory and correspond to power corrections. First 
we need to integrate Eq.(2.48) to obtain R(Q). We use the assumption of asymptotic 
freedom (AF) as the necessary boundary condiation. AF is equivalent to the statement 
that for any cH'cctive charge R( Q) 
lim R(Q) = 0, Q-+oo (2.58) 
this corresponds to the requirement that ~(R(Q))<O for Q>Qo wHh Q0 some suit-
able low energy or equivalently p(R(Q))>O for Q>Q0 . Integrating up Eq.(2..18) and 
imposing AF as a boundary condition we obtain 
Q {R(Q) 1 . . . 
In( An) = l o ~(.r.) dx + (mfuu,te constant) , (2.59) 
where An is a finite constant of integration which depends on the way the infinite 
constant is clJOsen. The infinite constant can be chosen to be 
. f. . fny dx 
'm znzte constant = - -(-) , 
0 T/ X 
(2.60) 
where 17(x) is any function which has the same x -t 0 behaviour as ~(.r). This implies 
from Eq.(2.50) that 
n(x) = -bx2(l +ex+ K(x)). (2.61) 
where K (x) is only constrained by the requirement that KJ.:l is finite as J' -t 0. Differ-
ent choices of the upper limit of intergration and the function K (x). can be absorbed 
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into the dimcnsionful constant An. Customary choices are y = oo and K(:c) = 0 so 
17(x) = -bx2 (1 +ea:). ( 2.u2) 
Inserting this choice for 17(x) and rearranging Eq.(2.59) we find 
bln(-)= + dx -+ . Q /,oc dx fnR(Q) [ -1 1 l An R(Q) x2 (1 +ex) o p(:r) x2 (1 +ex) (2.6:3) 
or alternatively 
Q lnR(Q) [ -1 1 l ( Q ) F(R(Q))=bln(-A )- dx -(-)+ 2 (" ) =bln- -i:::J.p0 . R o p x :r. 1 +ex An (2.64) 
where 
1 ( ex ) F(x) =- +cln . 
x 1 + r.r 
(2.65) 
The integrand iu l1(Jo is regular at x=O and in arriving Eq.(2.64) we did not need to re-
fer to perturbation theory except to assume the asymptotic .r ~ 0( Q -7 oo) behaviull r 
ry(R(a)) = -bR2 (1 +eR) thus Eq.(2.64) holds beyond perturbation theor.v. 
Rearranging Eq.(2.64) and assuming AF (Q ~ oo, R(Q) ~ 0}. in which limit 
!1p0 (Q) -7 0, one finds that asymptotically for any effective charge R(Q) 
lim :F(R(Q)) = AR. Q-too (2.66) 
Here An is an observable-dependent scaling constant with the dimension of energy aud 
we have defined a universal QCD scaling function 
- P(z) (-1) ( 1 )(~) 
:F(a;) = e b = e b% 1 +-
ex 
(2.67) 
T he property (2.66) may be termed asymptotic scaling. and indeed it is exactly analo-
gous to asymptotic scaling in lattice gauge theory which may be used t.o establish how 
close to the continuum limit of infinite inverse lattice spacing one is. Given sufficieutl~' 
large values of Q this property can evidently serve as a test of QCD but sinc0 An is uot. 
universal it cannot usefully be applied at fixed values of Q. However if the N LO per-
turbative coefficent r = r 1(MS)(J.L = Q) has been calculated, thenAR can be converted 
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into a universal scaling constant AMs via the exact Celmaster-Gousalves [18] relation 
(see Eq.(2.32)) 
(2.G8) 
Using t.}w Eq.(2.G8) and Eq.(2.G6) one finds that, asymptotically, for any cffPctiw 
charge R(Q) 
lim :F(R(Q))e(_b, l =A-. Q~oo MS (2.69) 
This property may be termed universal asymptotic scaling [17] and can bl' used tu tr.st 
QCD at fixed Q by looking at the scatter in Q:F(R(Q))e(=fl} for various obsrrvablrs. 
Using Eq.(2.14) wr can write Eq.(2.64) as 
Q -
F(R(Q)) = bln( A-)- r1MS - b.po(Q) = Po(Q) - D.po(Q) 
MS 
(2.70) 
as stressed by [19], Eq. (2. 70) holds beyond perturbation theory for the measured ob-
scrvables R(Q) aud D.p0 constructed from measured running of R(Q) and its derivative 
with respect to Q, Eq.(2.48). No reference was made to perturbation theory rxrrpt. tn 
assume AF that is we can write a non- perturbative closed expression exadly relating 
the universal QCD dimensional transmutation parameter AMS to physical ousrvablt>s. 
ln the EC formal ism above1 the renormalised coupling a only ever appeared in 
intermediate steps. This of course, makes the question as to what is special about the 
effective charge scheme and why other choices of scale J.1. do not provide equally valid 
predictions for R. T he key is to identify the way in which thr Q-dependence of R( (J) 
arises. In the construction above, it is built automatically by integration of Eq.(2.-18) 
but how does it arise from the perturbation series in Eq.(2.1)?. For this purpose it will 
be more illuminating to consider an alternative formalism. proposed by C.L\tlaxwP]I 
termed Complete Renormalization Gro·up Improvement. 
2.4.5 Con1plete Renormalization Group Improvement (CORGI) 
This formalism treats the renonnalization scale, 11 as completely independent of the 
P.nPrgy sr.::~IP. Q. This diffP.rPnt. perspr.r.t.ivP. turns out. to ht:> Pnt.irPly Pqniv::~IPnt to the> 
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EC formalism. So far all the solutions to the Renormalisation scheme dependent prob-
lem reviewed have been based on the truncating the perturbative series and choosing 
some scale p.=.cQ. The dependence on the scale p, which manifests itself via logarithms 
ln (,/ ) in MS scheme for instance, which are present in all perturbative orders. is thus 
MS 
replaced by a dependence on t he energy scale Q. Here AMs results as a combination 
of Eq.(2.68) and (2.4). Besides both having energy dimension, there is no reason why 
J.l should be directly related to Q. In fact this formalinm points out that the renormal-
ization scale dependence of a dimensionless physical QCD observable. depending OIL a 
single energy scale Q, can be avoided provided that all ultraviolet logarithms whiclt 
build the physical energy dependence on Q are resummed. It was stressed that st.au-
dard renormaliz;ation group improvement , as customarily applied with a Q-dep<'JJdcut 
scale J.L=XQ , omits an infinite subset of these logarithms. Oue should rather keep I' 
independent of Q, and then carefully res urn to all orders the renormalizatiou grouv 
predictable ultraviolet logarithms. In this way all J.L-dependence cancels between thP 
renormaJized coupling and the logarithms of Jl contained in the coefficent.s and tbe 
correct physical Q-dependence is built. At N LO the result. is identical to tlw effectiw 
charge approach of Grunberg. The benefits of this formalism are not least a greater 
transparency iu analysing the issues of scheme dependence, and the ability to imple-
ment higher order corrections through simple algebraic manipulation. 
Now we turn to the RS-dependence of the perturbative coefficients ri· This mw:>L 
be such as to caucel the RS-dependence of 'a' when the series is summed to all-orders. 
Using the self-consistency of perturbatioll theory [9] demands that the result of <1 .t\7'LO 
calculation (terms up to and including r nan+l) in two differ·ent schemes should diffrr 
by O(a11+2 ), one can derive expressions for the partial derivatives of the perturbative 
coefficients with respect to t he scheme parameters. Applied at next-to-N LO (N N LO) 
we find 
(2.71) 
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where the ellipsis denotes terms that start at O(a4 ). The dependence of thr coupling 
a on scheme parameters c2 , ... ,Cn is obtained, using 
8a r bxi+2 
OCi = -(3(a) l o (3 2(x) dx ' (2.72) 
which arises through the commutation relation 
8a f3(a) _ f3(a) 8a = ai+2 , 
8ct fJci 
(2. 7:~) 
( c.f [9]). Enforcing self-consistency requirements requires each lower order of tIll' coli-
plant to vanish i11dependently. This leaves us with 
(2.7-!) 
Since the only scheme parameters that r 2 will depend on, arr. r 1 and c2 , we eau intcgratr 
Eq.(2.74) to obtain the most general form. Applying this formalism to each order of 
perturbation theory we arrive at an expression equivalent to Eqs.(2.57) , 
(2.75) 
In general the stmcture is 
( 2. 7()) 
where 7-:n. is an nY•-order polynomial in r 1 , and is rcnormalization group predictable from 
a complete N71 - 1LO calculation, i.e. r 2 , 1'3, ... , rn- 1 and c 2 , c3, ... , Cn-1 have Leen com-
puted in some reuonnalization scheme and the Xn are Q-independent and renormal-
ization scheme invariant constants of integration which are unknown unless a complet<' 
NnLO calculation has been performed. Given a NNLO calculation in the MS schrnH: 
with J1, = Q for instance, one can determine the renormalization scheme invariant 
v MS( Q) ( MS( _ Q))2 MS( _ Q) "MS A 2 = r2 J.L = - r 1 J..l - - c r 1 J..l - + c2 . (2.77) 
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Using Eqs.(2.77) we can now exhibit the explicit renormalization scheme dcpeu-
dence of the terms of Eq.(2.1), 
R(Q) = a+ r1a2 + (r~ + cr1 + X2- c2)a3 + (rf +~er~+ {3X2- 2cz)r, 
... 
1 .t 
+X3- 2c3)a + ... , (2. 78) 
where a=a(T1, c2, c3, ... ). Implementing the idea of CORGI mea11s that al any giwll 
order of Feynman diagram calculation r;.ll known ( reuormalization group prrdict.abl<·) 
terms should L>e resummed to all-orders. Given a NLO calculation r 1 is known but 
X 2 , X 3 , ... are unknown. Thus the complete subset of known terms i11 Eq.(2. 78) al 
NLO is 
(2. 79) 
The sum of these terms, a0 • can be simply determined by realising that this infinite sul>-
set has a renonnalization scheme independent sum and that the X 2,X3 , ... -dependenl 
terms cannot. affect this, and we know that the full sum of Eq.(2.78) is renonnalization 
scheme invariant. Using the renormalization scheme independence we can scl r 1 = 0. 
c2 = 0, c3 = 0, ... , in which case all terms but the first in Eq.(2.79) vanish and WP 
obtain a0 = a(r1 = 0, c2 = 0, c3 = 0 .... , e11 = 0 .... ). So at NLO CORGI currespolllls 
to working in a 't Hooft scheme with c2 = c3 = ... = 0 [20], and with r1 = 0. Froltl 
Eq. (2.14) r1 = 0 corresponds to "Fastest Apparent Convergence"(FAC) or ·-EffcctivP 
Charge" (EC) scale. From the generalized from of Eq.(2.8) [27] 
~ + cln ( ea ) = T - f :.oo d:~: [-_1_ + 1 l 
u 1 +ea lu B(x) x2 (1 + c.c) (2.80) 
where B(x)=l·2 (1 + rx + c2x2 + c3x 3 + ... ) and a0 satbfies 
~ + cln ( cao ) = bln (!{_) . 
ao 1 + cao AR 
(2.81) 
In fact t he solution uf this transcendental equatiou can be wnt.tc•u in closed form in 
terms of the Lambert W-function [21,22], defined implicitly by W(z)exp(lr(::)) = ::. 
1 
uo 
c[l + W(z(Q))] · 
z(Q) -~ (!l) -b/ r 
e AR 
(2.82) 
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To see how Eq.(2.82) satisfies the Lambert-W function. by exponentiating Eq. (2.81 ) 
we can write it. as 
(2.83) 
or 
e(,,~) (1 + _1 ) - c = (.9_) b 
cao An 
(L.81 ) 
Following simplification we have 
( -1) ( 1 ) ( Q ) ~b 
e cno 1+- = - ' 
cao A.R 
(2.85) 
and finally 
-(1+ _..!...) ( 1 ) 1 ( Q ) -.,b e cao 1 +- =- -
cao e AR 
(2.8G) 
If we assume -(1+ c!o) = W(z) then Eq.(2.86) is equivalent to l..V(z)exp(W(-:)1 = 
( ) 
-b ( ") - bfc 
_!. .!!L c where z = _l ~ . 
e An e An 
If a NNLO calculation has been completed , then X 2 can be dctenuinro (as iu 
Eq. (2. 77)). aud a further infinite subset of terms are known and can be resummed to 
all-orders, 
(2.8i) 
The renormali:tatiou scheme independence of the sum and lhe multitwmial ~t.rurtun• 
of the coefficients again leads to a resurnmed result involving ar1• By recognising that 
the combination of terms proportional to Xn are equivalent to a~+l result:, in 
(2.88) 
which is simply the perturbation series in the renormalizatiou scheme with r 1 = c2 = 
C3 = ... = Cn = ... = Q. 
At the N LO result we see that in evaluating a0 , we are really resumming all thr• 
r 1-dependence to all orders. This effectively resums all the In(/.) terms as has t.ra-n:::. 
ditionally been advocated in renormalization group improvP.mP.nt will1 tl'lfl ;:~dditiont~l 
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In(~) that necessarily appear as previously indicated. This is highlighted by rewriting 
Eq. (2.14) as 
r 1 = b (zn( L) -ln(AQ )) . 
ARs R 
(2.89) 
The first p,-dependent logarithm depends on the renormalization scheme. whereas t.lw 
second Q-dependent UV logarithm will generate the physical Q-dependence and is 
renormalization scheme invariant. If one makes the simplification that r· = 0 and sets 
c2 = c3 = ... = 0; then the coupling is given by 
1 
a(p,) = bin( ....1!.-) · 
ARs 
(2.90) 
The sum to all-orders of the RG-predictable terms from Eqs.(2.78}, given a NLO 
calculation of 1·1 , simplifies to a geometric progression, 
(2.91) 
The idea of complete RG-irnprovement is that dimensionful renormalization scales .. in 
this case fJ,, should be held strictly independent of the physical energy scale Q on which 
R( Q) depends. In this way the Q-dependence is built entirely by the "physical" UV 
logarithms bin( Q /An) contained in r 1 , and the convention-dependent logarithms of J1 
cancel between a(J.L) and r1 (J.L) , when the all-orders sum in Eq.(2.9l) is Pvaluat.ed. 
The conventional fixed-order NLO truncation 'R = a(tt) + r 1 (J.L)a(J1) 2 , only makes srnse 
if f.L = xQ, but then the resulting Q-dependence involves the arbitrary parameter :r. In 
contrast using Eqs.(2.89),(2.90) and summing the geometric progression in Eq.(2.01) 
gives, 
(2.92) 
in which the unphysical J.L-dependence has cancelled between a(J.L) and the f.L-dependent 
logarit hms contaiued ia r1 (J.L). One has therefore directly traded unphysical p-dependcnee 
for the physical Q-dependence. 
The extension of this argument to processes involving factorization of operator mr~­
trix elements aud coefficient functions, where a factorization scale M arises in addition 
to the rcnormalization scale J.L, will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Factorization and Renormalization 
Scale dependence 
3.1 Extension of CORGI to Two Scales 
In the last chapter it was stressed that standard RG-improvement. as customarily 
applied with a Q-dependent scale J1 = xQ , omits an infinite subset of RG predictable 
UV logarithms. One should rather keep J1 independent of Q, and then carefully resum 
to all-orders the RG-predictable ultraviolet logarithms. In this way all j.t-dependcnce 
cancels between the renormalized coupling and the logarithms of J.L contained in the 
coefficients, and the correct physical Q-dependence is built. At next-to-leading order 
(NLO) the result is identical to the Effective Charge approach of Grunberg [12.13]. We 
wish to extend this argument to processes involving factorization of operator matrix 
elements and coefficient funct ions, where a factorization scale fl,f arises in addition 
to the renormaliza.tion scale tt. We shall use the prototypical factorization problem of 
moments of leptoproduction structure functions as a specific example. We shall identify 
the logarithms of tL, M, and Q which occur, and will show explicitly that on resumming 
all the ultraviolet logarithms the J1 and M dependence disappears. vVe begin Section 
2 by giving some basic definitions for the moments of structure functions. 
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3 .2 Structure Function moments 
In the prototypical factorization problem of deep inelastic leptoproduction thr nth 
moment of a non-singlet structure function F(x), 
(3.1) 
can be factorized in the form 
(3.2) 
Here lvf is an arbitrary factorization scale and a(p.) is the RG-improved coupling 
a 5 (p)j1f defined at a renormalization scale p,. The operator matrix element< On(A!) > 
has an M-dependence given by its anomalous dimension. 
JV[ 8< 0 > 2 3 4 
< O > aM = ro(a) = -da- d1a - d2a - d3a +... (3.3) 
For simplicity we shall from now on suppress the n-dependence of terms in equations. 
as we have done in Eq.(3.3). For a given moment d is independent of the factorization 
convention, whereas the higher di, (i~l) depend on it. Recall that in Eq.(3.3) the 
coupling (L is governed by the ,8-function equation 
(3.4) 
Here b and care the first two coefficients which are universal (c.f. (1.59)). whl"reas 
the subsequent coefficients c2 , c3 , ... are scheme-dependent. Equation (3.3) can be 
integrated to [25, 26] 
{a'Y(x) roor.p)(x) 
< O(M) >=A exp[Jo f3(x) dx- lo ,8(2>(x) dx] , (3.5) 
where 'Y(l} and ,8(2) denote these functions truncated at one and two terms, rc~pPc­
tively. The factor A is scheme-independent [26] and can be fitted to experimental 
data. The second integral in Eq.(3.5) is an infinite constant of integration. Iu Eq.(3.2) 
C(Q, a(p,), p. M) is the coefficient function and has the perturbation series 
(3.6) 
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We shall use a Lo stand for a(f.L) and a for a( M). After combining the integrals in 
Eq.(3.5) one obtains 
(3.7) 
where I(a) is the finite integral 
I(n) = fa dx d1 + (d1e + d2- de2)x + (d3 + ed2- e3d).r2 +.. . . (3_8) lo b(1 + cx)(1 +ex+ e2x2 + e3:t·3 + ... ) 
which can be readily evaluated numerically.Recall that the coupling a(1) itself, '"'hen-' 
T=bln(p,jA). is obtained as the solution ofthe transcendental equation (c.f. Eq.(2.8l }) 
~ + cln ea = T- f a dx [--1- + __ I_~] 
u 1 +ea lo B(x) x2 (1 + e:c) · (3.9) 
By expanding (3.8) in terms of x and doing the integration and combiuiug the 
obtained result with the expanded form of c~:at/b we arrive at the following result 
where 
de d1 p=--+-b b ( 3.11 ) 
1 2 1 dz l d ( c2 - c2 ) 1 d 1 c q=-p +--+- ---2 2b 2 b 2b (3.12) 
-1 3 1 d3 1 dzc 1 d1 Cz 1 d1 c2 
-p +pq+--------+--
3 3b 3 b 3 b 3 b 
1 dc3 1 dc3 2 dcc., 
------+---3 b 3 b 3 b (3.l3) 
In Appendix A we tried to get a closed analytical form for moments M that is valid 
up t.o a 4 and in some senses has some advantages with repect to the expansion form 
(3.10). 
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3.3 RS and FS dependence of the coefficients 
We first wish to parametrize the dependence of the rn in the coefficient functiou on the 
renormalization scheme (RS) and factorization scheme (FS). For the single scale ca::;c 
we saw in Chapter 2 that the RS could be parametrised by r 1 and the non-universal 
,8-function coefficients c2, c3, .... 
As we shall see the generalization to the moment problem is a depew.lenc<' 
rn(f.J,, M, c2, ... , Cn, d1 , d2, .. . , dn) where the<;. label the RS and the di the FS. As before 
M, M can be traded, in this case for r 1(M) and r1 r 1(M = f.l). There will Le analo-
gous factorization and renormalization scheme (FRS) invariants,Xn , which represent 
the RG-unpredictable parts of r·n· Expressions for the dependence of the coefficients 
on FRS parameters have been derived before in Refs. [25, 26. 28], but there were some 
errors in Ref. [25], in particular the dependence of '~'2 on c2 was not recognized [26]. 
Partially differentiating Eq. (3.10) or usiug the closed form of M where the above 
approximaut clepcuds on seven unphysical variables tL, M, d1, d2 , d3 , c2. and C3 yieh.ls 
(see appendix B) 
8M 
M 8NI 
8M 
8dl 
(3. 1·1) 
(3.16) 
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-1 4e2 5e3 e2a2 - 2- m 
M[log( 1 +ea)( be3 - bcS + be6 )- a( be(l +ea) ) 
(c3a4 - 2c2a3 + 6ca2 + 12a.) 
+c2~----------------~ 
3c4 (1 + ca)b 
(60a + 30ca2 - 10c2a3 + 52a4 - 3c4a5 ) 
-C3 12bc5 (1 +ea) 
£!:J..a, + fua,2 + £!:.lii3 
+ {)d3 8d3 {)d3 l . 
1 + rla + r2a2 + 1'3a3 
M[l ( )( 2d 3dl 4d2 5d3 ) d (ca
2 + 2a) 
ogl+ca ---+----
be3 bc4 bc5 be6 be2 ( 1 + ea ) 
(-c3a3 + 3c2a2- 6ea) (12a + 6ca2 - 2e2a3 + c3a4 ) 
+dl -d2~----------~ 2c4 (1 + ca)b 3be4 (1 +ea) 
(60a + 6ca2 - 10e2a3 + 5e3a4 - 3c4a5) +d3 ..:...__ _______ --:--------,-----------'-
12be5(1 +ea) 
!kl.a, + !l!:l.a2 + £!:.la.3 
+ 8C3 OC3 OCJ l . 
1 + 1"t a + r2ii2 + r3ii3 
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(3.18) 
(3.1!)) 
(3.20 ) 
In obtaining tlw above derivatives with respect to c2 and c3 we used Eq.(2.73} and the 
analogous one for a that gives the c2 and c3 dependence of a and a (c.f. [9]). 
Demanding for consistency that these partial derivatives arc O(a4 ) . so that the 
3.3. RS and FS dependence of the coefficients 
coefficients of n, a2 and a3 vanish, one obtains analogous to Eqs.(2.75). 
fh-1 j.L-f)/1 
f)r·l 
M fJA1 
M8T3 
8Nf 
fJTl 
8dl 
fJ'r3 
fJdl 
fh·l 
fJd2 
fJr1 
fJd3 
fJr1 
fJc2 
fJr1 
Dc3 
8r2 fJr3 
0, J.L BJ.L = r1b, fL fJJ.L = 2r2b + r1bc, 
8r2 
d, M 0 lvf = dt + dr1 - dL . 
d2 + d1r1 + dr2- dr1L- 2d1L- dL2 • 
1 a.,.2 c L .,.] 
b , f)dl 2b - b - b' 
cr1 c2 (c- r1) L r2 c2 L2 
2b - 3b + b - b + 3b - b. 
8r2 1 8r·3 c L T 1 
o.. f)d2 2b' f)d2 3b - b - 2b . 
Brz =O OT3 1 
O, 8d3 ' 8d3 - 3b ' 
8r2 3d 8r3 4d1 dL dr1 cd 
O, 8c2 2b' 8c2 = 3b + 36 + 3 2b - r1 - 5 3b · 
8r2 _ 0 8r3 5d 
-
0
' 8c3 - ' 8c3 6b · 
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(3.21) 
As we expected, there is not any dependence on c2 , c3 , d2 , d3 in r 1 and c3 , d3 in r2 (see 
Appendix B). 
Here we have defined for convenience L=bln(M/J.L). Consistently integrating the 
partial derivatives of r 1 yields 
(3.22) 
where TM=.bln(M(A) and X 1 (Q) is an FRS-invariant, analogous to p0 (Q) for tllP single 
scale problem defined in Eq.(2.14). Exactly analogous to AR, for the moment problem 
one can define an FRS-invariant AM so that 
(3.23) 
Consistently integrating the remaining partial derivatives and using Eq.(3.22) to re-
cast the M and IL dependence in terms ofr1 and f1 (8logAf = ~and 8logp = 9 ). one 
obtains the explicit dependence of r 2 and r3 on the FRS parameters ·r1, r1, d1, d2 , d3. c2 • c3 : 
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analogous to Eqs. (2. 76) in the single scale case. Notice that we cuuld equally use r 1 
and L as parameters instead of ?'1 and r1 . since L = ( ~) ( T 1 - 1\). As in the siugle scale 
case there are constants of integration Xn representing the RG-unpredictable part of 
rn. They arc Q-independent and FRS-invariant. 
Recall that iu the single scale case parametrizing the RS-drpendence using r 1 . c2 . c3 •.. • 
means that given a complete N11LO calculation X 2, X 3 , ...• Xn will be known. Using 
Eqs. (2. 76) to sum to all-orders the RC-predictable terms, i. e. those not involviug 
Xn+I• Xnt 2 , .... with coupling a(1·1, c2 , c3 . ... ) is equivalent to NnLO perturbation tlw-
ory in the sdwme with '1'1 = c2 = c3 = ... = 0, and yields the sum 
(3.25) 
where a0=:a(U. 0. 0 .... ) is the coupling in this scheme and satisfies Eq. (2.83) in t.rrms 
of the Lambert-W function. 
In the momrnt problem by an exactly similar argument. with the choseu paramPtriza-
tion of FRS. given a complete N11LO calculation (i.e. a calculation of r 1 . r2 •...• r 11 and 
the dl· d2, . ... dn and C2, CJ, ... , Cn in some f'l{S) the invariants x2. x3 ... . , xll will U(' 
known. Usiug Eqs.(3.24) to sum to all-orders the RG-preclictable terms not involviug 
Xn+l• Xn+2 •... , will be equivalent to working with an FRS in which all the FRS pa-
rameters are set to zero. f 1 = 0 means that 11- =AI. Setting T1 = 0. d1 = 0 in Eq.(3.2-l) 
yields TM = bln (Q/AM), so that a= a= ao. given by Eq.(2.83) with An replaced by 
AM· Further, with ci = di = 0 the integral I(a) in Eq. (3.8) vanishes. so that finally 
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the sum of all RG-predictable terms for the moment problem at NnLO will he 
(3.2G) 
with an extremely similar structure to the single scale case in Eq.(3.25). Substituting 
for a0 in terms of the Lambert W-function using Eq.(2.83) we then obtain 
M= A(-W(z(Q))Jb/d(I + X2a~ + ... ) 
1 ( Q )-bfc 
z(Q) = -- -
e AM (3.27) 
So that moments of structure functions have a Q-dependence naturally involving a 
power of the Larnbert W-fw1ction. 
The result of resmnrning all RG-prcdictable terms depends on the chosen parauwtriza-
tion of RS [29). By simply translating the parameters to a new set 7'1 = r 1 - f 1 , 
c2 = c2 - c2 , ... etc., where the barred quantities are constants. one finds correspond-
ing new constauts of integration Xn. The result of resumming all RG-predictable trrms 
with this new parametrization then corresponds to standard fixed-order perturbation 
theory in the RS with '1'1 = Tt, C2 = c2, ... , or equivalently with r\ = c2 = C3 = ... == 0. 
The key point is that r 1 has a special status since it contains the ultraviolet (UV) 
logarithms which build the physical Q-dependence of R( Q) ( c.f. Eq. (2.90)) . Stau-
dard RG-improvement corresponds to shifting the parameter r1 , in which case tlH! 
resulting constants of integration Xn contain physical UV logarithms which are not all 
resummed. Thus 1·1 should be used as the parameter. An exactly similar statenwnt 
holds for -r1 and i\ in the moment problem. We shall identify the UV logarithms and 
show how their complete resununation builds the correct physical Q-dependenct' in t lH' 
next section. 
We shall refer to the expansions in Eqs.(3.26) and (3.27) as Complete RG-improvrd 
(CORGI) results. Again for the moment problem the parameters implicitly containing 
the UV logarithms do have a special status, whilst the remaining dimensionless param-
eters ci and di eau be reparametrized as one pleases. As an example, in the EffectiV<' 
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Charge approach of Grunberg [12, 13] one chooses c2 • c3 , ...• C,1 so that #t2 •• \'3 , ..... t, 
are all zero at N'1LO. corresponding to r 1 = r2 = ... = r 0 = 0. and this is a prwn 
equally reasonable•. In the moment problem one can correspondingly choose the c1 and 
di so that at NnLO the .:t all vanish and 7'1 = r·2 = ... = rn = 0. If one further 
demands that the integral I(a) in Eq. (3.8) vanishes order-by-order in a a unique FRS 
is selected in which moments have the form 
M = A ( eft . ) d / b 
l+cR 
where n is an effective charge which has a perturbation series of the form, 
,f, _ .- . 2 • 3 -: n+ 1 
'" - a + r1 a + r2a + ... + 1 na + .... 
(3.:28) 
(3.29) 
This is similm to Grunberg's proposal [13] to associate an rH'cctivr rhmgP with 
M so that M = A(cR)dfb_ The fi are built from the ci. di, ill and fL, and are RS-
dependent, but FS-independent. Effectively ft can be RG-improved as in the single 
scale case. We have for instance 
- - b b 
·?1 = bln(Jt/ A) - bln(M/ A) - -;{1 + dl/cl = r- dX1 ( Q) . (:3.30) 
where we hilw used Eq.(3.23) . Comparing with Eq.(2.14) we see that treating n as 
a single scale problem we have p0 (Q) = ~X1 (Q) . This further implies that An. = A.'vf 
and so the corresponding CORGI couplings are identical. The CORGI expansion for 
R will be of tl1f• form 
(3 .:31 ) 
Insertiug this result in Eq.(3.28) and re-expanding in a0 will reprodtH'<' the CORGI 
expansion in Eq.(3.2G). 
3.4 CORGI and Structure Function moments 
In the moment problem the analogous UV logaritlJm is dln( Q /AM) introduced in 
Eq.(3.23). and analogous to Eq.(2.90) we will have 
( M Q) d1 r 1 = d In A - In AM - b . (3 .:32 ) 
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Given a NLO calculation of r 1 we wish to see how the physical Q-dependence of M ( Q) 
arises on resummiug to all-orders the UV logarithms contained in the RG-predictahlc• 
terms from Eqs.(3.24). If we make similar approximations, so thnt c = 0 and thP d, 
and c; are set. to zero, then 
We retain the overall factor of cd/b . The task is then to show that ou resumming t.IH· 
RG-predictablc terrns in the coefficient function to all-orders the In( M /A) anclln(ft/ A) 
contained in T1 and f 1 cancel with those in the couplings a(M) and a(Jt) to yield the 
physical Q-dependcnce 
Again, the complete RG-improvement summing over all UV logarithms is forced on 
one if J-L and M are held independent of Q. 
The algebraic structure of the resununation of RG-predictable tenns for tltr monw11t 
problem is considerably more complicated than the geometric progression of Eq.(2.92) 
encountered in the single scale case. With the simplificat ions c = 0, C1 = 0. d1 = 0 the 
first two RG-prcdictable coefficients from Eqs(3.25) are 
1 b) 2 b -
r·2 = (2- 2d 7't + dr11'1 (3.3.5) 
b2 3b 1 T 3 -b2 b b2 
( ) l ( ) ?- -? rs = d2 - 2d + 2 3 + 7 + d 7'1- 7'1 + (],2 7'17'1 ~ . (3.36) 
Suitably generalizing the partial derivatives in Eqs.(3.21) one can arrive at a g('neral 
form for the RG-predictable terms. For instance by considering the cleri\'atives uf 
r 4 ,r5 , ... with r«"spect to T 1 and f 1 we will have 
b 3b2 b3 ) 3 - ( 3b2 3b3 ) 2 - 2 
T4 = (2d- 2d2 + d3 t't 7'1 + 2cf2- 2d3 TI r1 
( 1 b 11 b2 b3 ) 7' 1 4 b3 - 3 + 6 - d + 6cJ2 - d3 4 + d3 TJ Tl (3.37) 
b2 3b3 ?b4 'Jb3 'Jb4 ( ~ ) 3-2 - ... 2-3 Tr, = d2 + d3 + d4 Tt rl + ( dS- d_4 )rl Tt 
( b b
2 llb3 b-1 ) 4 - b4 - 4 
+ 6d- d2- 6d3 - cf4 ?'t 7't + d4r1r1 
1 5b 35b2 25b3 b4 T1 5 
+(24- 12d + 24d2 - 12d3 + d4)5. (3.38) 
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Other expressions for r 6,r·h· ··· can be obtained with this generalization as well. lt is 
useful to arrange them in columns, 
,.1 ~ (~i:-"I)0r1 a 0 
·r2 ~ (~1:-J) 1 r1a2 (1 - ~)q:a2 
1·3 ~ (~ii) 2r·1a.3 2(~it)(l- ~)~a3 
1·4 ~ (~1:1)3T1a4 3(~i~) 2 ( 1 - ~)q:a4 
0 
0 
( 1 - ~)(~- ~)~a3 
3(~i1)(1- ~)0- ~)~ii.J 
. (3.39) 
The idea will be to rcsum each column separately. Denoting the sum of the m.th coh1mn 
by Sm, one finds from the first column 
(3.40) 
From the summation in the second column, we will have 
S (1 b)r1
2 
_
2[ 2(b: _) 3(b- -)2 ~(b- -)3 ] 2 = - d Ta 1 + dr1a + ·~{1a + "* ;{1a + ... 
b .,. 2 b ( ) 1 -2( - -)- 2 = 1 - d Ta 1 - dr1 a , (3..!1) 
and from the third column. we will get 
S ( b
2 3b 1)r·13 _3[ 3(b __ ) 6(b __ )2 O(b __ )3 ] 3 = li2 - '2d + 2 3a 1 + dr1a + ·;/1a + 1 ;{1a + ... 
2 3 
( b 3b 1)r1 .. 3( b- -)-3 = d2 - 2d + 2 3a 1 - dr1 'a · (3.-12) 
the fourth colun111 will give 
and from the fifth column 
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other columns will give us S6 , S1, S8 , ... . If we denote 
sl = 1'tli(1- ~'l;-la.)- 1 = z. 
then for the sum of the second column we obtain 
S b)r1
2 
_2( b __ )_2 b z2 z2 2=(1-- -a 1--r1a =(1--)-=-(:r-1)-d2 d d2 2. 
where x=~· 
For S3 we have 
54 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
b2 3b 1 T 3 b b2 3b 1 .. J 
53 = (d2- 2d + 2)+a3(1- dr\ii) - 3 = (d2 - 2d + 2(3 . (3...11) 
The term (~~ - ~~ + t) can be factorized as 
tP 3b 1 -b -b 1 1 
d2 - 2d + 2 = ( d + 1)( d + 2) = (x- 1)(x - 2) ' (3.48) 
so 
( 3...1!)) 
and for 55 w<' will have 
( 1 5b 35b
2 25b3 b4 r 15 _5 b ___ 5 55 
= 24 - 12d + 24d2 - 12d3 + d4 )5a (1 - ~tla) 
-b - b 1 -b 1. -b 1 z5 
= (d+ l}(d + 2)(d+ 3)(d + 4/5 
1 1 1 z5 
= (x- l)(x- 2)(x- 3)(x- 4)5 . (3.~>1 ) 
Careful examination of the pattern of terms in Eq.(3.39) leads to the general result for 
Sm for m> 1, 
S ( )m+l( )(· 1)( l) (· 1 )zm m = - 1 :z; - 1 X - - X - -3 + · · · + .l , - -- - · 2 m -1 m (3.52) 
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Finally the resummed RG-predictable terms in the coefficient function will follow from 
C = 1 + St + S2 + S3 + ... + Sn + .... 
z2 l z3 1 l z4 
C = = l + z - ( .C - 1) 2 + (X - 1) (X - 2) 3 - (X - 1) (X - 2) ( J" - 3) ~ + · · · 
z2 z3 . z4 
= 1 + z- (.r- 1)?.1 + (x -1)(2x- 1)1 - (x- l )(2x -1){3x- l )~ + .. 
... 3. 1. 
1 z2 . 1 1 z3 1 1 1 z4 
= 1 + z + x (- - 1)- + x2 (- - 1) (- - 2)- + x3 (- - 1 )(- - 2) (- - 3)-
X 2! X X 3! X .T .r -1! 
+... . (3.53) 
Exchanging the ~ by y gives us 
z2 2 3 C = = 1 + z + y[y-2(y- 1)- + y-3(y- 1)(y- 2) -
2! 3! 
z" 
+y-4(y- 1)(y- 2)(y- 3) 4! + ... ] ' (3.5-1) 
and putting y-1z = w we obtain 
w2 w3 
c = = 1 + z + [y(y- 1)?.1 + y(y - l)(y - 2) - , ~. 3. 
w.J 
+y(y- 1)(y- 2)(y- 3)4! + ... ] 
w2 w3 
= z - yw + [1 + yw + y(y- 1) 2! + y(y- l )(y- 2)3! 
w4 
+y(y- 1)(y- 2)(y- 3) - , + ... ] . 
4. 
= (1 + w)Y. 
Substituting for y,x,z and w yields 
{ b[ _( b __ )_1]}<t 11- ~1:-1a + ~r1al!!. C = 1 +- r 1a 1- -dr1a h = b _ _ b • d 1 - arla 
We can write the numerator in Eq.(3.56) as 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
where L = bln(M/J.t) = b(1·1 - i\)jd. Since we are setting c = c2 = r3 = ... = 0 one 
has (1 + cLL) - 1 =a./a, substituting this into Eq.(3.56) gives 
b a _,t (1- £f1a) -d C = [(1- -f1a) 7 jT = [ ! ajT . d n, (/, (3.58) 
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Since a= a(lt) = 1/r we can rearrange Eq.(3.22) to obtain 
'/;-1 = ~ ~ - rfln _g_ b a ,, AM · 
and substituting this result into Eq.(3.58) we find 
- - d/ b ( 
1 ) d/ b 
C- bln(Q/ AM) a, · 
56 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
Combining this with the anomalous dimension part (ca)d/b we reproduce the' physical 
Q-dependencc of M(Q) in Eq.(3.34). 
3.5 Direct relation between A and QCD observables 
As we shall discuss BOW it is possible to motivate the CORGI approach morf' straight-
forwardly by showing how QCD observables may be directly related to the dimensional 
transmutation parameter of the theory. We shall show how the dimensional transmuta-
tion parameter arises on the grounds of generalised dimensional analysis modifying till' 
analysis of P.M.Stevenson [9]. The form of this relation at NLO level is then completely 
equivalent to the CORGI approach outlined above. The advantage of this derivation is 
that mention of the renormalization scale ll and the renormalised coupling o-s(p) can 
be essentially avoided and the physical irrelevance of these quantities is manifest. In 
contrast the fundamental importance of the parameter A is stressed. We suppose that 
we have a dimeusionless generic QCD observable R(Q) like (2.1). dependent on tltc 
single dimcnsionful (energy) scale Q. Quark masses will be taken to be zero through-
out ou r discussion, t.he extension to the massive case has been considered in [30]. Sine~ 
R( Q) is dimcnsiouless, we clearly must have , on the grounds of generalized d imcnsional 
analysis 
(3.61) 
where A is a dimeusional scale, connected with the universal dimensional transmutation 
parameter of tlw theory, whose definition will depend on the way in which ultraviolet 
divergences arc removed, AMs for instance. 
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There is a11 extra t.rivial possibility that R(Q) = C, where C is a dimeusionless 
constant. That is. there is no energy dependence. This trivial Q-dependence would 
be the case if the bare coupling of QCD was finite, since the QCD lagrangian (with 
massless quarks) contains no massive parameters. Of course. in fact. the bare coupling 
is infinite, and an infinite renormalization must be performed, leading to a functional 
relation as iu Eq.(3.61). 
The appeari\ncc of a dimensionful parameter such as A is due to the non-tmiqurnr.s:-; 
of the theory. In QCD this is because the bare lagrangian corresponds to an infinitf' 
set of theories, each with a different A. Determination of the value of A. the one free 
parameter, eau only be performed by experimental measurements. To fix the theory 
up to a one parameter degree of freedom we can specify the derivative of R( Q) with 
respect to Q. The free parameter is now contained in the boundary condition imvosC'd 
on integrating to obtain R(Q). Effectively one is inverting Eq. (3.61) for R(Q) to obtain 
~ = <P-l(R(Q)). (3.62) 
where <I>-1 is tlH' inverse function. This is indeed the basic motivation for Grunberg·s 
Effective charge approach [13]. Following the argument of the subsection (2AA) we 
arrived at Eq.(2.65). To generalize the argument of that subsection we denote t.!Je 
integral (6.p0 ) by G(R) so we have 
b lu( ~R) = F(R) + G(R) . (3.63) 
The desired iuverse function <I>- 1 of Eq.(3.62) can then be obtained by exponcutiating 
Eq.(2.65) whicl1 gives 
:F(R(Q))Q(R(Q)) = ~ . (3.G4) 
where :F is the uuiversal function, defined by Eq.(2.68) and 
-C(R) [ {R(Q) ( - 1 1 )] 
Q(R) = e-b- = exp lo dx p(x) + x2(1 +ex) (3.65) 
If only a NLO Pf'rturbative calculation has been completed then our state of knowlcdgP 
of p(x) is r>(:~:) = - b.7:2 (1 + c.'L), since the NNLO and higher R.S invariants P?.· P:J, ... of 
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Eq.(2.51) will be unknown. From Eq.(3.65) we then have Q(R)=l and thr results of 
subsection 2.4.4 will be reproduced. 
We need to relate the observable dependent AR which arose on integrating Eq.(2.50) 
to the universal dimensional transmutation constant which depends only on the sub-
traction procedure used to remove the ultraviolet divergence, AMs for instance. To see 
this we begin by noting that on rearranging Eq. (3.64) and taking the limit as Q-+oo. 
we obtain an operational definition of AR as in Eq. (2.67) or equivalently 
AR = d~ Qexp ( - F(~(Q))) , 
we have used the fact that G(O) = 0 together with asymptotic freedom. 
Recall that the coupling a satisfies the ,8-function equation 
8a ( ) 2 2 jJ. f) j.t = ,8 a = - ba ( 1 + ea + C2 a + ... ) . 
(3.66) 
If we define by a(Q) t he MS coupling with fL = Q we see that it will sat isfy the /3-
function equation of the same form as in (2.50) for R with .BMs replacing {3(R). This 
may be integrated following the same step as above. The constant of integration ,\ n 
will be replaced by A M 5 and the coefficient Pi by the MS ,8-function coefficients cf1 5 . 
Again choosing y = oo with I<(x) = 0 in (2.61) and (2.62) we arrive at. 
A- = lim exp (- F(a(Q))) . 
MS Q~~ b (3.67) 
From the pcrturuative expansion of R in (2 .1) we will have 
R(Q) = a(Q) + r(a(Q)) 2 + .... (3.68) 
where we have defined for convenience r=rrs (J.t = Q), as the notation suggest~ r is 
Q-independeut. It is then straightforward to show that as Q -+ oo 
F(R) = F(a) - r + ... , (3.G!J) 
where the ellipsis denotes terms which vanish as Q -+ oo. Inserting this result into 
Eq.(3.67) one finally finds with using Eq.(3.66) 
(3.70) 
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for the promised exact relation between the observable-dependent and universal A ·s. 
The tilde over i\ is once again present to draw attention to the fact that the above 
choice of infinite integration constant in Eq.(2.61) with the standard choice [31] . This 
definition corresponds to translating the infinite constant by the finite shift cln( ~) (c.f. 
Eq. (2.41)). 
In the CORGI approach the function 9(R(Q)) has the expansion 
· ) X2 2 9(n(Q) = 1- bn(Q) +O(n) + .... (3.71 ) 
Here X 2 is the NNLO RS-invariant constant of integration which arises in Eqs.(2.76). 
Assembling all this we finally obtain the desired inverse relation between nand :\. tllf' 
universal dimensional transmutation parameter of the theory. 
Q:F(n(Q))9(n(Q))e- rfb(2cjb)c/b = AMS. (3.72) 
Notice that all dependence on the subtraction scheme chosen resides in the single 
factor e-r/b, the remainder of the expression being independent of this choice. This 
corresponds to the observation of Celmaster and Gonsalves [18], that A's with different 
subtraction conventions can be exactly related given a one-loop (NLO) calculation. 
Recall that if only a NLO calculation has been performed 9 = 1 since .\2 will bP 
unknown, so that the best one can do in reconstructing A 11Is is 
(:3.73) 
This is precisely the result obtained on inverting the NLO CORGI result n = au givPn 
by Eq.(2.83) as we demonstrate below. 
. (.!L) - bfc . First from (2.83) we have ao = - c[l+Wl(z(Q))] where z(Q) - ; A'R so With n = Uo 
we get 
-1 1 l+W=- O'f' W=-(1+-). en en (3.74) 
we know from the definition of the Lambert-W function 
b 
vV(z) eW(z) = z -+ -(1 + __!__ )e-(I+ ck) = z = - e- 1 (AR) ;; , (3.75) 
en Q 
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consequently 
which using Eq.(3.70) yields 
therefore 
1 (e) -I ( r) - r) 2C c Q( l + -) r; e-b"" =er; A-= e!r; (-)-r;A-
cR MS b MS' 
1 ( (") -1 ( r) 2c c A-= Q(l + -) b e-bne -r; (-);; 
MS eR b ' 
using Eq.{2.68) we obtain Eq.(3.73). 
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(3.76) 
(3.77) 
(3 .78) 
One can simply use Eq.(3.72) to test perturbative QCD. Given at least a ~LOcal­
culation for au observable R (Q) one simply substitutes the data values into Eq.(3.72). 
where Q(R(Q)) can include NNLO and higher corrections if known, and obtains AMs· 
To the extent that remaining higher-order perturbative and possible power corrections 
are small, one should find consistent values of AMs for different observables. There 
is no need to mention fJ, or M in this analysis, let alone to vary them ovPr an ad lwl' 
range of values. For the moment problem the result corresponding to Eq.(3.72) is 
(3.79) 
where f ·Pf1s( IL = Q) is defined in Eq.(3.30). The modified functions F and g ar<' 
most easily obtained by noting that R in Eq.(3.28) is directly related to M / A and also 
satisfies Eq.(3.72). Oue finds 
(3.80) 
Where X 2 i::; the NNLO FRS-invariant which arises in Eqs.(3.24). The scheme-iudepcndPut. 
parameter A reflects a physical property of the operator On in Eq.(3.2). An and "\!IJS 
should be fitted simultaneously to the data for Mn(Q) using Eq.(3.79). 
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Here we referred only to some basic ideas for extracting AMs in the CORGI ap-
proach for moments of SF and in order to complete the fitting procedure and grt 
explicit results for Au5 , further investigations are necessary that will be dour as a 
new research activity in future work. Iu the next chapter we turn to a rr\'iew· of the 
large-order behaviour of perturbation theory. which will lead to discussion of renor-
malons. These techniques will be used to approximately resum the perturiJatin' series 
to all-orders in the CORGI framework. 
Chapter 4 
Borel Transformation, Renormalon 
singularities and Adler D-function 
4 .1 Perturbation Theory in large-orders 
The subject of large order perturbation theory has aroused new interest with vartit:-
ular attention paid to the power corrections to QCD predictions for hard scattering 
processes. Wr are theoretically interested to know how physical observable~ can be 
reconstructed from their power series expansion, whilst in most practical quantum 
field theories the perturbative expansions demonstrate divergent behaviour at large 
orders. This must cause concern since perturbation theory is our best tool fot' mak-
ing predictions. Secondly, considerable effort has been devoted to the computation 
of higher-order QCD perturbative corrections, in some cases NNLO approximants are 
known , and we now seem to be at the limit of what can be achieved analytically or 
numerically. If the series is divergent, the next order may represent no improvemrnt.. 
with respect to the lower order result. 
The CORGI resummation of the last chapter, only worked because the series i11 
which we were interested was convergent. Equally. we assumed that in the region 
where large infra-red logarithms were not a problem, truncating the perturbation se-
ries at fixed order was legitimate. 
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Within our discussion, we must clarify how it is that the application of fixed-order 
perturbation theory to QED and QCD has had such spectacular success when this 
technique appears to ignore an infinite number of unquantifable and divergent higher-
order terms. We will attempt also to turn a knowledge of the large-order behaviour to 
our advantage and to use it to make contact with non-perturbative effects. 
In this chapter we review the means by which perturbation theory. as applied 
to quantum field theory, has been investigated at large orders. and the insights and 
interpretation which has been consequently gained. 
4.2 QED Vacuum instability and divergence of per-
turbation theory 
The mechanism through which divergence of the perturbation series ma~' occur in QED. 
was first presented by Dyson [32], where he argued that there is a singularity at thr 
origin of the coupling constant complex plane, and that as a consequeuce. power c•x-
pansions in the coupling are not analytical in the complex plane and are expected to 
diverge. 
To find the reason for the divergence of QED perturbation theory, consider a g<'nrrit-
perturbative Pxpansion for a physical quantity f in QED as 
00 
( 2) 2 4 "' ( 2)k f e = fo + fte +he + ... = L- !k e , ( .J .1) 
k=O 
where e is the electron charge and the coefficients fk, after mass and charge rcnormal-
ization are finite. Let us assume, for instance, that the series in Eq.(4.1) is an anal~·t ic 
function of e2 as e-ta+, then we expect correspondingly that for small values of -e2 . 
f( -e2) will also be an analytic function with a convergent power series. Now we try to 
make a physical interpretation off( -e2). It is well-known that in the physical world 
(where e2 > 0), the interaction between two like charges is repulsive in nature. Thr 
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total energy of N electron-positron pair production procedure in the real world would 
be 
( 4.2) 
where T is tllf' mean kinetic energy and V the mean coulomb potential energy. The 
~2 factor counts the number of interacting pairs. This system has a perfect!.\· stablr 
vacuum, as one increases N so the total energy of the system increases and the ground 
state of the system is achieved for N=O. On the other hand. in the fictitious world 
with e2 < 0 we would have 
1 2 2 Er-vNT- -e VN . 
2 
(4.3) 
As N increases E starts to increase until N reaches some critical value. Ncrit 
dE 1 = [r - e2V N] 1 = o ===? N T (-L..t } dN N=Ncrot N=Ncrol crit = F I e2 I 
For N> Ncrit, the total energy exhibits the behaviour 
(4.5) 
which means that tbe "vacuum'' state of such a fictitious world (E;::::: 0) would not lH' 
the state of lowest energy and the vacuum would become catastrophically unstable. 
Because of quantum barrier penetration effects. there is a finite probability for 
creation of Ncrit pairs and, once this state is realised. an irreversible process of pair 
creation will set in until an infinite number of particle-antiparticle pair has been cre-
ated. so the vacuum of this world would lead to an explosive creation of e~ e- pairs 
and a never-ending decrease in the energy. Dysou [32] concluded that f(e2) could not 
be analytical for a11y e2 ~ 0, and that, as a consequence, the QED perturLatiun se-
ries could not be convergent for a non-zero value of e2 . However as pointed out hy 
P.M. Stevenson [9], the non-analyticity of a function does not necessarily imply non-
convergence of its perturbation series expansion. It may simply signify that part of the 
function is not expandable in positive powers of the coupling. and that as ::;uch it is 
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non-perturbative in character. 
In general we eau say that a physical observable is determined by its perturbative ex-
I 
pansion plus non-perturbative effects. For example, the term e-~ is 11on-pcrturbative 
and would not contribute to the expansion on the right-hand side of Eq. ( 4.1 )- it is in-
visible in perturbation theory. It is possible for the perturbative expansion to converge 
to some well-behaved analytic function and that it is the non-prrturbatiw part of t.IH' 
function f ( e2 ) that. has an essential singularity at the origin. The latter is then wholly 
responsible for the singular nature of f(e2), and it is not possible to deduce anything 
about the divergence of thP perturbative expansion from Dyson·s argument. 
Despite the fact that Oyson 's analysis is not rigorous, the general conclusion that 
QED perturbative series have zero radius of convergence raises important considera-
tions. We must explain exactly how truncated perturbative series still have meaning 
when the series themselves formally diverge for any physical value of the expansion 
parameter, and for this reason we need to introduce the concept of asymptotic seric~. 
4.3 Asymptotic Series 
In the example explained above, asymptotic series means that the sum on the right 
hand side of Eq.(4.1) does not necessairly reproduce f(e2 ) uniquely but rather it con-
verges asymptotically towards f(e2) for a finite number of terms, after which it begins 
to diverge. 
To express this more formally let us consider a general fuuction f(.rJ) which is 
analytic in the domain D, where D is a subset of the complex plane having the origin 
as an accumulation point defined by: 
D : larg g I:S ~' I 9 I:S P · (-l.6) 
Perturbation theory is based on expressing f(g) in the form of the power series at thr 
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origin 
ex: 
f(g) = L !k!l I ( I./) 
k=O 
where g is the expansion parameter (usually the coupling in QFT), is consider<'d to hr. 
a small quantity. A formal series (4.7) is called asymptotic to f(g) on the domain D if 
the sequence of remainders RN(g) satisfies [33], 
( .!.8) 
where !N(g) = L.~=O fngn is the Nth partial sum. That is, the right-hand :-.idr of 
Eq. (4.7) diverges Vg =f 0 and in D it satisfies the bound Eq.(4.8) VN. So despite t.h<• 
fact that the infinite series is divergent for all non-zero values of g, the partial sum of 
N terms can l>e used to estimate f (g) providing g is small. 
The bound on RN(g) supplies the method by ~vhich we can make sense of a di-
vergent series. It informs us that if we choose to truncate tl1e series after the first .V 
terms, we can obtain an approximation to f(g) which for any N improves as I g I ----4(1, 
with a discrepancy that is of one order h_igher then the approximant itself. 
For a particular fixed value of I g I we can minimize the bound on the error iu this 
estimate by minimizing the right hand side of Eq.(4.8) with repect to N. Hence we cau 
find the optimum number of terms, Nopt, to take in the partial sum. l.Jp t.o N,p1 terms 
the partial sum will converge, beyond it the series will begin to diverge. For QED t h0. 
expansion parameter is the fine structure constant, a ~ 1i7 . Assuming the expansion 
coefficients grow as n!, minimizing fNaN gives Ncrpt "' ~ "' 137. Thus QED st.arts to 
<..livergc ualy at I"V !37th order in the perturbative expansion, way beyond any urclrr 
one could presently dream of calculating by summing Feynman diagrams. 
A slightly more general form for the coefficients. which will lead to similar beha\·iour 
(that is, convergence up to Nopt terms and divergence beyond Nopt terms), is f N = 
Ac-N N!. We can then write down a function of N which will characterize the maximum 
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accuracy of the partial sum to N terms: 
{ !.9) 
for !N of the given form, Nopt,....., l.~l · Using the Stirling formula for N! at larg<• /\'. 
( -1.10) 
we find that 
E(g) rv exp [ 1-g~l· (-U 1) 
This finite accuracy means that the series is in fact asymptotic to an infinite numbn 
of functions and indicates that knowledge of the asymptotic series alone does not allow 
us to unambiguously and uniquely determine its corresponding function f (g) . If we 
have , for example 
00 
~ fn9n ~ J(g) ' ( -1.12) 
n=O 
where ~~· means 'is asymptotic to', then it may be proved there always exists a func-
t ion J(g), analytic in the region jarg g 1<0 with 0 < 0 < I· satisfying Eq.(-1.12) for any 
set of coefficients {In}. however 'violent' the behaviom of the expansion coefficient fn 
as n ~ oo. 
We can add a term of the form Aexp( ~~) with 0<2n0<rr with A real and B > 0 
without violating Eq.(4.8) within D, so 
oo - B ~ fng" ~ f(g) + Aexp(-n ) . 
n=O 9 
(-1.13) 
provided Bcos(~) > C and that I A I is sufficiently small. This new functiou is abo 
analytic in D aud satisfies the bound given in Eq.(4.8). The ambiguity in Eq. (-Ll3) 
has the structure of a non-perturbative term. Thus the divergent nature of the pcrtur-
bative series in itself implies that the perturbation theory cannot fully describe QFT. 
However, there is one situation in which the asymptotic series defines a unique funr-
tion . If 0 ~ rr then. for some g such that I arg g I~ ~ · Bcos(arg g) ~ 0 and tlH_. onh' 
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way in which the right hand side of Eq.(4.13) can be bounded by f(y) is if A= 0. Till' 
right hand side of Eq.(4.13) reduces to f(g) over the whole domain and the a~ymptotir 
series defines .f (g) uniquely. 
The J<>sson we should learn from this is that we must not only investigate \\·hc·ther or 
not a perturbativc series diverges but also. when it. does diverge, if it still determines 
the relevant physical quantity uniquely. If we can define divergent series which do 
define physical quantities then we would like to find some way of reconstructing our 
generic f (g) from its divergent expansion, and now we concentrate on how wr might 
go about extracting useful information from divergent series. The question which must 
be addressed i::; how we can associate a function with a given asymptot ic srries. To do 
this we use the technique of Borel transformation. 
4.4 Borel Summation 
Consider the function ( 4. 7) which has a pcrturbative series expansion 
00 
J(g) = L:: Al = oo. (4.1-t } 
k=O 
Although the origiual power expansion f(g) makes no sense, it is possible to defill<' 
a new series that has much improved convergence properties [3-1]. To srr this lrt us 
divide each coefficient by k! in order to obtain a more convergent series: 
(4.15) 
We can then reconstruct f (g) via 
J(g) = ~ foo dze _g, B[f]( z) . 
g lo (-1.16 ) 
The function B[j]( z) is known as the Bore! transform of f(g) and, unlike / (9) it:-;clf. it. 
may have a non-zero radius of convergence (in the z-plane). If B[f](z) exists and /(g) 
can be reconstructed through Eq.(4.16) then we say that the series expansiou of f(y) 
is Borel smnma.ble. In general, for any physically intere~ting quantities, there will be 
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singularities in B[f](z) and it will be our aim to isolate these and to find some met.hud 
of regulating them !:iuch that we might be able to use Eq.(4.15) to extract somC' useful 
information about the function f(g). 
To motivate this method of summation we use a simple example. Consider th<' 
generic quantity .f(g) which has been calculated in perturbation theory with thr cou-
pling g. Using the definition of the factorial function this can be rewritten as 
00 1 r oo f(g) = E !kl k! lo dte tt'l . (1. 17) 
H the series ( 4.14) has a non-vanishing convergence radius 6, the integration ( -!.17) 
can be exchanged with the sum inside the circle. If we are outside tlw cirdt> or if 
the convergence radius is zero, 6 = 0, we can exchange the order of integration aud 
summation to define the series by the same expression, provided that the integral 
converges. In either case, taking z = gt this gives 
J(g) = { oo dte-t f_ f~r (gk~r = ~ (Y.) dze -;;· B(!J(z) 
lo k=D . g lo p.l8) 
where B[j](z) is t.he Borel transfom of f(g) defined in Eq.(-!.15}. So we could reprudun' 
the function f(g). The process of taking a divergent series in QFT and applying tlw 
Bore] transform tu extract a function which corresponds to it asymptotically is tf•rmed 
Borel resmnmation. This makes Borel summation a powerful tool in QFT. 
The Bore! method is also useful to control the singularitics of the original series. 
T his comes about because the convergence properties of (4. 15) are better than those 
of ( 4.14) as can be sr.en by comparing the respective radii of convergenrr 
2_ = lim flj:i, 
Pl k-too 
2_ = lim flj:i 
P2 k-+oo k! ' 
(4. 19) 
clearly if p1 is non-vanishing, then p2 will be infinite. Thus. si.ngulari ties clustt'rcd at. 
the origin will spread out in the complex plane on taking the Borel Transform. 
The Borel summability of a perturbation series is not the same as the possibility 
of the complete determination of the physical observable from which t LP pprtnrht~t ivr 
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expansion results. To deal with the problem of uniqueness in Bore! summation wr Mrd 
to know more about the physical observable, and it turns out to bP necessary to. a 
priori, prove something about the remainder function. The necessary criterion of Burcl 
summabili ty is given by Watson 's lemma in (33] and later in [35]. If the full fuuctioual 
form of f(g) may be recovered from its perturbative expansion we may call such a 
function Borel recoveTable [36]. Since Watson's lemma implies that the function f(!J) 
is unique, we can conclude that no function of the form ofEq.(4.13) can satisfy thr the 
condition ( 4.8) so the limiting of the remainder function is responsible for ruling out 
the possibility of non-perturbative effects. In general for QCD the conditions for BorPl 
recoverabilit.y are not satisfied, which is to be expected since non-perturbativr effects 
are known to be vresent. 
In additiou to uniqueness of Borel summable functions we need to knuw about 
their universality as well. The Green functions of a theory are related through dl!' 
Schwinger-Dyson equations and are then constructed by the means of the operations-
essentially made up of multiplications and divisions- acting on the Greeu functions. It 
is found that these operations do not result in new singularities in the Bore] plane [37]. 
Therefore the interconnectedness through Schwinger-Dyson equations. of all Green's 
functions ensures that a singularity in the Borel transform of the one Grern fuuctiou 
propagates through to the Borel transform of all others. Moreover, it follows that the 
location of siugularitics in the Borel plane must be universal in all Bore! transforms 
within each theory [38]. This implies the perturbative expansions of a theory all have• 
similar divergence characteristics. 
As a first example of an asymptotic series which eau be Bore! resummed, mw may 
consider an alternating-sign factorial series such as fk = ( -l)kk! and consequently 
00 
f(g) =I: (- l )kk!l' (-!.20) 
k=O 
which has zero convergence radius (i.e it diverges for every g#O), but. we can assign a 
meaning to the sum of this series. The corresponding Bore! transform and Borcl sum 
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are then given by 
oc. 1 looo -~ 1 B[.f](z) = 2:(-z)k = -, /(g) = 
0 
dze7 1 + :>. ., k=O 1 + Z -
(1.2 1) 
where we have assumed analytic continuation along the whole real liue. Fortunately. 
the singularity in the above integral sits outside the range of integration and thercfon· 
the integral exists. The method can fail if we take a fixed-sign factorial beha,·iour. 
fk = k! as an example, then we obtain 
oo 1 looc _, 1 B[F](z) = L zk = - , F(g) = dze9-. 
k=O 1 - Z 0 1- z 
(4.22) 
The pole at z = 1 in the integration range means that this integral does not exist for 
a positive value of g (where F(g) has a cut), nor i~ the Borel sum of such a series 
defined. For other values of g, the integral converges, selecting onr of tlw functions 
having I:r;0 k!gk behaviour as asymptotic expansion within the angle 0 <arg y< 2rr. 
The summation can be defined in many ways, there are infinitely many functions with 
this asymptotic expansion. For instance, one can add any term of the form At·.rp( - l) 
!/ 
for 0 < g< ~ · 
With a slightly more general behaviour for the growth of the coefficients. W<' can coH-
sider, 
f kk' k = Zi •. · 
The Borel Tra11sfonn is then of the form 
00 ( )k 1 B [F](z) = L :. = 1 _ ~ , k=O I z, 
but we have a Borel sum which may not exist 
louc -= 1 F(g) = dzev--z . 0 1--
... 
( 4.23) 
( ·1.2·1) 
because if Zi > 0 we will have a singularity at z = zi which will prevent the com·crgeut'P 
of the integral fo r a ny positive value of the"coupling" g. In that case, one has to JcfinP 
a prescription to go around the pole. This can be done by shifting thr pole from tlw 
real axis: 
100 - = 1 ~ F(g) = lim dze!i _ . ± irre - 9 • f--?0 0 1 - ~ ± u. 
z, 
(4.2G) 
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In this integral the choice of the sign depends on whether one integrates above or below 
the positive semi-axis. The limi t in ( 4.26) exists although the integral has no meaning. 
and it is called the Ca·uchy p1'incipal value. The residue (the imaginary part) gives u::. 
a measure of the ambiguity in the Bore! sum. The ambiguity ex: e-:;. and as such it is 
heavily suppressed for small values of the'·coupling·· constant g. 
On the other hand, if the large-order behaviour is assumed to be 
with ry>O, the Bore! transform is then of the form 
1 
B[/J(z)rv (1- t)l+l 
For "!; < l we can expand binomially and if ry :::: 0 we obtain 
B[f](z) ~ ~ (nn~1J) ! (;) n . 
Using Stirling's theorem, one can then show that for large n 
(n + ry)! = n1 (1 + 0( 2. )) . 
u!ry! n 
therefore to leading order in !I we obtain 
oc (z)n 
B[f](z) ~fan'"' zi 
( 4.27) 
( 4.28) 
( -1.29) 
(-1.30) 
( -1.31 ) 
We have seeu that the Borel transform can be used to classify divergent series. 
T he generic n! divergence leads to a singularity in the Borel plane. The naturT of this 
singularity is determined by the value of 1· if 1 is positive we have a pole; and for 
non-int.eger 'Y a uranch point singularit,y in the z-planc at z = zi. In these excunpl<>s the 
resulting ambiguity is of the order exp( ~z) so that if this quantity is smalL it may be 
neglected. For singularities more complicated than poles a similar exponentially small 
ambiguity arises near g = 0. 
In dealing with the physical application of Bore) transformation we need to gPt. 
some i11sights into the large-N1 expansion, in which most field theories have a leading 
growth of the coefficient dominated by n! [55), and this is why the Borel method will 
be of importance. We devote the next section to th is subject. 
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4.5 The large-Nf expansion 
The combinatorial growth in the number of Feynman diagrams at large ordrrs was 
shown to be a strong enough reason for the coefficients of the c/>4 field theory to be 
factorially divergent [37, 39), and thus to give rise to singularities in the Borc>l trans-
form. Since for simple theories like quantum mechanics and super-renormalizal>le field 
theories, the growth of the coefficients themselves is bounded by a power-law, this is 
expected to be the only source of divergences in these theories, and thus of singularities 
in the Borel transform. However, in renormalizable theories like c/>4 in four dimensions. 
QED, or QCD, there can be divergences arising from certain specific classe:-; of dia-
grams. In fact diagrams containing chains of" bubbles". These bubble chain diagrams 
create a characteristic n! divergence in the perturbative coefficients. Transforming to 
the Bore! plane, this behaviour induces a set of singularities called Terwrmalons. This 
feature was first identified in QED by Lautrup [39) and in QCD was discussed by 
t'Hooft [37]. As will be seen, it turns out that, in QCD , regions of high monwntum 
are related to alternating-sign factorial growth of perturbative coefficients (ultraviolet 
of UV renormalons) . and regions of small momentum are related to fixed-sign factorial 
growth (infrared or IR renormalons). We will begin our discussion of these singularities 
by looking at contributions to the QED vacuum polarization fuuction aud then turn 
to consider the analogous situation for the QCD vacuum polarization function. 
The contribution from the vacuum polarization insertions to the renormalization 
of t he gluon propagator consist of chains of ·'bubbles''. such as the ones shown in the 
two types of diagrams in Fig.(4.1). The diagrams shown correspond to the leading 
contribution, since graphs of the type shown in Fig.(4.2) would be sub-leading in the 
coupling for a giv~n number of "bubbles" . Obviously, one has to swn over the con-
tributions from chains with one "bubble'), with two "bubbles", with threP "bubbles''. 
and so on, and thus one has a series. In QED, there would be only fennionic loops 
to consider, and these abelian '·bubbles" would each contribute a numerical factor. 
proportional to N1. In fact, a large-N1 approximation as an organizing principle was 
implied in the first studies of renormalons [39-41]. For further reference. we will define 
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2 + 
n bubbles 
Figure 4.1: Leading large-Nf contribution at nth order in perturbation theory 
Figure 4.2: A generic two chain diagram 
now the expansion of each perturbation coefficient in the leading-N1 expansion. For <t 
wide range of •·quark-initiated" [44) QCD observables, the perturbation coefficient dn 
(c.f. Eq.(2.1)) can be written as 
d = d[n]Nn + d[n-l]Nn- 1 + d [n-2]Nn-2 + + d [l}N + d [Oj n n I n I n f ... n I n· (-1.32) 
The N1-expansion coefficients, will consist of sums of multinomials in CA = N all([ 
Cp = (N 2 - 1)/2N, of SU(N) QCD; and d~n-rl will have the ::;trurture c;rr-IIC} so 
that each term is of degree n. 
The terms in the large Nrexpansion correspond to Feynman diagrams with dif-
ferinp; numbers of vacuum polarization loops. In general, when the nth coefficient is 
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considered, the leading contribution dk11N/ from the large -N1 expansion will come 
from the diagrams in Figure 4. 1, since these diagrams contribute ""92" +2 NJI"Vo." _, 1 N'/-
This contribution to the perturbative series at nth order from the leading coefficient 
dr~INj is found to behave liken! for large n. This divergent behaviour of the expansion 
coefficents cannot be cancelled since these bubble diagrams have the highest power of 
NI for any given power of the coupling a. We should note that these siugle bubble· 
chains alone contribute the 1eading-N1 behaviour. For example. if we considt>r the• be-
haviour of a generic two-chains diagram with k and l bubbles in the chain~ sec Figure 
4.2, then this will contribute g2k+2g21+2NJ+1rvak+1+2NJ+1. We find this is 0(1 jN1) ill 
the large-N1 expansion and hence sub-leading. 
As we shall emphasise, it is actually more useful for our purpose to consider a11 ('x-
pansion in powers of u. Although this expansion in b is convenient. we should emphasise 
that it does not have such a ready interpretation in terms of a dass of Feynman dia-
grams as does the large-N1 expansion. To arrive at the standard leading-b expansion. 
one replaces N1 -+ ~1 N - 3b obtaining 
(.1.33) 
where d~n) = ( -3)ndk11 exactly. One could equally well consider a ''dual b-expansion" 
by replacing N -+ 1
6
1 b + 1
2
1 N1 in ( 4.32) to obtain an expansion in b with differeut 
coefficients. The standard "b-expansion'' is exact in t.he large-N1 limit. and the .. dual 
b-expansion" is exact in the large-N limit. Of course it is the standard expansio11 that 
is of practical use since we have all-orders large-Nf results. 
The renormalous we shall be most concerned with. arise from one specific physical 
quantity which is related to the vacuum polarization function. called the ArllPr D 
function, and is the subject of the next section. 
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4.6 Adler D function 
This function is related directly to measurable observables such as the R-ratio for c~, -
annihilation into hadrons, wl1ich is defined by 
R o-(e+e- ~ hadrons) 
o-( e+e- ~ J.L+ J.L-) . (-1.31) 
We shall also consider R..,.. the total hadronic width for T decay normalised to the 
leptonic width, 
Rr= r(r ~ 1/T + hadrOUS) . 
r( T ~ Vre- De) (4.35) 
The correlation function of two vector currents of massless quarks usually known a~ 
the vacu.um polaTization fnnction is given by 
where s = -q2 > 0 is the external euclidean momentum, and the vector-isuvector .J'L 
is defined by 
(-! .37) 
In order to avoid an unspecified constant, it is convenient to take a logarithmic deriva-
tive with respect to s and define the Adler D-function. 
d 
D(s) = -l27r2s-d IT(s). 
s 
R and 11 may Le related by using the optical theorem, which iwplies that 
R(s) = 121r hniT( -s)};. 
In QCD perturbation theory we have 
( 4.38) 
( -1.3!.1 ) 
where Q 1 denotes the electric charge of the quarks and the summation is over t Jw 
flavours accessible at a given energy. The correction to the parton model re~mlt has 
the perturbative expansion 
(-1.41) 
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where a= a.~2 ) is the renormalizatiou group (RG) improved coupling. lJ de11otes cor-
rections of the''light-by-light" type which first enter at O(a3) and that are subleading 
in N1. fJ is given by fJ = (;156 - ~(3)a3 + ... , its contribution is numerically small. We 
shall ignore this term in our all-orders resurnmations. Our interest is in the asymptotic 
growth of the dn wcfficients in large-orders that can be expanded in terms of N1 as W<' 
explained in the last section. 
We assume that each isolated QCD "bubble" will correspond to a factor of 
( l. 1:.? ) 
where k~ = -k2 is the euclidean virtual momentum carried by tlH' chain and C is 
scheme-dependellt. In the MS scheme, C = -~, we shall use llH' V-scheme, !'orre-
sponding to the MS scheme with J.L=exp(65 )Q in the above expression so that C = 0. 
In next section we deal with the singularities which arise from renormalons relating to 
the Adler D-fuuction. 
4. 7 Renormalon singularities 
Following the argument of Parisi [45, 46], we can concentrate on the renorn1alizaLimt 
group equation (RGE) (c.f. Eq.(1.40)), satisfied by some generic n-point GrcPn·s fmw-
tion f (nl(p: a). He took a simple form for the {3 function, j3(a) = -ba2 . Borrl trans-
forming the RGE gives 
( -p ~ - bz + n) B[r (n)l(p, z) = 0. ( 1.-13) 
whieh has the solut.iou 
B(f ("l](p, z) = r(z)pn !!. ( ) 
(-b.:) 
I I, 
( -1.4-1) 
As we have already taken care to point out, the Green's functions of a theory are 
interrelated by Schwiuger-Dyson equations. As an illustration in considering the if;.J 
theory. we can write a schematic form for the Schwinger-Dyson equation ('onnN:t.ing 
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r<6) and r<4l: 
(6)( ) -j d4v I (4)( - . 13 r 0, (), - ( 2 2)3 r p. p. 0, 0, a) . p +m, ( L lG) 
we then write the Bore! transform of this equation as 
(·L !G) 
( ) 
(-bz) 
where the factor ~ comes from the expression in Eq.(4.44). The com·prg<'JH'<' 
of the integral in Eq.(-1.46) depends crucially on the power of pin the iutegrand. For 
B[r<6l (0, z)] this p-dependence will be p-2-bZ, so for z = 'b2 the Bore! transform will 
have a pole. The interdependences of Green's functions through Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tions such as Eq.( 4.45) means that poles in the Borel transform of any Grc>en 's fnnrt ion 
will propagate to all others [37L giving the Bore! transform poles at z = z1=- ¥ where· 
lis a positive integer. These poles which come directly from renormalization are known 
as we called them before, as renormalons. Divergences of this kind reflect the ultra-
violet behaviour of the theory and are therefore called ultraviolet (UV) renormalons. 
In QED b < 0 and so the UV renormalons lie evenly spaced along the positi,·c real 
z-axis. They represent a genuine ambiguity in the reconstruction of a function from its 
divergent perturbative expansion. 
Parisi [45] showed that the location of UV renormalons is independent of tht· dl()it·<· 
of [3 function, althuugh their strengths have a weak dependencl' ou the s0cond J]-
function coefficient. Most importantly , he also derived a result which conned.Pd <'ach 
pole with a local operator in the theory. This was based on the BPH theorem (2] which 
states that all UV divergences can be removed by the introduction into t.he lagrangiau 
of countertenns of local operators. 
The presence of UV renormalon poles in the Borel transform was first establish<'d 
for QED, a nou-asymptotically free theory. The same results carry uvcr to an a:-~ymp­
totically free theory but with one crucial difFerence. In SU(3) QCD with NJS:l G, for 
example. the first coefficient of the .8-function is positive (b = (11C ,.~ - 2NJ )/ G) ami 
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the UV renormalutJ poles now lie on the negative real z-axis. Thus these poles do not. 
present any problem in Bore! reconstruction of QCD quantities from their divergent 
perturbati ve cxpausious. However , one finds that a new set of poles appear on t h(' pos-
itive axis. These are the infrared renormalons and they arise essentially from infra1wl 
divergences of bubble diagrams similar to that in Figure 4.1. In a procedure analogo11s 
to the BPH treatment of UV divergences in QED. Parisi [46] attempted to relate theIR 
renormalons to counterterms of non-local operators, a process about whose validity he 
himself expressed doubts. Nonetheless. significant progress has been made, notably by 
Grunbcrg [47] and Mueller (48], in relating IR renormalons to IJun-perturbativc effects 
at low momenta through the operator product expansion (OPE). The question of how 
we deal with poles on the positive real axis is very important. At the very least wP 
would like to know what degree of ambiguity these poles introduce into JWrf urbativP 
calculations, since large ambiguities would call into question the value of cnutinuing 
the programme of extending fixed-order perturbative calculations of QCD obsc>rvabl<'s. 
Less pessimistically, we might hope to obtain further insight into t lw non-perturbativ!' 
regime of QCD. 
There is indeed much to be learnt from studying the consequences of using a short-
distance OPE to quantify some of the non-perturbative effects which we believe an! 
intimately related to the presence of IR renormalons. The OPE, as proposed by Wilson 
(49] and implemented by Shifman , Vainshtein and Zakharov (50], enables one to attach 
some meaning to the limit in which the separation of two fields in coordinate span• 
goes to zero. Formally, we write 
l-1..!7 ) 
Here the sum is over a set of local renormalized composite operators 0. and tb(' 
Ci's. known as Wilson coefficients, are complex coefficient functions. Applying a short 
distance OPE to the Adler D-function D(s) yields the representation 
D(s) = D(a) + G0 (a) +higher dimensional condensates . ( 1.48) 
where the perturbative part of D(s) (D(a)) has been defined by (4.41 ). G0 (n) iH tlw 
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leading (lowest dimensional) coudensate contribution. For examplf'. in QCD this will 
be the gluon condensate, 
Go(a) = ~4 < OjGGjO > (tt)Caa(Qj J.L. a). (4.49) 
where Cac( Q / J.L, a) is the Wilson coefficient for the gluon condcnsatt• tt•rm iu t lw 
OPE. In anticipation of the later calculations we shall assume massless quarks. ~ow 
we expect b(a) and G0(a) to be separately RG invariant. If we consider a rondcnsatr 
with dimension 2l (that is, with scaling behaviour "' Q-21 ) we can dPtPrmine t.IH• 
a-dependence of G0 (a) by requiring that G0 (a) satisfies the renormalization group 
equation (see Eq.l.40). Let us take the following form for the QCD p-funrtion 
da 2 {3(a) = d-l = -ba (I+ ea), 
nJ.L 
then we find the G0 (a) must take the form 
where 
G0 (a) = G ( ~:) 1 exp [-:] a'(I + O(n.)) ~ Q-" . 
2ro 0 = -- cz1 where z1 = 2l/b, b 
(4.50) 
( 4 .. 51) 
(4.52) 
with 'Yo the one loop anomalous dimension of the corresponding operator. C is a scak-
independeut constant which contains the truly non-perturbative information. Eq.( 4.51) 
can be re-expressed in the form [47] 
Czf-1 {'XJ e-z/a. 
Go(a) = f(o) lz1 dz (z/zt - 1)1 - 6 • ( -!.!i3) 
This form for G0 (a) has an essential singularity at a = 0, so that the OPE motivat<od 
expression in Eq.(4.49) is only meaningful wben we have a resummation prrscription 
for D(a). This will be provided by the Borel transform, in which the m n•nunnallon 
poles will be negotiated by performing the reconstruction integral along a contour dis-
placed above or below the real z-axis. 
Let us write D(a) in its Borel representation 
b(a) = foo dze-zla. B[D(a)](z) . lo (.!.54) 
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where the Bore! transform is defined as before. as 
oc d 
B[D(a)](z) = L -Tzn . 
n=O n. 
(.J.fi,j) 
Now let us assume that the first IR renorma.lon, arising from a bubble msenwn as 
discussed above. occurs at z = z0 . By analogy with the case of UV renormalons. we 
can write down a form for B{D(a)j(z) in the region of this first renormalou pole. 
(4.5fi) 
where K is a scale-independent factor. This yields ( disregarding any lTV renormalon:; 
on the negative real z-axis) the large order behaviour 
dk '"V J( (f.L2 )llzo/2 (2_)'1 r(n +I') [1 + 0 (~)] 
Q2 ~ f0) n (-!.57) 
As we did for D(a) in Eq.(4.54) 1 we can write the 1'rcnormalon contribution·· Lo D(a) 
in terms of its Borel transformation 
Do( a) = looc. dze-zfa B[D0 (a) ](z) . (-1 .38) 
For z > z0 l.hc (1- z/z0 )'Y factor in Eq.(4.56) implies that this contribution has an 
imaginary part (for a> 0). So 
ImD0 (a) =loco dze-zlaB[ImD0 (a)](z). (-! .5!1) 
where 
( 
? ) bzu/2 l 
B[JmD0](z) = J( ~: (z/zo _ 1),.,exp(±i.7rl') ( -U31l) 
Here we neglect terms of O(z/ z0 -1). The resulting ambiguity iu the resulL of Eq.(·l.GU) 
depends on whether the contour is taken above or below the real z-axi~. If t.his ambigu-
ity is to be avoided we must obtain some compensating factor from the non-perturbatiw 
part of the theory. Due to the non-logarithmic UV divergences [51] C acquires au am-
biguous imaginary part. We therefore assume the constant C in Eq. (4.53) is in fact 
complex. So we will have C -t C R ± iC1 . with the ambiguous imaginary part reflectiug 
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the renormalon-induced ambiguity in D(a). The critical step is now to require cancel-
lation of these ambiguities between the parturbative Eq.(-1.56), and non-perturbative. 
Eq.(4.53) parts of the theory. This leads to the following relations, 
Zo = Zt = 2l/b , (4.61) 
( 4..62) 
C' 6-1 J( = JZl 
sin(1r6f(6)) (4 .63) 
There are a number of important points to raise about these relations. First.. t.hr 
residue I< is related to the condensate parameter, which leads us to expect that it 
is a process-independent quantity. The implication that one can obtain. by making 
an all-orders perturbative calculation, a ''perturbation theory determined'" part of the 
condensate contribution is misleading, in that exponentially small terms may be shifted 
between D(a) and G0 (a) [47]. Secondly Eq.(-1.61) tell us the loL·ation of theIR rcnor-
malon poles on the positive real z-axis. The condensates obtained from performing a 
short distance OPE have dimensions 4,6,8, ... , implying that the Borel transform for 
the Adler 0-function will have IR renormalon singularities at z1 = ¥ (l = 2, 3, ..! .... ). 
Notice that the lowest dimension condensate in the OPE is the gluon condensate with 
dimension 4. Hence we expect that there will be no IR renormalon at z = 2/b sincr· 
there is no dime11sion two condensate to compensate for it. 
Thrning now to a discussion about the renormalon singularities relating to tht· 
Adler D function. the contribution to the Adler function D(a) from the sum over 
all the possible, multi-loop, one-chain diagrams such as the ones in Fig( 4.1) is giV<'n 
by [52, 53] 
2 ~ 2 {oo 6TI (Q2) [ b 2 K~ c l" 2 IT(Q) = ~a(Q) lo 6a(I<1) -2a(Q )ln( p'2 e) di<E. ( 4.6·1) 
where Q is the external momentum and a( Q2 ) is either the one loop or two loop 
renormalisecl coupling. The kernel ~~~}~ corresponds to the forward elastic SC<lttcring 
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amplitude of an off-shell vector-isovector quark current (of momentum Q) off an off-
shell gluon (of momentum Ks) evaluated at the one loop level. With h·2 =: ~· it is 
given by 
6ll(Q2 ) = _!!_ CF { k22(k2 ), if k2:::;1 
c5a(K~) 327r2 Q2 J-
2
2(J-
2
), ifk2 >1 · 
k k -
( -1.65) 
where the IR~UV conformal symmetry (k2 ~ f2 ) is self-evident. This kernel wa::; first 
mentioned in [52] . and since one needs to include the appropriate colour factors to use 
it in QCD, it was recognised in [104] as being of utility in QCD. The function 2(z) 
itself is defined as 
2(z) = 1 + _84 r(1- ~)2 lny dy' lo z 1 + y (z ~ 0) . (4.66) 
and the integral above can be explicitly calculated 
~ 4 1 { 5 3 (1 + z )2 } 
.=.(z)= 3; 1-lnz+(2- 2Inz)z+ z [L2(-z)+lnzln(1+z)J .(4.67) 
where L 2 (x) is the dilogarithm function. defined as 
L ( ) - 1x ln(l- y)d 2X -- Y· 
0 y 
(-1.68) 
To obtain the Adler function D(a), one has to take the logarithmic derivative as dcfiurd 
in Eq. ( 4.38). As a result, the symmetry of the kernel is spoilt, and oue has: 
R ~ 2 N OF { 7 · • · F 1 (k) = -- (--lnk2)k2 +{l+k2 ) 
1271"2 Q2 4 
[L2(-,P)+lnk2 ln(1+k2 )]}, k2 :::;1. (-1.69) 
This function F(k2 ) (= ~8(~:)/8k2 ), considered together with the sum O\'er chains. 
allows us to obtain an expression for the contribution of renormalons t.o the Adler 
function D(a), 
D(a(Q2)) = fa(Q2 ) roo F(P) [-~aQ2 1n(k2 Q: ec)]k dP. (4.71 ) 
k=O lo 2 p.~ 
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This integral is most easily done by expanding F1 R,uv (k2) in a power SPri(~s 
[R • ., 3 " 2 1 3 "2 "4 1 5 • ., . . F (k-) ex: 4k - 2(2 -Ink )k + 6(6 -lnk-)k6 + O(k6). (-!.72) 
Fuv(~.2 ) ~~+lnk2 _ _!__ 172 +lnk2 _!__ 2~+lnk2 0 _1_) "'· ex: • • + . + ( . . 6 k4 12 k6 20 kB klO (·L73) 
(the overall numerical factor was disregarded here). Obviously. thes~ power exprPssion~ 
are only valid in the small-k and large-k limits. However if the renormalizatioll scale is 
f.1, = Q, the leading contributions for the integral come indeed from the large logarithmic 
enhancements at. Ks ~ Q and Ks 2 Q, and the expressions above can be used in first. 
approximation. We note with respect to the above expressions that the fhtiteuess of 
the Adler function in both the infrared and ultraviolet is assured by the power-like 
structure of F(h:2). Also, F1R(k2) and pU\/ (k2 ) each have an infinite numbers of terms 
in their power series. We uow break the integral (4.71) at k2 = ~e-c into two disjoint 
parts aud perform the two integrations with the expansion ( -1. 72) and ( -L 73) as the 
integrands. We obtain a series which consists of a linear combinations of alternating-
sign and fixed-sign factorial terms [53}: 
D( (Q2)) = _!!_ Cp ~ (a(Q2))k+1 {~(~)k(f.k. 2 -C)2- !(k ll)(~)k( 112 P-c)J 
a 121r2 Q2 ~ 2 4 2 Q2 e 9 + 2 3 Q2 
+ !(k + !!)(-b)kQ2 ec- _!:_(/;: + 13)(-b)k(Q2 ec?} k! {<1.7-1) 
3 6 f.1,2 24 6 2 112 • 
where we considered only the two first terms in both Eq.(-1.72) and Eq.(4.73). The· . 
Bore] transform can be obtained straightforwardly ( we choose the V-scheme at thit:t 
point, C = 0): 
B[D](Z) oc 4!bz- [(6-
8
bz)2 + 6~1bz] 
+~ [(2 +8bz)2 + 2 !bz ]- ~ [(4 +4bz)2 +-! l~bz l (4.75) 
In the first line of Eq.(4.75), we have Borel transform singularities on the pol>itive real 
axis, which arise from the integration at low momenta. and are henceforth known IR 
renormalons; in the second line of Eq. ( 4. 75). we have Borel transform singularities on 
the negative real axis, which arise from the integration of high momentum and hence-
forth known as UV renormalons. It is clear that consideration of more terms in the 
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power expansions of F(k2 ) would lead to more singularities in the Bore! transform. ami 
hence more renonnalous. The next ones would be at z = ~ and z = b6 . For the Adlcr 
functions, the series in (4.72) aud (4.73) have no end, and an infinitf' 11111nber of JH1 
and UVz rcnormalons exists, located at z1 = b2 and z1 = ± ¥U ~ 2). 
The fact that there is no IR1 renormalon can be traced back to t hr ab~<'nC'<' of n 
constant tm-m in piR(P) and is related to the fact that there is no oprrator of di-
mension J2 in the OPE of the Adler function. Furthermore, si11ce .with the notable 
exception of IR2, every (IR1 and UVt) renormalon has a structure involving a lu k2 
and a number, multiplied by a (positive or negative) power of k2 (as cau be seen in 
Eq.(4.72) and Eq.(4.73), respectively), one anticipates a pole+ double pole structure 
for every generic singularity in the Borel sum of the Adler function. The ambigutirs 
of IR renormalons, seem to be beyond perturbation theory. As we showPd hrfore tt is 
possible that these ambigutities will be compensated by the non perturbativc power 
corrections associated with non-logarithmic UV divergences in coefficient functions. 
An exact evaluation of the integral (4.71) is needed to obtain the full singularity 
structure in the Bore! plane of the Adler function D(a) in large-orders. To do this mw 
may start by noting that F(k2 ) can be written as a contour integral [53] 
( - 2 ) N Cp ~( k d 1 F k = 6?T3 Q2 LJ -1) dk k2 - 1 
k =2 
!+oc - ? ( 1 + ir 1 ) exp(irln(k-)) 2 A? - --. dr. -oo ·r + ·- 1 - zr ( 1.76) 
If we take the derivative in (4.76) and thell do a trivial change of variables. we arrive 
at 
('-1.77) 
where one has 
(1.7u) 
(-1.7!) ) 
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We see that taking derivatives of P(x) would bring factors of ln(k2 ) to the integration 
above, effectively building the same integral as in (4.71). Thus P(x) can be seen as a 
generating function for the large-orders coefficients of the Adler function D(a). This 
result was obtained for the first time by D.J.Broadhurst [68]. 
The actual generating function for the coefficients of QCD Gell-Mann-Low function 
(MOM scheme ,8-function) is [68] 
32-n dn-2 
w[n] = ---P(x) I -1 
n 2 dxn-2 X- ' 
which can be evaluated explicitly in closed form as [68] 
_w....o:;~_l_ _ n -1 [-2(2 _ n) _ _ n_+_4 (n- 2)! - ( -3)n-l 2n 
16 +-- L: s(1- 2-2s)(1- 22s-n-2(2s+I)J . 
n- 1 !!.+I>s>O 
2 . 
For the QCD Adler function in the MS scheme with fJ, = Q one has 
n ( S/g)mW[n+2-m) 
d[n] = 2Tn L - n+2-m 
n I m=O m! ( n - m)! ' 
( 4.80) 
( 4.81) 
( 4.82) 
where the group theory factor is Tt = ~ in the standard fermion representation. The 
( -;5 ) m factor enters since one is converting from the M 0 M scheme Adler function to 
that in MS scheme. Considerable simplification is achieved by using the V-scheme, 
the result ( 4.82) then becomes 
( 4.83) 
4.8 Leading-b expansion and RS-invariants 
Even if the leading-b approximation is believed to work better at large orders, one can 
check its utility for the low orders perturbation coefficients for which numerical results 
are available. For iJ, the first two perturbative coefficients, d1 , d2 are known from the 
exact perturbative calculation [59, 64, 100-102]. We shall assume MS renormalization 
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with renormalization scale 11 = Q for the present. quoting the results, we have 
For later comparisons it will be useful to write these results numerically for SU(I\f) 
QCD 
<lt = -.115NJ + (.655N + -~3 ) , 
2 . ( . 24 . 2 .180 d2 = .08GN1 + Nf -1.40N- -) + (2.10N - .661- - 2 ) • N N (4.85) 
We now vvish to uemonstrate that the leading term in the b-expansion (Eq.(4.33)), 
when expanded in Nf, approximates the Nrexpansion coefficients well, even in ratl~er 
low orders. 
For d1 and d2 W(~ havn re-expanding the large-b term in powers of N 1. 
(1) tL1 b = .345b = -.115NJ + .634N . 
d~2'b2 = .776b2 = .086N}- .948N1N + 2.61N2 • ( 4.86) 
The subleading, N, N1N. and N 2 coefficients approximate well in sign a11d magnitudP 
the exact expressions in equations (4.85). The leading N1 and NJ coefficellts .of course. 
agree exactly. 
In fairness it should be noted that, whilst the Jeading-b term reproducr.s tbc• sub-
leading coefficents in the Nrexpansion at the ""'20% level, there are sigui!kant cancel-
lations between large terms and as a result the overall NNLO perturbative coefficients 
for D are significantly overestimated by the leading-b term. For N1 = 3 and Sll (:n 
QCD one has the exact (NIS, 11 = Q) coefficent d2 = 6.37. to be compared with thf' 
leading-b term d~2){J2 = 0.776b2 = 15.7. 
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Now t;o construct RS-invariant resummations the strategy will br to approximatt: 
the RS-invariants Pk in Eq.(2.57) and use Eq.(2.58), to obtain the appruxiutatf' per-
turbative coefficients in any arbitrary RS. In this way invariance under the full RG 
transformations of QCD is guaranteed. For latter convenience we recall from Eq.(2.1-t) 
that p0 = r- d1 is RS-invariant. Therefore we can use d1 itself. rather thau T. as wa::. 
used in Eq. (2.58), to label the RS. Eq.(2.58) then become 
( 4.87) 
The result for dn(d1• c2 , ... , Cn) is a polynomial of degree n in d1 with coefficients involv-
ing Pn· Pn- 1 , ... , c and c2. C3, ... , Cn; such that dn(O.p2,P3· ····Pn)=O. Given just these 
numbers the perturbative coefficients in any RS eau be obtained from Eq.(.J.87). 
The Pk invariants can be organized as an expansion in b, with 
- (k)bJ.: (k-l)bk-1 (0) (- l)b-1 Pk - Pk + Pk + · · · + Pk + Pk · ( 4.8 ) 
The Pkk) can be obtaiued to all-orders from the large-N, result for dkk) in Eq.(-!.33). The 
b- 1 term arises fTom the fact that in a 'regular' RS such as minimal subtraction the d~.: 
are polynomials in b of degree k [99], whereas the corresponding /3-functiun coefficients 
c~.: are polynomials in b of degree k - 1 with additional b-1 terms ( c.f. the exprcssiou 
for c = c1 in Eq. (1.59)). The RS-invariant combination in Eq.(4.88) in principlr could 
contain arbitrary inverse powers of b, but RG considerations guarantee' that mlly b- 1 
terms remain [99]. Thns bpk is a polynomial of degree k + 1 in b. 
As showu in references [42, 63, 69] t.he renormalon singularity structure leads tu tlw 
expectation that the leading-b term when expanded in powers of N1 should. asymp-
totically, reproduce the sub-leading coefficients. That is, expressing dkk)bk in Eq.(-1.33) 
as 
.Ak)bk = j{k]Nk + ({tk-l]Nk-1 + + dl{k- r] II.Jk- r + + J)OI 
(£k !£k f k f . . . k 1 ~ f . . . tl ' (-!.89) 
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one can show that 
{-1.90) 
so that for fixed r and large k the sub-leading '·N1 expansion·' coefficients arc r<'pro-
duced. The lcading-b expansion encodes the divergent behaviour of the pertmhat.i\'1' 
coefficients at large orders. T he effective charge /3-function p(D). Eq. (2 .. 51), will con-
tain Borel plane singularities at the same positions as those in Adler-D function [103] 
and hence one should expect a weak asymptotic result analogous to Eq.(-!.90). with 
the p~k) bk+1 term asymptotically reproducing the Nrexpansion coefficients of bpk. For 
the Adler D-function and DIS sum rules the level at which this works is again far in 
excess of that to be anticipated from the asymptotic result. Thr Pkk ) term involvl's 
only combinations of the dik>, with for instance p~2) = d~2)- (di1)) 2 , and so the fJkk} can 
be obtained to all-orders given the exact leading-N1 all-orders results. 
For the Adler D-function (D) one has the exact. result for SU(i'\) QCD (whrrr thr 
"light-by-light" contribution lY' is excluded, see [58] 
- 3 1 " 2 1 bp2(D) = -0.0243N1 + (0.533N- 0.00151 N)Nj + ( -3.32N + 0.344 + 0.0612 :V.JNt 
+(3.79N2 - 1.45N- 0.337 ~) . (4.91 ) 
t his to be compared with the "leading-b'' piece 
b3 p~21 (D) = b3 (d~2>- (d~1>)2) = -0.65663 = -0.0243NJ 
+0.401NNj- 2.21N2N1 + 4.04N3 . (4.92) 
Notice the good agreement of the sub-leading N NJ. N 2 N1. and N 3 coefficicllts. This 
gives us some confidence that the remarkable accuracy with which the sub-leadiHg co-
efficients d~k - r] arc reproduced is not just an artefact of the particular RS choice of jJ S 
with J.L = Q. 
In the large-N limit (N1=0) the RS-invariant p2 is approximated to better thau 
10% accuracy. The 20% level agreement of the sub-leading coefficients does not. unfor-
tunately, guarantee that the overall RS-invariant is reproduced to tlw sanw accuracy 
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for all N, N1 since there are large numerical cancellations. For instance for 1\'1 = .5 
one has p2(D)=-2.98 (exact), whereas b2p~2)(D)=9.64. 
In the next chapter we shall exploit the techniques relating to Bore! transformation 
and Adler-0 function to investigate some phenomenological results for the R-ratio aucl 
Rr, and will consider scalar correlator function results for the Higgs decay width. 
Chapter 5 
Renormalon-inspired 
resummations, Estimating the 
uncertainty in a8 (m~) and a(M~) 
5.1 Leading-b resummation for Adler-D function 
The correlator of two vector currents in the Euclidean region is a fundanu•ntnl in~rl'di­
ent iu constructing a number of inclusive hadronic QCD observables of great import.anc<' 
in testing the theory. As we said before, by taking a logarithmic energy derivative of tlH' 
correlator function. one can define the so-called Adler D-function. D(:;). By analytical 
continuation to the Minkowski region this quantity can then be directly related tu tlw 
ratio, R(s), of the total e+e- hadronic cross section to the point lcptunic cros::Hi('Ction. 
and also to the analogous ratio R., of the total hadronic decay width of the T lepton 
normalized to t.he leptonic decay width. The analytical continuation can lw t'lcgantly 
formulated as a contour integration of D(s) together with a weight function around a 
circle in the complex energy s-plane [56, 57]. Performing this integration nUilll' rically 
with D(s) approximated at some fixed order of perturbation theory then automatically 
resums to all-orders an infinite subset of potentially large analytical continuation tPrms 
involving powers of 1r2 and beta-fuction coefficients. which arise in the running of the 
coupling around the integration contour [58]. These terms are usually truncated in the 
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direct fixed-order pcrturbative expansion of the l\1inkowskian quantity. Sm·h approxi-
mations are referred to as "contour-improved". 
The remaining uncertainty in these ··contour-improved'' predictions fnr R and Rr 
comes from the um:alculated higher order terms in the perturbation series for D(s), 
which has presently only been computed exactly to O(a:) in the limit of massless 
quarks [59], and with some approximations including the contribution of t.up and bot-
tom quarks [60]. We shall assume massless quarks in these investigatious. As w1• 
discussed in the previous chapter, there are also effects due to non-pcrturbative puwcr 
corrections [57, 61, 62]. We shall focus in this chapter on the former pcrturbativc un-
certainties. There are two interrelated aspects to these. As we rliscussed in Chapter 2. 
fixed order pert.uruation theory predictions have a dependence on the renormalizatiull 
scheme (RS) chosen to define the coupling. In particular they depend ou a dimcn-
sionful renormaliz<ttion scale J.L· Further, given a choice of RS there is an uucertainty 
due to the unknown O(a::) and higher uncalculated perturbative terms. To estimatt' 
this one needs to perform a necessarily approximate all-orders resummation of thesr 
terms which is related to the large-N1 expansion that we discussed befon~ . Recall that 
a well-motivated framework to accomplish this is provided by the so-called ··leading-b .. 
approximation [58, 63] (sometimes also referred to as .. naive nonabclianization·' [6..J-
66]), which amounts to resumming to all-orders the portion of perturbative coefficirnts 
containing the highest power of b. This can be accomplished since in the large-N1 limit 
one has an exact all-orders result for the Adler D-function [54, 67. 68] as wP discussed 
in Chapter 4. The lcading-b resummation is then performed by replaciug N1 by b. TlH· 
strongest statement about the accuracy of this approximation that can be mad(', fol-
lows from an analysis of the operators which build the leading ultraviolet rcnormalon 
singularity (42, 69] ( c.f. Section 4.8). One can prove that in the case of the vector 
Adler function the re-expansion of the leading-& result in powers of N1 correctly gives 
the asymptotics of the portion of perturbative coefficients proportional to N/- r Nr in 
nth_order perturbatioH theory, with accuracy 0(1/n) [42] (c .f. Eq.(4.94)). 
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A remaining difficulty, first emphasised in [70), is the scale depencleuce uf the• 
leading-b resummations, if one tries to match them to the known e.ract NLO aud 
NNLO perturbative coefficients. This matching ambiguity means that GIIJJ rt'sttlt may 
be obtained by varying the scale . It was pointed out that claims (6L 66] that compari-
son of fixed-order and ·'Ieading-b" resummed results indicated rather large uucalculatt•d 
perturbative corrections for R,. were undermined by this matching problem. 
In this chapter, we wish to formulate the resummations in a very dostjly rP!alc'd. 
but technically much more straightforward way. Our plan is to perform a l0ading-h 
resummation for the Adler-D function in the CORGI approach (c.f. Chapt.er 2) . .-\~ wr 
shall see this is extremely straightforward to implement and t.he resultiug rcsuuuned 
result can be written as a sum over exponential integral functions. represcuting the 
contributions of the ultraviolet and infra-red renormalons in the Bore) pla11e. \Vp begin 
the next section by reviewing the contour integral representation of R( s) <md Rr in 
terms of D(s), and describe a simple numerical algorithm for evaluating it. 
5.2 Contour integral representation of Minkowski 
observables 
We sha ll mainly be concerned in this chapter with the two inclusive QCD obsc•rvables 
which we introduced in Section 4.6. The first one was the e+e- R-ratio, which has a 
perturbative part with expansion 
R(s) = a(l + L::>nan) , t5.1 J 
n>O 
and the second one, the ratio R,. which was defined analogously as a ratio of the total 
T hadronic decay width to its leptonic decay width as in Eq.(4.35). which has the forrn 
(Cl.£) 
with Vud and Vu.~ CKM mixing matrix elements with IVud 12 + IVus 12 ~ 1. Siuce the 
energy scale s = m.; lir.s below the threshold for charmed hadron production only 
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three flavours ·u,d,s, are active. The o:(m;) term denotes the leading QED elrct.rornag-
netic corrections, and SEw~l.0194 [71) represents further electroweak corrections. 6rc 
denotes possible power corrections. Rr has a perturbative expansion 
k, = a(l + 2:)~a71 ) • (5.3) 
n>O 
As we saw before. both R and Rr can be directly expressed in terms of the transverse 
part of the correlator of two vector currents in the euclidean region. and by tHking 
a logarithmic derivative with rc::;pcct to 8 which is external eucliclean moment um. we· 
defined the Adler D-function, that has the perturbative expansion 
D(s) = a(l + _Edna 11 ) • (5..1) 
n>O 
To relate the e+e- R-ratio to the QCD vaccum polarization function. we start hy 
integrating Eq.(4.38) 
TI(s)- fl(s) = --1- rs dt D( -t) . 
1271'2 ls t (5,5) 
where s is a reference time like momentum. Takings = Q2 . R(s) and TI(s) ma,v lw 
related using the optical theorem supplemented by analyticity (c.f. Eq.(4.39)) 
R(s) = l27rlmii(s + iE) = 6~ [TI(s +it:)- fl(s - it:) ]. 
z 
Using Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.6) we can relate R(s) and D(s) succinctly by 
- 1 ls+it D( - t) R(s) = -. dt . 
211''t s-iE t 
(5.G) 
(5.7) 
Using Cauchy's the01·m this can be converted into a contour integTal running ruuntl'J 
clockwise around the circle t = s in the complex energy plane. cut along thr positivi' 
real axis. Choosing t = -sei8 the contour integral can be expressed as 
1 r-rr 
R(s) = 27r l rr d8D(sei
8) , ( 5.8) 
In order to evaluate Rr as a contour integral, the theoretical analysis starts with tlH' 
two-point correlation function for the vector j~y = J;tr~.<~l; and axial-vector jt).A = 
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"finJJ.-y5·t/li, colour singlet quark currents (i,j=u, d, s), consequently one eau define anal-
ogously to the vectorial current (4.37), an axial-vector currenL 
(5.9) 
and a two-point correlation function for the axial-vector currents 
(5.10) 
then one has the Lorentz decompositions 
(.).ll) 
where the superscript (j = 0, 1) denotes the angular momentum in the hadronir rr:.;t. 
frame. 
Since the imaginary parts of the two-point correlators are proportioiJal to the spec-
tral function for hadrons, the hadronic T decay rate can be written as an integral of 
these functions over the invariant mass s = -q2 > 0 of the final state hadrons [72) 
(5.12) 
with the correlator combinations according to the decomposition 
rri( ) ll' 12(rru> rru> ) S = V ud ud V + ud A · , , (5. 13) 
Here Rr has been theoretically separated into contributions from specific quark cur-
rents, namely vector (V) and axial-vector (A) 'Ud-quark currents. Since >V<' do not 
know how to accouut for the nonperturbative effects of QCD that bind quarki-i into 
hadrons. the intcgrand of Eq.(5.12) is not fully known. However. since the corrclators 
are analytic function of s with a cut along the positive real s-axis. one can re-express 
(5.12) as a contour integral running counter-clockwise from s =m;+ if to s = m;- ir 
(5. 1-!) 
The advantage of this new expression is that knowledge of the correlators iu thP 
nonperturhativc regiou I s I ~m; is no longer required. Then. as the combination 
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fi (O+ll(q2) = n<0l(q2 ) + fi (ll(q2) must have a smoother limit than f1(0l(r/). IT(l l fr/) 
when q ---7 0 (sec Eq.(5.11)), we rewrite Eq.(5.12) as 
j·m~ ds s s $ R,. = 61r · -., (1- -)2 [(1 + 2-., )hnn(l+Ol(s)- 2-fl0 (s)] . o 1w m2 1w m2 T T T T (5.13) 
In the limit of massless quarks. both vector and axial-vector currents arc conserved 
so that sfi (0)(s) = 0. Furthermore, the chiral invariance of massless QCD implies 
TI?/~=TI?/:~=TI (s), i # j. This implies that only the transverse correlator [JIIl+l l (s) 
contributes to Eq.(5.15). 
Replacing TI(s) by the Adler D function and integrating (5.15) by parts yields 
- 1 J ds s s3 s4 -RT =- -(1 - 2--2-- -)D(-s) 
2rri ls l=m~ s m~ m~ m~ · (5.16) 
choosing the contour s = - m;ei0 we obtain [73] 
(5.17) 
A-s a result of these co11siderations, we can say that a generic .l\1inkowskiau observable• 
R(so) can then be related to D( -s) by 
(5.18) 
where U(O) is a weight function which depends on the observable k For n(O) = 1 
one has R(s0 ) = R(s0 ), and for fl(O) = (1 + 2ei8 - 2e3i0 - e4 i 8 ) one has R(m;)=R7 . If 
one expands D(s0eil1) as a perturbation series in a:=a(s0ei0) and numerically perform:-. 
the e integration term-by-term one obtains '·contour-improved" perturbativC' results 
in which at each order an infinite subset of analytical continuation terms present in 
the conventional perturbation series of Eqs.(5.1), (5.3) are resummed. These terms arc 
potentially large and involve powers of 1r2 and beta-function coefficients, as is easily seen 
by expanding a in powers of a(s0 ) and integrating. In fact, to recover the {'Ouvcntional 
expression (5.1) for the perturbative R(s), we insert the series (5.4) for D(s) under tlw 
contour integral, and expand a(sei0) in terms of a(s). 
( . io) _ ( . ) b .B 2 ( ) [ b ·e ( - b .B) 2] 3 ( ) o . .c;e - a s - 2z a s + - 22 + 2 2 a s + .... (3.19) 
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evaluating the e integrals. one obtains 
1 
7'1 = dl, 7'2 = d2 - 12 7T2b2 ' (3.20) 
the 1r2 term arises due to tht> analytical continuation. Here we shall focus 011 this 
"contour-improved" version of perturbation theory. In Ref. [74] detailed comparison:-. 
of the performaucc of the two versions were made, and the importauce uf n•summiug 
the analytical continuation terms was emphasised. 
An obvious numerical algorithm for evaluating the integral in Eq. (5.18) is to split 
the range from fJ=0.7T into J( step~ of size b.B = 1rj J( and perform a :-.um u\'('1' t.hl' 
integrand evaluated at Bn=nb.B, n = 0, 1, ... , J(. So tbat 
~ /:).() - K -
R(so)-::=-[D(O)D(so) + 2Re i:D(On)D(sn)] , 
27T n=l 
(5.11 ) 
where s11=s0einM. In practice we perform a Simpsou 's Rule evaluation. Writing tlH' 
perturbation expansion for D(s11 ) we have 
(5.22) 
where we have defined lin=a(s11 ). An efficient strategy [75] is to start with a0 = n(8u) 
and use Taylor's theorem step-by-step to evolve a.n to an+ I, using 
6(} 6()2 6_()3 
lin+l = 1ln- -iTbB(iin)- Bb2B(an)B'(an) + i .:iS b3 [B(an)B'(i1.11 )l 
+B(lin)2 B" (an)] + 0(604 ) + ... . (5.23) 
where B(x) is the truncated beta-function The above use of Taylor's theorclll is much 
faster to implement than the standard approach [61] of solving the integratf•d beta-
function equation with complex renormalization scale sn to find 0 11 at each step. 
5.3 Fixed-order and resummed expressions for D (.s) 
in the CORGI approach 
Recall that in the CORGI approach one avoids renormalization seal<' J.L-d('IJL'IHlencf' 
by performing a complete resummation of tlw ultraviol0t logarithms which build Llw 
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dependence of the observable on the physical energy scale [76). This is equivalent to 
directly relating the observable to the dimensional transmutation parameter of thl' tlw-
ory (77], AMs say. In this way one can write the CORGI series for D(s),(e.f Eq.(3.25)) 
(5.2·1) 
Here a0 (s) is the CORGI coupling which may be written in terms of the Lamhert 
W-function (defined implicitly by W(z)exp(W(z)) = z (22] as, ao(s) =- c[ l -'- 1\~(z( s))] , 
z(s )= - ~ (:£-) - b/c where An=edfb(2c/b)-cfb AM8 , with d the NLO perturbative meffi-
cient d1 for D(s) iu Eq.(5.4), in the MS scheme with JJ.2 = s. a0 (s) is the coupliug in the 
scheme with JJ.2 = e- 2dfbs, and the non-universal beta-function coefficients. C'j . (i > l) 
all zero. In this scheme d1 = 0, and it is exactly equivalent at NLO to the Effect.iw~ 
Charge approach of Grunberg [12, 13]. X 2 is the NNLO scheme-invariant combination 
(cf Eq.(2.78)) 
(5.25) 
built from t.he perturbative coefficients d1 and d2 and beta-function cof'fficieuts. Tlw 
NLO and NNLO wefficients d1 and d2 are known exactly [59] (c.f. Eq.(-!.84)) aud 
so NNLO contour-improved CORGI predictions can be straightforwardly obtained for 
Minkowshi observables R(s0 ), using the numerical integration described in Section 5.2. 
Since a0 (s) is known in closed form in terms of the Lambert W-function. which has a 
well-defined branch structure in the complex plane, one can evaluate it directly, avoid-
ing the Taylor·s thf'orcm trick in Eq.(5.23). In fact one needs to use the H'_1 hranrh 
of the functiou (iu the nomenclature of Ref. [78]) on the range of int.egratiou [U.1r), 
and the l--V1 branch on the range [-1r, 0]. The W function has mauy branches. unly 
two of which are real; W0 in the range -e1 5:x < oo and l¥1 iu the range ~1 5:J' < 0. 
The requirement that the coupling is real and positive in the perturbative domain is 
sufficient to determine the branch to be W1. As we shall discuss in Section 5. 7 ouP can. 
in fact , avoid using the numerical Simpson's Rule integTation all together fur the ('C:ts<' 
of the e+e- R-ratio where 0(0) = 1, and perform the integral in closed form in terms 
of logarithms of the W-function. 
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In order to assess the likely accmacy of the fixed-order perturbative approximation 
we can attempt to approximate the at present uncalculatcd corfficients d;, (i > 2) ill 
D(s) using the so-called " leading-b'~ approximation. Jn Eq.(4.33) thr leading-b term 
d~L)=d~n) bn is theu used to approximate d71 • Since d~L) = ( -3)'"'dR1Jbn it is known to 
all-orders. Using the exact large-N1 result one finds tltat the explicit all-orders result. 
for d~L) in the V-scheme, following equations ( 4.81) and (4.83) is given by [68] 
d(L)(V) = -~n! (n + 1) '-2n- n + 6 
11 3 2n t 2n+2 
+~ I: s(l- 2-2s)( l - 22s-n-2(2s+l)]b" 
n + 1 ~+l>s>ll 
The resulting leading-b resummation 
'JC jj(L) = a( l + L dkL)ak), 
k=O 
may then be defined as a principal value (PV) regulated Borel Stnu, 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(G.28) 
Here B[D(L)J(z), denotes the Borel transform discussed in Chapter 4 whil:h coutains 
an infinite set of single and double poles at z = z1 = ¥ corresponding to infra-red 
renormalons. IR1, and an infinite set of ultra-violet reuormalons. u~·l· at:: = -z1. 
Thr structure is 
B[iJ(L)](z) = f:Ao(j) +~I ~j)z + ~~(~ + t Bo(j) ~ ~1 ~j)z 
j=l (1 + z) ( Z2) p3 (1 ,:) ( 5.20) 
The residues at these poles can be computed from the exact all-orders large-N/ result .. 
The UV and I R renormalon contributions can then be easily expressed in terms of the 
exponential integral function. 
f oe -t Ei(x) = - dtr:_ . -X t (5.30) 
where for I R renormalons x > 0 and one defines E·i(x) by taking the Cauchy principal 
value of the integral. As we showed in Eq.(4.2G) the use of different regularizations 
gives an ambiguity of the same form as a power correction which should be small 
for small enough values of the coupling. Our particular choice of the Cauchy principal 
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value is simply for convenience. As we discussed in Chapter 4. the absence of a rdcva11L 
operator of dimension t..wo in the OP E for the vector corrclator is in atronl with the 
fact that the singularity I R 1 is not present, and the nearest singularity to tile origin in 
the Bore] plane is iu fact UV 1 , which generates the leading asymptotic bl"havinu r [58] 
u~L) (V)~ (12n + 22) n! (-~) n bn . 
27 2 
(5.31) 
One can then write the UV renormalon and I R rr.normalon contriLutious as infiniL1• 
sums over the E·i functions, 
00 
i)(L)(F)Iuv = L:>i{eF(a)z1 Ei(-Fzj)[Fzj(Ao(.i)- ZjA1(j))- z1Ad.i)] 
j=l 
+(Ao(.i)- ziAI(j)))}. (5.32) 
and 
iJ(L)(F)I1R = e-Fz2 zzBo(2)Ei(Fz2) 
00 
'L.zi{ e-Fzi Ei(Fzj )[Fzj(Bo(j) + zjBI (j)) - zJBl (.i)] 
j=3 
-(Bo(j) + ziBl(j))}. (5.33) 
Here we have defined F=l/av, where av is the coupling in the V-schemr. Th!· 
A0(j),A1 (j) are related to the residues of the UVi poles. with [58] 
A _. = ~ (- l )j+1 (3P + 6j + 2) A . = ~ b(-l)j+l(2j + 3) 
oC7) 3 j2(j + l )2(j + 2)2 I(J) 3 p(j + l)2(j + 2)2 . (5.3·1) 
Because of the couformal symmetry of the vector C01Telator (c.f. Section -l.7. Eq.(-1.65)) 
the UV residues are directly related to the IR residues [79] with Bo(.i) = -Au( -.;) 
and BI(j)= -A1 ( -j) for j>2, and B0 (1) = B 1 (1) = B1 (2) = 0, and B0 (2) = 1 ~o I R1 
is absent, as required from the absence of a dimension two condensate in Lhe OPE. 
I R 2 is a single pole and, a ll the other singularities are double poles. To evaluate the 
contour integral in the complex s-plane using this fJ(L)(F) result one needs to modify 
the definition of the Ei functions to cope with the fact t hat tlleir argument involves 
1/ av(s0ei0 ) which is complex for nonzero fJ . The appropriate generalization USC'S thf' 
function Ei(n, z) defined by 
Ei(n, z) = dt-e- . l oo -lz 1 t.n (5 .35) 
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This function is analytic everywhere in the cut complex z-plane, but has a branch cut 
along the negative real axis. One needs to replace Ei(-Fzj) in the Ul. contribution by 
- Ei(l, Fzj ), and E 'i(Fz1) in theIR contribution by-E ·i(l,- Fzi) + i1rsign(lm(F:;i) ). 
where the discontinuity across the branch cut is removed by the final irr contribu-
tion [58). The final result for jj(L) (F) is simply the sum of the U\1 and I R contribu-
tions. The sums in Eqs.(5.32L(5.33) are rapidly convergent since the A(.j) and B(j) 
coefficients have a j - 4 dependence for large j. For the numerical results to be reported 
in Section 5.4 we used Nuv = .15 and Nrn = 17 terms respectively in the two smns. It 
is sensible to arrange that NJR = Nuv + 2 , since the symmetry properties above meau 
that .4o(j) = -B0(j + 2), this ensures that the O(a) term in the perturbation series of 
Eq.(5.4) has the correct unit coefficient B0 (2) = 1. 
The final step is to use the above results to perform an all-orders resummation in 
the CORGI approach. vVe would like to formally perform the resummatiou 
D- X 3 "'v(L) n+l CORGI = ao + ~ 2ao + L-.J\.n ao , {3.3G) 
n>2 
so that the exactly known NNLO X 2 coefficient is included . with the remainiug un-
known coefficients approximated by xJLl' xJL)' .. . , the leading-b approximations. Not(' 
that a0 is the full CORGI coupling , so that all the RG-predictable ultraviolet loga-
rithms involving the exact NLO coefficient d1 are completely resummed. This rrsmn-
mation is most easily achieved by noting that the combination (9] (c.f. Eq.(2.1~)) 
Po = bln (~) - d1 (M) , (5.37) 
is scheme-independent. At the Jeading-b level the coupling a(L) ( s) is defineu by tlw 
one-loop formula 
alL) (s) - __ 1---::,_ 
- bln( vs/ A) . (5.38) 
In the CORGI scheme in leading-6 approximation d~L) = 0, and so by evaluating thr 
invariant combination p0 in Eq.(5.37) in the V-scheme and the CORGI sclleme onr C;lll 
relate the couplings in the two schemes, 
(5.39) 
( ~ 
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It then follows straightforwardly that the formal resurnmation in Eq.{5.36) is gi,·cn by 
(5.-10) 
in which the jj(L) term is the all-orders sum with the exact .\2 replaced by _yJL l. 
and the second term corrects for this. One can obtain approximate N3LO awl highrr 
CORGI results by truncating the sum in Eq.(5.36). The XAL) can be readily calculated 
by using the leading-b relation between the V-scheme and CORGI couplings in (5.:39). 
One easily finds 
{;).H) 
where the symbol C71 [j(a)] denotes the coefficient of an in the power series expam;ioll 
of f(a). The d~Ll(ll) can be directly generated using the explicit result in Eq.(5.26). 
Using the above results we can now straightforwardly generate all-orders resummed 
and fixed-order contour-improved CORGI results for the Minkowski obsr>rvablcs R-r anu 
R. We shall perform some phenomenological studies in the next two sections. 
5.4 Resummed versus fixed-order predictions for 
The ratio R.. defined by Eq. ( 4.35) has been the subject of a wide-ranging experimental 
study by the ALEPH collaboration [80]. If events involving strange quarks are removed 
from the data, they find Rr = 3.492±0.016. Setting Vus = 0. and l ~d = 0.975-l:t:O.OOO?. 
and estimating the power correction contribution to be bpc = -0.003±0.00-1 [SOJ. ont• 
finds from Eq. (5.2) the experimental value Rr = 0.2032:8:8!~~. Thr QED coutribution 
has been neglected. One can then obtain all-orders leading-b resummed and fix£'d-order 
contour-improved CORGI results as described in Section::; 2 and 3. We use NI = 3 and 
fix Ac:Js so that the all-orders result reproduces the measured central value Rr = 0.203. 
The results are shown in Figure 5.1. The solid line is the all-orders n•sumrned rrsnlt 
fixed to the data. and the starred points :-;how the N11LO fixed-order CORGI results. 
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Figure 5.1: Fixed-order CORGI results fork,. in NnLO perturbation theory (starred points), 
compared to the all-orders resummation (solid line) fitted to ALEPH data. 
We see that the NNLO (n=2) fixed-order result, wbich is the highest order exactly 
known, is in rather good agreement with the all-orders resummation. The lcadillg-
b approximated NnLO results show an oscillatory trend which becomes explosive for 
n > 7, where fixed-order perturbation theory breaks down. The oscillatory bebaYiour 
is exactly what one would anticipate from the alternating-sign factorial growth of tJw 
contribution of the leading uvl renormalon, given by Eq.(5.31). To attempt to C::l-
timate the uncertainty in a8 (m;) extracted from Rr measurements we can use the 
difference betweell the resummed and exact NNLO fixed-order CORGI rcsultti to f'S-
timate the possible effects of uncalculated higher order terms. l n Figure 5.2 "''P have· 
plotted f4. versus a 8 (1n;). The upper solid curve is thrall-orders CORGI result. whibt 
the lower dashed curve is the NNLO fixed-order CORGI result. We note that. the sep-
aration of the curves increases rapidly with increasing k.r, so we are fortunatl! that for 
the experimentally measured Rr-::::.0.2 the separation of the curves is reasonably small. 
Using the ALEPH data we find a8 (m;) = 0.330:8:8~~ from the all-orders CORGI re-
sult, and a5 (m;) = 0.355:8:8~~ from NNLO fixed order CORGI. The corresponding 
results which would have been obtained by integrating up the Effecti\·e Clt;u·g<> (EC) 
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Figure 5 .2: f4 versus a8 (m;). The dotted curve is the exact NNLO CORGI fixed-order 
result, and the upper solid curve is the approximate all-orders CORGI resummation. 
beta-function for b as in Ref. [74] are a3(m~) = 0.337::8:8~~ and as(m;) = 0.3-17~8:8~~ 
for the resummed and NNLO EC results. So, as expected, the two approaches yielrl 
similar results. 
We next need to evolve a8 (m;) through flavour threshold to obtain o,,(Af.~). As 
we know the /3-function governs the evolution of the strong coupling constant t !trough 
the renormalization group (RG) equation (Eq.(l..J.O)). Contrary to what happ(>ns in 
the momentum-subtraction scheme (MOM) the JVJS (3-fuuction is quark mass inde-
pendent. To obtain dccoupling in the MS scheme we need to build in the clt-'coupling 
region, JL ~ rn, with m the mass of the heavy particle, an efl'ective field theory [ 1] 
that behaves as if only the light degrees of freedom were present. When tlw appropri-
ate matching conditions are taken into account . the evolution of the strong coupling 
constant fi·om low energies to high energies doesn't depend on the particular clwicP 
of the energy scale u~:>ed to pass a heavy quark threshold. The residual deprndeuce 
that appears in the perturbative calculation are just an estimate of the effects of the 
omitted higher-order corrections to the matching condition. 
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Here we used the recently calculated four-loop 11![ S scheme QCD ~1-functimt to 
obtain the logarithmic pieces in the matching conditions. Matching conditions in QCD 
relate the strong coupling constant, a11 r in the full theory with n 1 flavours. with the 
effective strong coupling constant anrl of the effective theory with n1 - 1 Havours 
through a power series in a11r 1 [82] 
cc 
an 1 (f.Lth) = an 1_1 (Jlth )[1 + 2: Ck( X )a~1_, (/lth)] · ( 5...12) 
k=l 
with the coefficcnts that depend on ,7; = log(~) where m .. is some RG-invariant mass of 
the heavy quark (fur instance the RG-invariant !viS mass. i7l(ln), or the pcrturbatin• 
pole mass M) that has been integrated out at the energy scale llth· In order to obtain 
a good approximation using only the fu·st few terms in the perturbative expansion . wf' 
need to evaluate matching conditions in a region where llth!m "' 0(1), however the 
result of calculations should uot depend on exactly which f.Lth is chosen. Not£• that in 
order to simplify as much as possible the matching conditions a RG-invariant m~s as 
reference mass, m, has been taken instead of the running mass if1(fla,) evaluated at the 
threshold scale llth· This makes matching conditions for the a.,'s indf'pendt>ut, of tlw 
anomalous dimension. 
Applying the RG equation (Eq.(3.4)) for .8-function to both sides of Eq. (5.-l2) and 
identifying order-by-order the coefficents of an1_1 we obtain for thr Ck a set of couplrd 
linear differential equations depending on only the /3 functions of the full and rfrectivc 
theories. We quote from ref [82] the results 
X 19 T 2 
Cl = G' C2 = C2,0 + 24 X+ 36 
241 13 325 c2 o 511 ., :r3 
C3 = C3•0 + (54 + 4C2'0 - ( 1728 + G )nj )l; + 576;r- + 216. (.5. -13) 
If the RG-invariant MS mass is used as a reference scale. that is m = r11 (fi1). thr. 
coefficients one obtains are [831 84 J 
11 
C2,0 = -72' 
82043 575263 2633 
c3'0 = 27648-12-1416 + 31104 111 . 
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Here, c1,0 = 0 which is the !viS result with the usual dimensional regularization pre-
scription. Tr{I}=4. with the trace taken in Dirac space. 
In [85] is obtained an expression for the running in the strung coupling tullstallt 
as an expansion in the strong coupling constant at one loop. Here that ('Xpression 
is improved by rcsumming some of the leading dependences proportional to c. This 
amounts to expanding around the approximate two-loop solution instead of thP one-
loop solution. At the required order we have 
(5.-!G) 
where a(2) is the approximate two loops solution 
a(2) = a(J-Lo) 
K + ca(J-Lo)L + c2a2(J-Lo)(l- K + L)/ K · (5..!6) 
and 
c2(p,) = c~s(l- K) 
MS _ 3 
( ) C3 ( 2) MS C 2 , 2 CJ J-L = -2- 1 - K + CC2 K ( J( - 1 - L) + 2 ( L - ( 1 - R ) ) . (5..!7) 
with K = 1 + ba(J-Lo)ln(-j!;) and L = lnK . These expressions arc convenient lwcause 
the coupling constant at an arbitrary scale is given explicitly in terms of the coupling 
constant at some reference scale J.L, which usually one takes equal to Mz or m7 • 
Turning to t.he phenomenological application of the matching conditions and t.he 
four-loop running solution, we know that the most precise determinations uf (ls arc> 
obtained from haclronic decays at LEP energies [86] . To compare these results with 
Rr determination of as ( rn~) one has to connect the strong coupling constant from a 
theory with three flavours at J.L=rn 7 to that in a theory with five flavours at a scale 
J.1. = Nfz. Therefore, two thresholds have to be passed, the threshold of the r·-qnark 
and the threshold of the b-quark. Note that, although me< mr, results of as(m7 ) arr 
usually presented in a theory with only three quark flavours. This is becansr tlw mass 
of the highest charmed hadron is heavier than m7 and so c-quarks only enter in loops. 
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Therefore it is appropriate to use an effective theory iu whil'h the c-quark has bPPn 
integrated out. 
In the following we obtained aAM~) by using as starting point 0'8 (m;) and WP rsti-
mated the residual errors due to the matching conditions and running for the differeut 
approximations useJ. At low energies, f.l =m.,.= 1777.0±0.3 MeV. we know ni3l(m;). 
from this we can obtain O'i3>(f.l~h 2) at some matching point f.l~h around ni.c by usiug the 
renormalization group with n1 = 3,then ,by using Eq.(5.42) with m= rnc and n1 = ·1 
we obtain ai4>(tt~h2 ). Now we use again the renormalization group with n1 = 4 to 
obtain a14>(f.l~h2 ) at some matching point f.l~h around ih.b and use again Eq.(5..!2 ) with 
m = 1nb and n1 = 5 to obtain a~5>(JV/~) = 0'5 (Mi). The final result will dep('tHl ull 
the precise values used for ttfh and p,~11 and this dependence gives an estimate• of tlw 
errors which arise because of the t runcation of the perturbative series in the matching 
conditions. In addition, matching conditions also depend on the masses oft he quarks. 
and, although they are very well known, their actual value can effect the final result 
for a5(M~). We use always as a reference scale the RG-invariant J\IJS mass for quarks. 
and the coefficients in Eq.(5.43). For the quark masses we take the late~t values iu 
the literature, for the b quark mass mb(mb) = 4.13 ± 0.0066 GeV [87]. For thr c·-qnark 
mass we take ihc(1nc) = 1.31 ± 0.06 GeV [88, 89]. 
In studying the effect of varying the scale al which matching is performed inde-
pendently for the c and b quarks, on the central value of the strong coupling constant 
extracted from tau decay, it is found that varying the b-quark threshold scale in tl1t> 
range f.l~h = 2- 20 GeV, four-loop running and three loop matching conditions condi-
tions induce an error of 0.00009 on t.hc strong coupling constant at tbe Z-hoson mass 
scale. To study the errors induced in passing the c-quark threshold. IL~h = i11& is fixed. 
and p,~h in the ra11ge f.l~h = 1 - 4 Ge V is varied. Then an induced error of 0.0001 is 
found for four-loop running and three loop matching conditions. Finally using this 
evolution through flavour thresholds up to p, = Jvfz, we find as(A1~ )=0.120:8 :88~ from 
the resummed CORGI result, and a8 (A1,~) = 0.123-:g:gg~ from the NNLO CORGI re-
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Figure 5.3: As Figure 2 but versus a8(Mj). 
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suit. Thus, we conservatively estimate an uncertainty 6as(M1)~0.003. A dirrct. plot 
of the resummed and NNLO results for R,. versus o:8 (Ml) is given in Figun• 5.3. 
T he invariant mass distribution of the produced hadrons in r decay is well-measured 
experimentally [80. 90]. We define the quantity Rr(s0 ) as 
R;(so)= f(T-7ZI; + tadron~ ;had > so) = rso ds dRr(s) . (5.48) 
r 1--Tl/;elle lo ds 
when• dr~r denotes the measured inclusive hadronic spectrum. 
( 5.-!9) 
with x=s0Jm;. The perturbative part f4.(s0 ) can b(l computed from Eq.(5.18) with 
the choice of weight function 
(5 .50) 
It is then straightforward to obtain contour-improved fixed-order and rcsmnmed 
CORGI results for R-r(s0 ). In Figure 5.4 we show the fit of the all-orders Jeading-b 
CORGI resummation (solid line) to the ALEPH data for Rr(s) (open circles) [80}. 
The resummation is fitted to the data at s = m;, where R,(m;) = R-r· Tbr. CORGI 
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Figure 5.4: ALEPH data for Rr(s) (open circles) compared with leading-ball-orders CORGI 
result fitted at s = m; (solid curve). 
coupling has a Laudau pole at .JS = AD, as is apparent from Eq.(2.83). Fitting tu tlw 
experimental value of Rr determines AD = 0.572 GeV, and so the resununcd prediction 
is only defined fors > 0.327 GeV2 . There is excellent agreement with the data. On 
this scale the fixed-order NNLO CORGI result would not be distinguishable from the 
all-orders result, and so we have not included it on the plot. 
5. 5 Estimating the uncertainty in hadronic correc-
tions to a(M1) 
In this section we wish to make use of the difference between the NNLO fixed-order all{) 
resummed CORGI results for R(s) in e+e annihilation to estimate the uncertainty in 
a(.l\1~), the QED coupling at the Z pole, which plays a crucial role in constraining th<• 
Standard Model Higgs mass from precision electroweak fits to radiative corrrrt ions [91]. 
We begin, however, by plotting some figures, analogous to Figure 5.1. to incli<:atP tlw 
performance of fixed-order perturbation theory versus the resummed results at wtrious 
energies. In Figure 5.5 we show the all-orders CORGI leading-b resummatiou (solid 
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Figure 5.5: Fixed order results (starred points) for R versus different orders of perturbation 
theory at vs= m7 =1.777 GeV. The solid line shows R for the all-orders contour-improved 
resummation. 
line) and fixed order results (starred points) for R(s) at y's = 1.777 GeV, correspond-
ing to mn so the performance can be directly compared to Figure 5.1. The only 
difference in the two calculations is the choice of weight function, O(B) in Eq.(5.18). 
The oscillatory trend due to the leading ultraviolet renormalon is again evident, with 
wild oscillations setting in at n > 9 where fixed-order perturbation theory breaks down. 
In Figure 5.6 we present a corresponding plot at LEP1 energy y's = Mz. Clearly 
at the higher energy the agreement is much improved. With the fixed-order results 
exactly tracking the all-orders result for n > 4. Wild oscillations only set in for 
n > 30 at this higher energy. Finally, in Figure 5. 7 we show a plot of R( s) versus 
ln(y's/GeV), in the range 1 < y's < 91 GeV. The solid line corresponds to the all-
orders resummed result and the dashed line to the NNLO fixed-order CORGI result. 
We assume a8 (M~) = 0.119, and evolve through flavour thresholds using the three-
loop matching condition [82, 83]. The QED fine structure constant is extremely well-
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Figure 5.6: As Fig 5, but at Js = Mz 
measured with 
a-1=a(or1 = 137.03599976(50) (5.51) 
If one wishes to evolve a away from s = 0 to obtain a(s). however. then one needs to 
know leptonic and hadronic corrections, 
(5.52) 
Whilst the lcptonic corrections are known at three loops and are well-dC'termiuf'd [92]. 
the hadronic corrections for the contribution of the five lightest flavours. which WP 
have denoted .6-ahad(s), is rather poorly determined and has to be reconstructed frum 
the s-dcpendcnce of R(s) using a dispersion relation. The contribution of the heav-
iest flavour .6-atop(s) is rather well-determined and can be in eluded separately. The 
value of a(111'~) is of particular relevance since it limits the precision wit.h which tiH· 
unknown Higgs mass A1 H of the Standard l'vlodel can be predicted from predsiou l'lc·c-
troweak corrections [!H]. Takings= !v!~ we have [35] Llalep(A·Ii) = 314.98xllr.J awl 
.6-atop(NI~) = -0.76 x 10-4 . For the hadronic contribution we can use tlH' dispt'rsion 
relation. 
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Figure 5.7: Fixed order (dashed line) and all-orders renormalon resummations (solid line) 
for R(s) versus /n(y's/GeV), over the range 1 < ..jS < 91 GeV. 
In Ref. [93] new exclusive data from BES-II [95] and Novosibirsk [9-!J have lwrn usr'd 
to extract R(s) in the low energy region. with NNLO fixed order perturbative QCD 
used to evaluate it in the ranges 2.8 < .JS < 3. 74 and 5 < jS < oo. \\'1' plan 
to approximate R( s) in these latter ranges using the all-orders and NNLO fixPd-
order results for R(s), as plotted in Figure 5.7. We shall us<? t.he exclusive data 
results as in Ref. [93], in the remaining energy ranges . Taking a 5 (Aln = 0.119 
we shall then determine a:(Mi) from the fixed-order CORGI results. and the all-
orders leading-b resummcd results. Since these re~:mlts are contour-improved they 
include a resummation of analytical coutinuation terms not included in thr fixed-
order perturbativc results used in [93]. We are interested in establishing if the::.<' 
terms and the uncalculated higher-order corrections, as estimated by tile lciidiug-b 
approximation, cause a significant shift in a(lvii), and whether this has auy ramifi-
cations for the constraints on MH· In the region 2.8 < ..fS < 3.74 GeV we obtain 
~ahad(l\11) = (9.5424x10-4 , 9.7075x10- 4 ) for the (fixed-order, all-orders) CORGI 
results, and in the region 5 < Js < oo we find ~a:had (-~fi ) = (17U.788xl0- 4. 
170.635 x 10- 4 ). The total contribution of the remaining energy regions, usinp; tIll' 
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fits to exclusive data of [93] is ~ahacJ (M1) = (94.12±1.76)xl0-4 . We find correspond-
ingly using Eq.(5.52) , a(l\11~)- 1 = (128.967 ± 0.024,128.971 ± 0.02·1), t.o bP cou1pan'd 
wit h o:(JV£1) - 1 = 128.978±0.027 quoted in Ref [93]. In [93] there is the pmturbrttiw 
QCD error over two energy regions 2.8 < ,jS < 3.74 and 5 < Js < oo, coming fwlll 
varying me, mb, f\,fz within the uncertainties in t he [105], and varying thr scnlc ns{cs) 
in the range 0.25<c<4, in our treatment we do not. have this sort of error. Errors on 
the remaining energy regions are experimental errors which are quoted from (93]. We 
conclude that the analytical continuation terms and uncakulated higher order pertur-
bative corrcctious do not cause a significant change in a(NI1). and their inclusion do0.s 
nothing to modify the conclusions of Ref [93]. 
5.6 All-orders CORGI resummations for the scalar 
correlator 
The Higgs decay width to a quark anti-quark pair will br of fundame11tal pheuorneno-
logical importance. In practice the decay to a bb will be the dominant contribut ion 
(5.5-1 ) 
Here N!H is the Higgs mass and mb(Mk) is the runuing &-quark mass. R (M'Ji) is a 
coefficient function with a perturbative expansion 
R (Nik) = 1 + L rua" . (5.55) 
n>O 
where the coefficients r 1 , r 2 , r 3 have been exactly computed [96]. R can be straightfor-
wardly related to the scalar correlator ITs( s) . One can define an analogue of the vector 
Adler D-function so that 
D(s) = s.!!:_ [ns(s)l . 
ds s 
This may be written in terms of the coefficiellt function 'D( s) wherr 
3 2 D(s) = - 2 (m,1(s)) 'D(s) , 87r 
t5.5G) 
(3.5i ) 
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and V has the perturbative expansion, 
'D(s) = 1 + Ldnan. (5.58) 
n>O 
m~(s)R(s) can be related to m~( -s)'D( -s) by analytical continuation from Euclidean 
to Minkowski, and one can write a representation of the same form as Eq.(5.18) with 
(5.59) 
To proceed further we can express the running mass in terms of an RG-invariant mass 
mb and the mass anomalous dimension 'Ym (a), defined by 
_ dln(m(s)) _ ( ) _""""' . i+l 
dl ( ) - 'Ym a - L.....J 'Yza . n s i>O 
(5.60) 
We can then write (c.f Eqs.(3.7) and (3.8)) 
2( ) _ A 2b~ ( a ) ~ [4/ad "11 + b1c + "12- "(oc2)x + .. ·] mb s - mb b exp x---.,.--,-------'---
1+ca o b(1+cx)(1+cx+c2x2 + ... ) (5.61) 
The b~ is the standard normalization of the definition of the RG-invariant mass mb. 
One can then write a CORGI series for m~(s) 'D(s) exactly equivalent to that for the 
moments of structure functions in Eq.(3.26) 
~ 
2 ( ) ( ) A 2 ~ ( ao ( s) ) b ( 2 ( ) 3 n mb s 1J s =mbb b 1 +caa(s) 1+X2a0 s +X3a0 (s)+ ... +Xna0 (s)+ ... ), 
(5.62) 
where a0 ( s) denotes the CORGI coupling which is again defined in terms of the Lambert 
W-function as in Eq.(2.83), and with the anomalous dimension present one now has 
AD= exp[(~)+( 4~J](~c)-~ AMs, with d the coefficient d1 in the MS factorization and 
renormalization scheme with M 2 = M2 = s (M denoting the factorization scale) [76]. 
The exactly known CORGI invariants X2 and X 3 follow from Eqs.(3.24), and allowing 
for the different definition of the anomalous dimension one needs to replace di by 4"(i . 
Lumping various inessential prefactors together we can define 
r(H -+bb) = 3G F M m2b4'Yo/br 
4J21r H b ' (5.63) 
where r has the contour-improved CORGI representation, 
(5.64) 
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'th - ( iBM2) w1 a0 = ao e H . 
In the scalar case one will have coefficients with the structure 
d = d[n-l]Nn-1 + d[n-2]Nn-2 + + d[O] n n f n-1 f · · · n ' (5.65) 
and after replacing N1 = ( 3i - 3b), as before, one arrives at a leading-b term with the 
structure d~L)=( -3t-1dhn- 1]bn-1 , with one less power of b. The anomalous dimension 
coefficients will have the structure ~~L) = ~~n)bn, but since the anomalous dimension 
!m( a) does not contain renormalons there is no motivation for making this approxima-
tion, and it is poor in practice, as noted in Ref. [97]. Whilst an all-orders result for 
~~L) does exist [97], we shall follow Ref. [97] and set ~~L) = 0 for n > 0, retaining only 
rO· The all-orders result for x~L) follow straightforwardly from d~L). From the large-
Nf results of Ref. [97] for the scalar correlator one can obtain an explicit all-orders 
expression for d~L)(V) (in the V-scheme) analogous to Eq.(5.26) in the vector case. For 
n even one has, 
d(L)(V) = ---- 1-- ((n + 1)n!bn-1 + - +- - n!bn-l 32 1 ( 1) (4 4) (1)n-1 
n 3 2n+1 2n n 3 2 
( 1 1) (1)n-1 - ;;: + 3 4 n!bn-l ' (5.66) 
whilst for odd n one has, 
(4 4) (1)n-1 (1 1) (1)n-l d(L) (V) = - + - - n!bn-l - - + - - nlbn-l n n 3 2 n 3 4 · · (5.67) 
As in the vector case one can define a leading-b resummation 
00 
7J(L) = 1 + Ld~L) (V)ak , (5.68) 
k=l 
analogous to Eq.(5.27), which may be defined as a regulated Borel sum 
(5.69) 
Here G_(z) and G+(z) are the contributions to the Borel transform from UV and IR 
renormalons, respectively. One has (in the V-scheme) [97] 
4 00 (-1)k 
G_(z) = -3.{;k2 (1 + bz/2k)2 
4 . 1 4 00 (-1)k 
G+(z) = (1- bz/2) (1- bz/4) + 3,(;k2(1- bz/2k)2 (5.70) 
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From these expressions one can read off the residues A0 , B0 (cf. Eq.(5.29)), and one 
can then calculate V(L)(F)Iuv and V(L)(F)IIR using Eqs.(5.32), (5.33). Finally 
(5.71) 
with F 1/av. To perform the leading-b CORGI resummation in Eq.(5.64) we simply 
need to relate alf> and a~L) as we did in Section 5.3. In the presence of the anomalous 
dimension the RS-invariant combination p0 in Eq.(5.37) is replaced by the factorization 
scheme and RS (FRS) invariant combination X1 introduced in Eq.(3.22), 
(5. 72) 
where M is the factorization scale. Recalling that we have decided to set 'YfL) = 0 for 
i > 0 in our leading-b resummations , we can use Eq. (5. 72) to relate a~L) and alf>, 
It then follows that the all-orders formal resummation in Eq.(5.64) is given by 
f = _!_/_7r d(} ( iio- ) 4-ro/b [1 - 4'Yo ln (1 + 4'Yo d~L) (V)ao) 
2n -1r 1 + ca0 b b 
(5. 73) 
+V(L) (-1 + 
4
b d~L)(V)) + (X2- X~L))a6 + (X3- XJL))a~J. (5.74) 
ao 'Yo 
The logarithm term arises because of the fractional power a4-ro/b. Relating the V-scheme 
and CORGI couplings at the leading-b level one has, 
(L)4'Yo/b - (L)4-ro/b (1 + 4'Yo d (L) (V) (L)) -4-ro/b 
av - a0 b 1 ao (5.75) 
On expanding using the binomial theorem only the terms linear in 'Yo are leading in b, 
the remainder should be discarded. Writing the binomial expansion as exp[ ( -4'Yo/b )InS] 
= 1- (4'Yo/b)1nS + O('Y02) the result fo11ows. The same subtlety enters in deriving an 
analogue of Eq.(5.41) to generate the x;,_L) in terms of d~L)(V) explicitly given by 
Eqs.(5.66), (5.67). One finds 
x~L) = Cn [fd~L>(v)( a (L) )k- 4'Y0ln (1 + 4'Y0 dl(L)(V)a)]· 
k=l 1+(4'Yo/b)d1 (V)a b b 
(5.76) 
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Figure 5.8: Fixed-order CORGI results for f (MH = 115 GeV) in NnLO perturbation 
theory (starred points), compared to the all-orders resummation (solid line) 
These results can then be used to calculate all-orders and fixed-order CORGI predic-
tions. We give in Figure 5.8 the analogue of Figs. I, 5, 6, for the Higgs decay width (with 
pre-factor set to unity) r, we set MH = 115 GeV and a 8 (M1) = 0.119. The starred 
points show the fixed-order CORGI results, and the solid line the all-orders resumma-
tion. As before the agreement of the highest exactly calculated n = 3 fixed-order with 
the all-orders result is good. The fixed-order results track the resummed result up to 
n = 12, beyond which an oscillatory trend is noticeable. From Eq.(5.70) one can see 
that UV 1 and I R 1 renormalon singularities are present, and so the leading asymptotics 
are not dominated by UV 1 as in the vector case. The process of analytical continuation 
, however, serves to remove I R1 [58, 63] and so the leading asymptotics of r is expected 
to be dominated by the leading UVi renormalon, with resulting alternating-sign facto-
rial behaviour. As discussed in Ref. [97] the presence of the leading I R1 renormalon 
in 1) suggests that the obvious generalization of the Adler function in Eq.(5.56) may 
not be optimal, and an alternative is suggested. For our purposes here we are simply 
using D as a tool to compute the physical quantity r, and so this is not a problem. 
We should stress that the uncertainty in the prediction of the Higgs width, indicated 
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by comparing the fixed-order and all-orders results in Figure 5.8, will be much smaller 
than the error with which the width can be experimentally measured, and so our results 
will not effect the comparison of theory with experiment. 
5.7 Analytic expressions for the CORGI contour 
improvement 
In this section we wish to point out that we can obtain explicit analytic expressions for 
the CORGI fixed-order contour improved results for R(s) in terms of the Lambert W-
function, eliminating the need for numerical Simpson's rule evaluation. From Eq.(2.83) 
we see that we can write the CORGI coupling a0 = a0 (ei0s) in terms of the Lambert 
W-function as, 
-1 (5. 77) iio = c[l + W(AeiKO)] ' 
where 
-l(y's)-b/c -b A(s)=-- ,K=-. 
e An 2c 
(5.78) 
Thus after the contour integration the Xn-l coefficient multiplies 
where the appropriate branches of the W-function are to be used in the two regions of 
integration. By making the change of variable w = W(A(s)eiKO) we can then obtain 
the above integrals in the form, 
(5.80) 
The w-integral is elementary, and including the limits of integration, and noting that 
W1(A(s)e-iK1r) = [W_1(A(s)eiK1r)]*, we obtain the explicit result, 
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for n > 2. For n=l we have A1 (s) = (-l/(7TKc))Im[1nVlf_1 (A(s)eiK")]. We finallv 
obtain the CORGI contour-improved fixed-order results in the form. 
00 
R(s) = A1(s) + L:XkAk+I(s). (5 82) 
k:::::2 
In the scalar cmTelator case analytic results can also be obtained. Thr X 11 coC'ffiCif'nt 
in the CORGI series for f in Eq.(5.64) will multiply 
(.5.83) 
Here A = A(Mj1 ). Making the change of variable w = - W(Ae1K 8 ) one can thc·n ul>tailJ 
the above integrals in the form , 
(-l)n j w(-4-y0/b)-l 
27riK cn-t-4-yofb dw ( l - w r-1 . (5.8-1) 
T hese integrals may be evaluated in terms of the Hypergeomctric function F(u. b: c: :::) 
[98]. Inserting the limits of integration we obtain the explicit result 
(5.85) 
We eau finally write the CORGI contour-improved result in the form 
cc 
r = Ao(M~) + l:XkAk(M~) . (5.fHi) 
k=2 
wit.lt 
1 
[ 
b ( l .T ' ( ,1 iKrr))l-4"r,,f/il A (M2) = ]m -(W_ (AeiK11'))-4"'fo/IJ _·v_-_1 _ •.tt_e____,..---
0 H 7r K c4-yo/b 4{o 1 + (1 - ~) (5.87) 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate the way in which WP can utilize per-
turbation theory to broaden our understanding of Quautum Chromodynamics (QCO). 
By increasing the accuracy and reliability of perturbative calculations we strive to 
reinforce our confidence in QCD as the fundamental quantum field theory of strung 
interactions. 
T his thesis covers two research subjects. The first one concerns the lo11g standing 
problem of renormalization and factorization scheme dependence in QCD predictions. 
T he reuormalization scale, J.L. dependence of fixed-order QCD perturbation theory is clll 
artefact of the way renormalization group (RG) improvement is customarily perfomwd. 
The two crucial features are the use of a scale fL proportional to the physical energy 
scale, Q, of the process, and the truncation of the perturbation series at. fixed-order. As 
argued recently (76] one should rather keep tL strictly independent of Q. Fixrd-ordcr 
perturbation theory with 11- constant does not then satisfy asymptotic freedon1. a11<l 
one is forced to sum to all-orders the RG-predictable unphysical logarithms of JL ami 
physical ultraviolet (UV) logarithms of Q from which the perturbative coeffi.ciL·nts are 
built. This so-called ''Complete RG-improvement'" (CORGI) [76] serves to caucel all 
J.L-dependencc between the unphysical renormalised coupling cx9 (tt), and the unphysical 
logarithms of 11- in the coefficients, and one directly trades unphysical 11 dependence 
for the physical Q-dependence. The CORGI approach as formulated in (76] is exactly 
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equivalent at NLO to the Effective Charge approach of Grunberg [12, 13] in which 
the UV logarithms are also completely resummed in exactly the same way, whilst the 
remaining RG-predictable effects are parametrized in a different, but a priori equally 
reasonable way. As we discussed in Chapter 3 it is possible to extend the ideology 
of CORGI to the case where two unphysical scales enter. We studied the example of 
the arbitrary factorization scale dependence of moments of structure functions in deep-
inelastic leptoproduction. Here an analogous situation holds, where in addition to Jl 
and en renormalization scheme parameters, there will be a set of factorisation scheme 
parameters, M and dn. Once again , a resummation of the ultraviolet logarithms re-
sults in the dependence on these unphysical scales disappearing. 
We showed that the CORGI formalism was equivalent to directly relating observ-
ables to the dimensional transmutation parameter, which arises as a constant of integra-
tion when the energy dependence imposed by dimensional analysis in integrand. This 
integration automatically resums altraviolet logarithms to all-orders, and the renor-
malization scale Jl cancels and, is seen to be a completely redundant parameter with 
no physical significance. 
In the other part of the thesis, we focussed on obtaining exact fixed-order, and 
leading-b estimated all-orders results for various inclusive QCD Minkowski observables 
, related to the vector correlator. These could be expressed as a contour integral of 
the suitably weighted Euclidean Adler D( -s )-function in the complex energy squared 
plane. D( s) is truncated at some fixed-order and the integral performed numerically 
as described in Section 5.2. In this way contour-improved predictions are obtained, in 
which an infinite subset of known and potentially large analytical continuation terms 
are resummed to all-orders. By employing the CORGI approach, as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3, we could further resum to all-orders the complete set of ultraviolet logarithms 
involving s, which build the s-dependence of D( s), avoiding any dependence on an arbi-
trary renormalization scale Jl. The remaining approximation is the missing higher-order 
CORGI invariants Xi (i > 2), which remain unknown since the perturbative coefficients 
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have only been calculated to NNLO so far. We used tlte so-ca lled leading-b approx-
imation to estimate these. Using the exact large-N1 all-orders results fur D(,..;) [51] 
we were able to sum the CORGI series to all-orders in terms of a sum of C'xponential 
integral functions, corresponding to the contributions of the ultraviolet and iufrarrd 
renormalons in the Borel plane. This was technically far more straightforward thau 
previous analogous resummations of the Effective Charge beta-function for D(s) [7,1]. 
The renonnalon singularities are divided into UV and IR singularities. In QCD, due 
to asymptotic freedom and the resulting sign of the first coefficient of the d-functiou. 
the UV renormalons lie on the negative real axis of the Bore! variable and pose nu 
problems iu the reconstruction of a physical quantity from its divergent prrturbatiw 
expansion. The IR renormalons, however, are of more interest since they introduce a 
genuine ambiguity iuto the reconstruction process. Despite the hindrancr to thr n'-
s ummation programme caused by IR renormalons, we are obliged to accept that they 
are necessary for QCD to be consistent. That is, we believe that IR nmormalons an' 
directly connected to non-perturbative effects characterised by the operator product 
expansion (OPE) and that the only way in which one can uuite perturbation theory 
with the non-pertur!Jative regime is by systematic cancellation between IR. renormalon 
induced ambiguities and ambiguities originating in the OPE. It was in this light that 
we focused on the Adler D-function where we demonstrated, by using exact largP-"V/ 
results from QED, that the singularity structure in the Bore! plane was pn'ciscly in 
line with expectations from OPE. Most notably this involved the absence of thr first 
IR renorrnalon at z = ~' corresponding to the absence from the OPE of an opNator 
with dimension two. 
By comparing the NNLO fixed-order COR.GI results to the all-orders resunmJntions 
we estimated the uncertainty in a5 (At!~), extracted from experimental measurements 
of Rr, to be 6as(At.f~):::::0.003. Measurments of R(s) at low energies are crucial for de-
termining a(M~), for the evolved QED fine structure constant. Accurate knowledg(• of 
the value of this quantity is vital in constraining the mass of the Higgs from electrowPak 
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fits to LEP data. We showed that using all-orders and fixed-order contour-improved 
CORGI results for R(s) gave results for the hadronic corrections to the QED coupling 
a(M~) which did not differ significantly from those obtained using conventional fixed-
order perturbation theory in Ref. [93]. Finally we showed how recent all-orders large-N1 
results for the scalar correlator [97] could be used to perform analogous resummations 
for the Higgs decay width to a heavy quark pair. We finally noted that the CORGI 
contour-improvement for the R-ratio can be written in analytic form in terms of the 
Lambert W-function, and for the Higgs width in terms of the Hypergeometric function 
and Lambert W-function, thus avoiding the need to use a numerical Simpson's Rule 
evaluation. 
There are many possible investigations to be pursued using these methods. In 
particular it would be interesting to use the resummed results for R( s) in lower energy 
ranges where conventionally inclusive or exclusive data has been used. The scalar 
correlator results could also be used to investigate more carefully the uncertainties in 
estimates of the strange quark mass using Sum Rule techniques. 
Appendix A 
Analytic expression for structure 
function moments valid up to a4 
In addition to the expansion form (3.10) for tltc· structure function IHOIH<'Ilt s M 'A<' 
can obtaiu a closed analytical form for M valid up to a4 • which has some advautagcs 
with repect the expanded form. First if we put in this closed form c2 = 0. r·3 = 0. wP 
obtain the complete analytic form for the structure function moments as in Ref. [25]. 
and secondly this analytical form is extendable to the more general case~ whPrc "" 
have d4 , d5 , ... iu the numenator and c4 .c5 .... in the denominator of first integnmd of 
(3.5) which makes the comparison of the form of the structure function moment::- in 
different orders more straightforward. 
To get this closed aualytical form for M we take the following steps. Firsr rl'cflll 
that we defined the structure function moments as 
Mn(Q) =< On(M) > Cn(Q. a(JI), JL,lvl) . (. \ . l ) 
As in Section 3.2, WP. use a to stand for n.(p,). The Coefficient function UJJ to ti'1 h; 
(A.2) 
The operator matrix element was defined as 
{a'Y(x) t"''Y(l)(x) 
0(1\lf) >=A exp[Jo fi(x) d.r- Jo {3(2)(:£:) d1·1 . ( \.3) 
1 ?.4 
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and the anolmalous dimention to fourth order is 
and the truncated fJ function is 
where 
Consequently the first integral in Eq.(3.5) will appear as 
{ar(x) dx = r dx + dlx2 + d2x3 + d3x4 dx 
lo fJ(x) lo bx2(1+ex+e2x2 +e3x3) · 
Expanding the denominator in Eq.(A.7) yields 
(1 +ex+ e2x2 + e3x3)-1 = [(1 +ex)+ (e2x2 + e3x3)t1 
= (1 + ex)-1 - (1 + ex)-2(e2x2 + e3x3) + ... 
1 e2x2 e3x3 
= 1 +ex - (1 + ex)2 - (1 + ex)2 + ··· ' 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
here we kept only terms which are linear with repect to e2 and e3 . Other expansion 
terms are of order a5 and higher, which are not our concern therefore. We then obtain 
(A.9) 
lo
a r(x) d loa 1 loa x loa x2 
-- dx = - [ dx - e2 dx - e3 dx J 
o fJ(x) b o x(1 +ex) o x(1 + ex) 2 o x(1 + ex) 2 
dl loa 1 loa x2 loa x3 +- ~-~ ~-~ ~ b [ o (1 +ex) o (1 + cx) 2 o (1 + ex) 2 J 
d2 loa X loa X3 loa X4 +- ~-~ . ~-~ ~ b [ o (1 +ex) o (1 + ex) 2 o (1 + ex) 2 J 
d3 loa x2 loa x4 loa x5 +- ~-~ ~-~ ~ b [ o (1+ex) o (1+ex)2 o (1+ex)2 J' (A.10) 
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and from Eq.(A.6) 
ln
oo "}'(l) (X) lnoo dx 
--,-,-,---,--:- dx = dx . 
o j3(2l(x) o bx2(l +ex) (A.ll) 
Substituting Eq.(A.lO) and Eq.(A.ll) in Eq.(A.3) and using the obtained results in 
Eq.(A.l), after simplification we obtain the following analytical result for M 
d -d .'!.l ~ !!.a_ =-.2.( d 2.'!.1 3~ 4~) ( 2 d 3~ 4~ 5.!!.3_) M= A(ea)"b(l + ea)T+bc-/;;;2+~+ b -;;7+ ~- ;;;r+ c5 -C3- bc3+ bc4- bcs+ ~ 
(ad2) (a(a
2
e
2
- 2- ea)d3 ) [ ( ad d1(ea2 + 2a) 
exp - exp exp e2 ----be 2be2(1 +ea) be(l +ea) be2(1 +ea) 
d2( -e3a3 + 3a2e2 + 6ea) d3 (l2a + 6ea2 - 2e2a3 + e3a4 ) 
+ 2e4(1 + ea)b - 3e4(1 + ea)b )] x 
[ ( -d(ea
2+2a) d1(-e3a3 +3a2e2+6ea) 
exp e3 + ----'----,-.,-----:--:----=--be2(1 +ea) 2e4(1 + ea)b) 
d2(l2a + 6ea2 - 2e2a3 + e3a4 ) 
3e4 (1 + ea)b 
d (60a- 3e4a5 + 30ca2 - 10e2a3 + 5e3a4 ) 
+ 
3 
12be5(l +ea) )](1 + r1a + r2a
2 + r3a3 ) . (A.12) 
Appendix B 
Structure function moments and 
partial derivatives 
We can use the expansion form in Eq.(3.10) or the closed analytical form in Eq.(A.12) 
to obtain the partial derivaties of M with repect to seven unphysical quentites fl, M, 
db d2, d3 , c2 , c3 • In the following we use the closed analytical form to obtain these 
partial dereivaties. 
To calculate partial derivatives of M with respect to fl, and to get the obtained 
results for r 1,r2 and r 3 we begin with the chain rule as 
where 
(B.2) 
consequently 
(B.3) 
From Eq.(B.2) 
(B.4) 
2 
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and we know 
J.L ~~ = f3(a) = -ba2(1 +ea+ e2a2 + e3a3) . (B.5) 
Substituting Eq.(B.4) and Eq.(B.5) into Eq.(B.1) yields 
aM M r1 + 2r2a + 3r3a2 ( b-2(1 _ - 2 -3)) J.L- = - a + ea + e2a + e3a 
all 1 + rla + r2a2 + r3a3 (B.6) 
a(J.Lfu) + a2 (J.L!l!::.J_) + a3(J.Lfu) 
+M OJ..L OJ..L OJ..L 
1 + rl a + r2a2 + r3a3 ' 
(B.7) 
equivalently we can consider 
and from there, self-consistency principle (i.e vanishing of O(a), O(a2) and O(a3 ) terms) 
demands 
(B.9) 
To calculate the partial derivative of M with respect to M and obtain results for partial 
derivatives of r 1 , r 2 , ... , using the chain rule yields 
MaM =M aM a< 0 > +M aM ar1 +M aM ar2 
aM a< 0 > aM ar1 aM ar2 aM 
+MaM ar3 . (B.10) 
ar3 aM 
Using Eq.(B.2) we get 
aM a< o > a(M~) + a2(Mfu) + a3(Mfu) 
-:----:::--(M ) +M {)M {)M {)M (B 11) 
a< 0 > aM 1 + r 1 a + r 2a2 + r3a3 ' . 
on the other hand using the definition of anomalous dimension ro (c.f. Eq.(3.3)), we 
have 
aM (M a< 0 >) =< O > aM [(Ma< 0 >) 1 J 
a< o > aM a< o > aM < o > 
= ( < 0 > C4)ro(a) = M[-da- d1a2 - d2a3- d3a4] . (B.12) 
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Combining Eq.(B.ll) and Eq.(B.12) yields 
aM [( 2 3 4) M- =M -da-d1a -d2a -d3a 
aM 
a(Mfln) + a2(M!l!:2.) + a3(Mfl:!::J_) 
+M oM oM oM J. 
1 + rla + r2ii2 + r3a3 
(B.l3) 
By substituting the relation of the couplings with the two different scales, 
(B.l4) 
we obtain the following results 
8r1 8r2 M 
M aM = d, M aM = d1 + dr1 - dblog-;; , 
8r3 M M 2 2 M M £:~M = d2 + d1r1 + dr2 - dbr1log-- 2d1blog-- db log - . (B.15) 
u Jl Jl Jl 
For the partial derivative of M with respect to d1 and the related results we have to 
compute 
(B.16) 
by using chain rule where 
(B.17) 
A,B,D,E and G are defined from (A.12) as 
-d d1 d2 d3 e2 d d1 d2 d3 
A= b +be - be2 + be3 + b(e2 - 2 e3 + 3 e4 - 4 e5) 
d dl d2 d3 
+e3 ( 2 be3 - 3 be4 + 4 be5 - 5 be6 ) (B.18) 
B [ ad d1 (ea
2 +2a) d2(-e3a3 +3a2e2 +6ea) 
= e2 - + ----c------:------'-
be(l +ea) be2(1 +ea) 2e4(1 + ea)b 
d3(l2a + 6ea2 - 2e2a3 + e3a4) 
- 3e4 (1 + ea)b ] (B.19) 
D [-d(ea
2 + 2a) d1 ( -e3a3 + 3a2e2 + 6ea) 
= e3 + ----'--.,-------,--------'-
be2(1 +ea) e4(1 + ea)b 
d2(l2a + 6ea2 - 2e2a3 + e3a4 ) 
e4 (1 + ea)b 
d3(60a- 3e4a5 + 30ca2 - 10e2a3 + 5e3a4) 
+ 12be5(1 +ea) ] (B.20) 
E = ad2 G = a(a2e2 - 2- ea)d3 
be ' 2be2(1 +ea) (B.21) 
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Using the chain rule, the partial derivative of M with repect to d1 can be written as 
From the definition of A,B and D we will get 
aM aA 1 2e2 3e3 
aA = log(1 + ea)M, ad1 = be - be3 + be4 ' 
aM =M aB -e2(ea2 + 2a) 
aB ' ad1 be2 (1 +ea) ' 
aM aD e3 (e3a3 - 3a2e2 - 6ea) 
aD =M, ad1 2 e4 (1 + ea)b 
substituting Eq.(B.23), Eq.(B.24) and Eq.(B.25) into Eq.(B.22) yields 
aM _ M[l (1 )( 1 2e2 3e3) e2(ea
2 + 2a) 
-- og +ea ---+- + ----'----'-
ad1 be be3 be4 be2 (1 +ea) 
+ e3 (e3a3 - 3a2e2 - 6ea) +a(~)+ a2 (~) + a3(~ )] . 
2 e4 (1 + ea)b) 1 + r1a + r2ii2 + r3a3 
(B.23) 
(B.24) 
(B.25) 
(B.26) 
Sustituting Eq.(B.14) in Eq.(B.26) and demanding self-consistency principle will result 
m 
For computing the partial derivative of M with repect to d2 and the related results in 
a similar way we have 
A,B,D,E are the same as before and we will get 
aM M[l (1 )(-1 3e2 4e3) a e2(-e
3
a
3 + 3a2e2 + 6ea) 
- = og +ea - + - - - + - + ___;_ _ -:-:--------:--~ 
ad2 be2 be4 be5 be 2be4 ( 1 + ea) 
(e3a4 - 2a3e2 + 6ea2 + 12a) a(!kl.) + ii2(fu) + a3(fu) 
-e + od2 od2 od2 J . (B 29) 3 
e4 (1 + ea)b 1 + r1a + r2ii2 + r3a3 · 
Form Eq.(B.29) we can obtain the partial derivatives of r 1 , r 2 and r 3 with respect to 
d2 and before that we need to substitute Eq.(B.14) in Eq.(B.29), then we will get 
arl ar2 
ad2 = 0' ad2 
-1 
2b' 
ar3 e J.L rl 
- = - -log- - - . 
ad2 3b M 2b (B.30) 
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In a similar way for ~-;;; we will have 
aM aM aA aM aG aM aB aM aD aM ar1 aM ar2 aM ar3 
- = --+ --+ --+ --+ --+ --+ --' 
ad3 aA ad3 aG ad3 aB ad3 aD ad3 ar1 ad3 ar2 ad3 ar3 ad3 
(B.31) 
and from this 
aM 1 4e2 5e3 a(a2e2 - 2- ea) 
ad3 = M[log( 1 + ea)(be3- be5 + be6 ) + 2b(1 +ea) 
e2(e3a 3 - 2a3e2 + 6ca2 + 12a) ( -3e4a5 + 5e3a4 - 10a3e2 + 30e2a + 60a) 
- +e3------------~--~----------3be4(1 +ea) 12e5 (1 + ea)b 
a(fu) + a2(fu) + a3(fu) 
+ 8d3 8d3 8d3 J (B 32) 
1 + rl a + r2a2 + r3a3 ' . 
and substituting a by a yields 
arl = 0 
ad3 ' 
ar3 -1 
ad3 3b. (B.33) 
For the derivative of M with respect to e2 we will get 
aM aM aA aM aB aM aa aM aa aM ar1 aM ar2 
- = --+ --+ --+ --+ --+ --
ae2 aA ae2 aB ae2 aa ae2 aa ae2 arl ae2 ar2 ae2 
aMar3 
+-- (B.34) 
ar3 ae2 ' 
where A and B are the same as before. 
Note that in the above we need the dependence of a and a on e2 in the form 88M 8
8
a 
a c2 
and 8£: %! and these dependences can be obtained from the Eq.(2.73) and the similar 
relation for a (c.f [9]). 
After calculating and substituting the partial derivatives in Eq.(B.34) we will get 
aM d 2d1 3d2 4d3 ad 
--;-- = M[log(1 + ea)(b2- -b 3 + -b 4 - -5 ) + b(1 ) 
ue2 e e e e e + ea 
d1 (ea2 + 12a) d2( -2a3 + 3ea2 + 60a) 
- + ------.,---------,.---
be2(1 +ea) 2be3 (1 +ea) 
d (3e
3a4 - 2e2a3 + 6ea2 + 12a) d 2 de 3 d1 3 -3 
- 3 - -a +-a - -a - r1a 3e4 (1 + ea)b b b b 
a(fu) + a2(fu) + a3(fu) + 8c2 8c2 8c2 J 
1 + rl a + r2a2 + r3a3 ' 
(B.35) 
which on substituting a by a (B.14), demanding self-consistency principle, yields 
3d 
2b' 
ar3 4d1 Jl dr1 5de 
- = - + 3dlog- + 3-- - r 1 - - . 
ae2 3b M 2b 3b 
(B.36) 
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The same technique will apply for deriving partial derivatives of M with respect to c3 
and from there we will get the following results 
5d 
6b . (B.37) 
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